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Device and Method for Hiding Information
and Device and Method for Extracting Information

Specification

The present invention relates to steganography and in par-
ticular to a steganographic concept providing maximum
safety such that there is no suspicion of a text containing
hidden information

.

Steganography basically relates to a field of technology in

which attempts are made of hiding secrete messages in other
messages such that a non-authorized person will not suspect
at all that the message presented to him contains a secret
message hidden therein. Differently from cryptography, i.e.

the encrypting of messages, it is thus possible to obtain
efficient protection for secret messages, as a non-
authorized person will not suspect at all that a message
contains a secret message. In contrast thereto, it can eas-
ily be noticed with encrypted messages that these are en-
crypted. There are many techniques to "break" encryptions.
There is agreement in technology that messages encrypted in

arbitrary manner can be decrypted with arbitrary expendi-
ture. Thus, the endeavors in cryptography concentrate in

particular on making the expenditure for a non-authorized
decipherer as high as possible, such that, deterred by the

high expenditure, he will refrain from non-authorized de-

crypting of the encrypted messages. However, under specific
circumstances, an expenditure of any degree will be ac-

cepted in order to be able to decrypt especially important
messages. It is assumed that there are more intelligent,
but less complex, methods of "breaking" for many of the
known methods of encryption. Such efficient "breaking" can-
not be excluded for any of the methods known so far. Steg-
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anography is a supplementation in this respect. Steganogra-
phy - steganography originally means hidden writing - tries
to hide secret information in a message in such a manner
that nobody will suspect at all that secret information is

already hidden therein. In this event, not even the highest
expenditure will be of assistance, since a non-authorized
person will not know at all which message contains a secret
message, especially when he is supposed to monitor large
quantities of messages.

Most recently, there has been a great demand for steg-
anographic techniques, as the use of "email" has found ever
increasing use, with the applications being no longer in
the military field only. In particular, there is a need in
companies to electronically transmit information that is to
be kept secret. It is self-evident that no unauthorized
person should have access to such secret business data by
tapping a data line, which e.g. may be part of the Inter-
net. Thus, there is a multiplicity of mail programs en-
crypting a text prior to mailing thereof. However, as has
already been pointed out, there is no safe encryption.

This is why modern steganographic concepts have come into
existence most recently. One of these steganographic con-
cepts consists in using, in image files, the last bit or
least significant bit of pixels for storing the information
to be hidden. Such methods are described in detail by
Joshua R. Smith et al., "Modulation and Information Hiding
in Images", First International Workshop, Cambridge, UK,

May 30 to June 1, 1996, pp. 207-225. Although large amounts
of secret information can be hidden in images, this method
involves the disadvantage that image files in general are
very large files, so that transmission thereof via elec-
tronic mail takes a relatively long time. Furthermore, fre-
quent transmission of very large files between a common
sender and a common receiver is relatively conspicuous,
which is contrary to the steganographic idea as such.
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Known methods for hiding information in texts consist in
that specific simple predefined sentence structures can be
generated, with the grammatical composition of a specific
sentence reflecting usually binary information to be hid-
den. These methods are described in detail by Peter Wayner,
"Disappearing Cryptography", Academic Press Inc., 1996, pp.
91-121. Such predefined grammars have the disadvantage that
a sender and a receiver, if they desire to communicate se-
cret information frequently, permanently send texts having
substantially the same contents or slightly modified mean-
ing contents only, giving rise to the suspicion that secret
information is hidden therein.

Known methods of hiding information in texts thus utilize
either predefined grammars, which either can generate only
simple predefined sentence structures, or are based solely
on the alteration of the control characters, space signs
and tabulators. Both methods are relatively conspicuous,
can be used to a very limited extent only, produce a small
bandwidth only, i.e. the amount of information that can be
hidden in a specific text is relatively small, and they are
not robust with respect to minor changes, such as e.g. re-
formatting of the text or slight reformulation thereof.
Such methods thus are relatively unsuited also for hand-
written notes or passages in print media.

In particular, there is a need to distribute secret infor-
mation to one or more receivers via a newspaper article.
Thus, it would be particularly conspicuous if a passage in
the newspaper suddenly contained a predefined grammar that
becomes conspicuous solely by its contents, unless the
grammar accidentally has been matched to the current events
of the day.

The technical publication "Techniques for data hiding", W.

Bender et al., IBM Systems Journal, vol. 35, Nos . 3 and 4,
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1996, pp. 313-336, describes various steganographic con-
cepts. Among other things, possibilities of hiding data in
a text are shown, comprising a method for hiding informa-
tion via manipulation of unused space on the printed page,
a syntactic method using e.g. the punctuation marks for
hiding information, and a semantic method making use of a
manipulation of the words themselves for hiding informa-
tion. In the semantic method, two synonyms have a primary
value and a secondary value allocated thereto. In case of
many synonyms, there may be coded more than one bit per
synonym. It is deemed problematic in this respect that the
desire to hide as much information as possible may collide
with the still existing meaning differences between the
synonyms. In the syntactic method, the diction and struc-
ture of texts is altered, without substantially altering
the meaning and mode of speech, respectively. This is
achieved in that, if there is a grammatical structure com-
prising a main clause and a subordinate clause, an informa-
tion bit is hidden in the text by arranging the subordinate
clause in front of the main clause, or arranging the subor-
dinate clause after the main clause. It is deemed problem-
atic in this method that the possibilities of hiding infor-
mation are limited.

EP 0 268 367 relates to an interface for natural language,
which is used for ensuring the semantic correctness of an
inquiry. To this end, a text to be analyzed is input into a

dictionary analyzer connected to a dictionary of synonyms
in order to carry out a synonym substitution, so as to be
able to transfer an as small as possible standard vocabu-
lary to a parser connected downstream of the dictionary
analyzer. The parser is connected furthermore to a main
dictionary and a grammar stage for performing a syntactic
analysis of the text input that possibly contains synonyms.
The output of the parser is fed to a simplification stage
which has the effect of increasing a recall or a number of
hits or a number of the documents delivered back from an
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inquiry. The simplified inquiry in turn is fed to a trans-
lation stage coupled with a database management system ca-
pable of producing an output that can function as an inter-
face for a user.

US-Patent No. 5,424,947 relates to a device and a method
for analyzing natural language and the construction of a
knowledge data base for natural language analysis. A sen-
tence is syntactically analyzed by a parser in order to
provide the phrase structure thereof, inclusive of an ex-
isting ambiguity. The phrase structure is fed to a depend-
ency analyzer producing on the output side a dependency
structure without ambiguity. To this end, a knowledge data-
base is accessed which comprises dependency/taxonym/synonym
data and context dependency data. The dependency structure
without ambiguity is fed to a system for automatic process-
ing of natural language texts, such as e.g. a machine
translation system.

It is the object of the present invention to make available
an improved steganographic concept which is flexible in use
and at the same time provides for a high degree of incon-
spicuousness

.

This object is met by a device for hiding information ac-
cording to claim 1, a device for extracting information ac-
cording to claim 20, a method for hiding information ac-
cording to claim 25 and a method for extracting information
according to claim 26.

The present invention is based on the finding that the most
natural message type for hiding information is text. The
usual communication medium does not consist in transmitting
images, but in transmitting text messages. For this very
reason alone, ordinary text is suited best for hiding in-
formation. According to the present invention, the language
as such is used for hiding information in a text. Every
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language contains an extraordinarily high degree of redun-

dancy. This is why many different things can be expressed

in a large variety of different ways. Formulation alterna-

tives exist in the form of different sentence positions,

different synonyms and different prepositions etc. Certain

sentence positions are forbidden due to the rules of gram-

mar and thus would be immediately conspicuous. Thus, only

those formulation alternatives are used for hiding informa-

tion which are admissible (grammatically and lexically)

.

Generally speaking, a text is reformulated in accordance

with the information to be hidden, with the information be-

ing hidden in the reformulated text. Such reformulated

texts will not be conspicuous as they do not comprise arti-

ficial elements, but just constitute a different way of ex-

pressing specific facts. Persons or programs investigating

a multiplicity of messages with regard to the question

whether there is secret information contained therein, will

not always compile statistics on the usual modes of expres-

sion of the author. In this event, greater liberties in re-

formulation are permissible. If it is assumed that there

are such statistics compiled, it is still possible to

carry out automatic reformulations maintaining this typical

characteristics. Supervisors thus have no possibility of

determining whether or not a text has been edited. This is

in compliance with the main idea of stenography, which con-

sists in hiding information such that an unauthorized per-

son does not even recognize that messages are hidden at

all.

In accordance with a first aspect, the present invention

relates to a device for hiding information in a text having

at least one sentence, comprising:

means for providing the text;

means for linguistically analyzing the text to produce text

components, the text components being components of the
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sentence and the sentence, in addition to at least one ad-

ditional component, having exactly one predicate as compo-

nent;

means for determining a plurality of formulation alterna-

tives for the text

- by varying the order of the text components itself,

- by ascertaining synonyms for the text components and

varying the order of the synonyms for the text compo-

nents, or

- by ascertaining synonyms for at least one text component

and varying the order of a synonym for the at least one

text component and of another text component of the sen-

tence,

with every formulation alternative being grammatically

correct for the text and having essentially the same

meaning as the text, with every sequence and every syno-

nym ascertained having specific partial information al-

located thereto;

means for selecting a formulation alternative from the plu-

rality of formulation alternatives in such a manner that

the partial information that is allocated to the selected

formulation alternative corresponds at least to part of the

information to be hidden; and

means for outputting the formulation alternative that forms

a modified text, with the information to be hidden being

hidden in said modified text.

The "partial information" in a preferred embodiment is con-

stituted by compression symbols which may have binary codes

directly associated therewith. The modified text thus has
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essentially the same sense as the original text. However,

this sense is formulated differently in the modified text,

with the secret information being contained in the - gram-

matically correct - formulation.

In accordance with a second aspect, the present invention

relates to a device for extracting information hidden in a

modified text, the modified text having at least one sen-

tence, comprising

:

means for providing the modified text;

means for linguistically analyzing the modified text to

produce text components of the modified text, the text com-

ponents being components of the sentence and the sentence,

in addition to at least one additional component, having

exactly one predicate as component;

means for producing partial information allocated to the

sequence of the text components and, in case the modified

text has information hidden in linguistic meanings of the

text components, to the linguistic meanings of the text

components, said means for producing partial information

producing the same partial information which, in hiding the

information to produce the modified text, was allocated to

the sequence of text components and optionally to the lin-

guistic meanings of the text components;

means for combining the partial information that was pro-

duced for the modified text by said means for producing

partial information, in order to obtain the information

hidden in the modified text; and

means for outputting the hidden information.

In other words, the device for extracting the secret infor-

mation analyzes the modified text and extracts the secret
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information by ascertaining the partial information allo-

cated to the individual formulation alternatives. To obtain

sensible extraction, it is of course necessary that the de-

vice for extracting knows the allocation of partial infor-

mation to word position alternatives, synonyms or para-

phrases that were used in the device for hiding informa-

tion. However, it is not necessary that the device for ex-

tracting knows the original text that was modified, since

the partial information, independently of a text, corre-

sponds to the text components and the sequence thereof, re-

spectively, and is not related to a specific text that al-

ways consists of a combination of specific text components.

An essential advantage of the present invention consists in

that any natural-language text can be used. The concept ac-

cording to the invention thus is not limited to predefined

grammars and the like. Thus, there is no suspicion arousing

communication by way of substantially similar texts.

Another advantage of the present invention consists in that

the concept according to the invention is completely insen-

sitive to text formatting. Thus, it would be possible, for

example, to print a modified text or even to copy it by

hand and to transfer the same in any way to a receiver

knowing the grammatical and lexical information of the

sender; the receiver just scans the possibly even hand-

written notes in order to thus enter the modified text into

his device for extraction.

The device according to the invention furthermore is robust

with respect to slight modifications of the text as such,

e.g. when typing errors are corrected, simple errors in ar-

ticle are corrected, single/plural tense endings are modi-

fied, etc.

Depending on the embodiment of the device and method ac-

cording to the invention, only the sequence of the text
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components themselves is varied, and there are no synonyms
ascertained in order to hide still more information in the
text. As an alternative, it is possible to ascertain for
all text components synonyms, and in this case the sequence
of the synonyms for the text components will be varied in-
stead of the sequence of the text components . Finally, it
is possible as well to ascertain synonyms only for part of
the text components of the sentence, in order to then vary
the sequence of the text components and of the synonyms as-
certained for specific text components, respectively.

As will be elucidated in the following, steganographic
methods may be employed even in compressing the secret in-
formation, which may be combined with methods of textual
stenography: either for obtaining higher robustness with
respect to changes or easy recognizability of these
changes, or for increasing the amount of information that
can be hidden. However, if just the sequence of the text
components is used for hiding information, reformulations
in the sense of other synonyms of course will not affect
the success of the device for extraction. However, the
bandwidth, i.e. the amount of information that can be hid-
den in the text, is decreased considerably thereby. Thus,
there is a compromise between robustness of the modified
text with respect to changes on the one hand and the possi-
ble bandwidth on the other hand, with this compromise being
decided in accordance with the particular needs of the
user.

The information to be hidden preferably is in the form of a

binary sequence. To be able to hide this binary sequence in
a text, the partial information allocated to the individual
alternatives preferably are binary data as well, which may
be referred to as code words. Thus, it can be seen that,
generally speaking, the device for hiding information basi-
cally embodies decoding, with the secret information being
decoded so as to form a modified text and the original text
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determining the coding circumstances or coding vocabulary.
Analogously therewith, the device for extracting the infor-
mation carries out a coding step, with the modified text
being coded in a binary sequence in accordance with the
partial information as "coding vocabulary" and the binary
sequence comprising the extracted secret information.

In this respect, arbitrary coding techniques may be em-
ployed of which the technique of arithmetic coding and the
technique of Huffman coding are indicated here by way of
example only.

An additional advantage of the concept according to the in-
vention consists in that the application thereof is very
flexible. For example, if information is to be hidden in a
text for providing the text with a watermark, the ascer-
taining of synonyms generally should be ruled out since the
text components themselves contribute to the watermark and
substitution of a text component by a synonym possibly
could destroy the watermark. If, however, the watermark is
introduced into the text by way of the variation of the se-
quence of the text components themselves, which are un-
changed, there is at least a higher probability that the
watermark will not be impaired by such modifications of the
text.

For watermark applications as special case of steganogra-
phy, it will be less the amount of information to be hidden
that is important, but rather that a watermark will not be
suspected at all from the outside. However, if the amount
of information to be hidden in the text is of predominant
significance, the concept according to the invention can be
supplemented by the ascertaining of synonyms, such that,
contrary to the known synonym substitution alone, the se-
quence of the synonyms of all text components or only of a
specific portion of the text components is varied. If there
is a specific number of synonyms present, the variation of
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the sequence of the synonyms, in comparison with the mere
synonym formation, will considerably increase the amount of
information that can be hidden in a text.

A further advantage of the present invention consists in
that it is also applicable in cases in which synonym sub-
stitution is per se excluded. In order to nevertheless hide
information in a text, e.g. in the form of a watermark,
only the order or sequence of the components of sentences
is varied in accordance with the invention. For the major-
ity of authors and publishers especially in the field of
specialized literature, synonym substitution is unaccept-
able as otherwise technical terms of one specific field
could be substituted by alleged synonyms.

The other techniques of steganography mostly are out of the
question as well, since they can be eliminated too easily
or are noticed too easily. This holds in particular for
texts in the so-called "open-ebook" format. Slight varia-
tions in the letter positions, as known e.g. for PDF docu-
ments, are not possible here since these are plain texts
having no microspacing. Thus, the variation of the sentence
component sequence according to the invention permits, also
in these fields that so far were excluded from steganogra-
phy, the use of the redundancy of a text for a digital wa-
termark, e.g. for purposes of copyright protection against
piracy attacks. With the aid of the present invention, the
quantity of the information to be hidden in a text passage
first can be increased to such an extent that a watermark
becomes sensible. For, it is preferred to store e.g. the
complete author ID in every longer paragraph, which nor-
mally necessitates a bandwidth of at least two bytes.

Preferred embodiments of the present invention will be de-
scribed in detail hereinafter with reference to the at-
tached drawings in which
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Fig. 1 shows a schematic block diagram of a device for

hiding according to the invention;

Fig. 2 shows a schematic block diagram of a device for ex-

tracting according to the invention;

Fig. 3 shows a flow chart for alternative generation for a

phrase according to a preferred embodiment of the

present invention; and

Fig. 4 shows a flow chart to illustrate the handling of

individual alternatives according to the present
invention.

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a device 10 for hiding in-
formation in a text according to the invention, with the
text being supplied via a text input 12, i.e. means for
providing the text. The device 10 for hiding information
comprises furthermore a further input 14 for the informa-
tion to be hidden as well as an output 16 for a modified
text which in its meaning corresponds to the original text,
but which contains the information to be hidden.

The device 10 for hiding information moreover comprises
means 18 for linguistically analyzing the text, in order to
produce text components. These text components can be fed
to means 20 for determining a plurality of formulation al-
ternatives for the text. Means 22 for selecting a formula-
tion alternative from the plurality of formulation alterna-
tives is arranged to select that formulation alternative
the partial information of which corresponds to the infor-
mation to be hidden. The means 22 for selecting a formula-
tion alternative is followed by means 24 for outputting the
formulation alternative that constitutes the modified text,
for outputting the modified text at output 16.
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In the following, the individual elements of the device 10

for hiding information in a text shall be discussed.

The means 18 for analyzing the text in order to produce
text components is arranged to carry out so-called "pars-

ing" method. The means 18 for linguistically analyzing the

text preferably is a so-called HPSG Parser (HPSG = Head-
driven Phase Structure Grammar) . The standard work for re-

alizing the same is Pollard and Sag: "Head driven Phrase

Structure Grammar", University of Chicago Press, 1994. In

addition to the HPSG parser, there are many other parsers
known in technology that may be utilized in the present in-

vention as well. In particular HPSG parsers are modern
highly lexicalized, unification-based parsers. Such means
preferably operate in the form of sentences. Generally
speaking, as will still be explained hereinafter, the text
is broken down into its linguistic text components, in

which the head of the sentence, which usually is the verb,

is determined first in order to determine thereafter other
constituents of the sentence, such as subject, complements
and adjuncts. The greatest advantages of a unification-
based parser for HPSG in comparison with other parsers are
(a) that the same specifications for analysis (of an ini-
tial sentence) and generation (of the reformulated sen-

tences), (b) that there are about a dozen of parser rules
only for each language - everything else is specified in

the dictionary in declarative manner, does not require much
programming expenditure and can easily be transferred to

other languages, (c) that information of different lev-

els/fields (syntax, semantics, pragmatics) can easily be

combined. From this results the very close coupling between
parser and a dictionary rich in contents, preferably on the

basis of the formalism of the typified feature structures.
Such a parser provides the syntactic or even the semantic
structure of a sentence in the form of a tree or graphic
structure. As regards the position in a sentence, words be-
longing together are identified as such. Information on the
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constituent sequence (i.e. the sentence position) can be

specified in the dictionary directly for head entries to-

gether with semantic information, in particular in case of

verbs. This serves to exclude many parsing alternatives
very early. Parsing alternatives have to be excluded that

result in formulation alternatives which are grammatically
incorrect. Furthermore, it is decisive for the steg-

anographic concept of the present invention that the modi-
fied text has substantially the same meaning as the origi-
nal text.

Stefan Muller: "Scrambling in German - Extraction into the

mittelfeld", Proceedings of the tenth Pacific Asia Confer-
ence on Language, Information and Computation, City Univer-
sity of Hong Kong, 1995, describes how to derive for the

German language rules or constraints concerning the word
position in HPSG systems. Gregor Erbach : "Ambiguity and

linguistic preferences" in H.Trost (ed. ) : Feature Formal-
isms and Linguistic Ambiguity", Ellis-Horwood, 1993, de-

scribes how to allocate probabilities to such word position
alternatives in such a manner that they are very close to

genuine language usage.

An HPSG parser is a special form of a unification-based
parser making use of typified feature structures. An HPSG
parser cogently needs dictionary and grammar components for

its operation, with dictionaries and grammar constituting a

unit; furthermore, there a some few rules, referred to as

"schemata", "principles", "lexical rules" in HPSG. Other
parsers which require rules only or which do not make use
of typified feature structures, but almost optional other
data structures, and/or which may or may not consider sta-

tistics, may be employed for the present invention as well.

The means 20 for determining a plurality of formulation al-

ternatives for the text may be coupled closely with the

HPSG parser. The means 20 preferably consists of two par-
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tial components: firstly, a dictionary/grammar stage and

secondly, a component for generating the possible sentence

position and formulation alternatives from a quantity of

rules or constraints that were ascertained before by ac-

cessing the dictionary and/or parsing. Substitutions by

equivalent phrases can be carried out relatively easily by

accessing a dictionary of synonyms , and texts can be com-

pressed very efficiently due to the head-controlled proce-

dure: the predictability for the next data to be compressed

thus is very high. In substituting the synonyms, there are

two current alternatives: either a full form dictionary is

used that contains all common inflected forms. Example:

"runs" is synonymous with "goes". In another variation,

only basic forms a equated. Example: "to run" is synonymous

with "to go". In this case, a morphological component is

necessary in addition, which in the example analyzes "runs"

as "3rd person singular of to run" and generates "goes"

from "3rd person singular of to go". Solutions in this re-

gard are well-known in technology as rule-based morphology,

two-level morphology or morphology with finite state quan-

tities .

According to the present invention, the means 20 for deter-

mining a plurality of formulation alternatives serves to

provide possibilities for the modified text. This can be

achieved in particular by varying the sequence or order of

the text components and/or by using synonyms for the text

components. In the sense of the present invention, a syno-

nym is to be understood not only as a synonym for a single

word, but also as a paraphrase and thus as a synonym for a

text component, i.e. as a group comprising at least one

word. If a text component comprises several words, a para-

phrase for this text component may have less or more words,

however with the restriction that the sense of the text

component is not altered significantly. The degree of simi-

larity or deviation, respectively, can be judged easily if

words are allocated to semantic concepts in a semantic hi-
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erarchy (i.e. an ontology) and nodes are characterized by

weights and edges with the degree of similarity of the as-

sociated nodes.

A simple formulation alternative of a sentence consists in

that only the sequence of the text components is altered.

In most sentences , the grammar permits several different

sentence positions. Each sentence position has unequivocal

partial information allocated thereto: in a preferred form,

this is in the form of symbol codes - as was already out-

lined in the section concerning synonyms. One approach con-

sists in using the so-called canonical sequence or normal

sequence as basis. For example, in the canonical sequence,

the subject could be first, followed by the verb which in

turn is followed by an adverb followed in turn by possibly

existing additional sentence components. An example in this

respect is the English language: the sentence position rule

"subject - predicate - object" valid here could be one of

the canonizing rules for other languages, such as the Ger-

man language. Any other sentence position then could be

coded as xth permutation of this canonical sequence. This

concept of the canonical sequence can be generalized: it is

sufficient to be able to assign to each sentence position

always the same code again - irrespective of the sentence

position of the input sentence. The canonical sequence need

not be generated for this purpose. Rather, it is sufficient

if the information is used with the aid of which this ca-

nonical sequence can be generated in principle. In an exem-

plary realization, this could be a rule system: in each

situation, all states arising are uniformly numbered

through according to the rules applied. The code for the

entire sentence position could be created by concatenation

of the codes thus arising for each step of the application

of rules. This concatenation in turn can be established in

accordance with all variations known from data compression:

by arithmetic, bit-wise, byte-wise, word-wise concatena-

tions - possibly along with elimination of redundancies.
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It should be pointed out here that the term "sentence" in

the sense of the present invention is to be understood to

the effect that all grammatical constructions comprising

exactly one predicate and at least one additional compo-

nent, are to be understood as a sentence. Thus, both main

clauses and subordinate clauses are each considered to be a

sentence in the sense of the present invention, since a

main clause, just like a subordinate clause, always has ex-

actly one single predicate and in addition thereto a fur-

ther component that could be e.g. the subject or the ob-

j ect

.

Thus, according to the invention, in contrast to the prior

art, not only sentences, i.e. grammatical constructions

having exactly one predicate and at least one additional

component, are mutually rearranged, but all grammatically

acceptable changes in sentence position within such a gram-

matical construction, such as e.g. a main clause or a par-

tial sentence, can be carried out at the level of the

smallest constituents that can be rearranged in grammati-

cally correct manner.

Such smallest constituents that can be rearranged in gram-

matically correct manner, i.e. components of the sentence,

may be article-noun complexes (e.g. the house), article-

adjective/adverb/participle-noun complexes (e.g. the beau-

tiful, remote, brown house), a predicate, a direct ob-

ject, an indirect object, an adverbial definition (e.g.

time, place, circumstances etc.), prepositional phrases

(e.g. "in front of the house") as well as pronominal

phrases (e.g. of my friend).

The breaking down or linguistic analysis of a sentence into

its components, on the basis of the sequence of which in-

formation is hidden in the text, can take place recursively

by first breaking down the entire sentence and then deter-
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mining individual constituents for the individual main and

subordinate clauses

.

By utilizing a common tree structure for the preferably

used parse tree of the constituents and of a Huffman tree,

there is no need to dynamically construct a further data

structure. This saves at the same time storage time and

computation time.

Depending on the application, the depth of breaking down,

i.e. how many components of a sentence are ascertained and

varied in their sequence, is dependent on the amount of in-

formation to be hidden in the text. Thus, it is not neces-

sary in every application of the concept according to the

invention to break down the sentence into all of its small-

est components that can be rearranged. Rather, a rearrange-

ment of the sequence of groups of smallest components

within a sentence presumably is sufficient as well.

If the means 18 for analyzing (Fig. 1) and the means 20 for

providing formulation alternatives (Fig. 1) are arranged

for processing paraphrases, multi-word synonyms can be

processed as well. A paraphrase is e.g. the known expres-

sion "to throw in the towel". A synonym therefor is the

term "to give up". In the sentence

"The pupil threw in the towel because of Latin",

it is thus already possible to hide at least 2 bits of in-

formation by means of the following formulation alterna-

tive :

"Because of Latin the pupil gave up".

A first bit is contained here in the synonym "to give up" -

"to throw in the towel". The second bit is contained in the

position of the sentence part "because of Latin" either in
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front of or behind the predicate. This example demonstrates

that the term "synonym" with regard to the present inven-

tion does not only mean "one word for one other word", but

also comprises so-called multi-word systems in which a word

group by be substituted by one single word or vice versa.

Also adjective, adverbial, prepositional supplements and

direct/indirect objects may be mutually rearranged each.

Thus, it is not cogently necessary to vary the sequence,

for example of the subject in relation to the predicate or

of the object in relation to the predicate, if information

can be hidden also vial direct/indirect objects or adjec-

tive, adverbial or prepositional supplements.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, that is not

only based on variation of the sequence of the text compo-

nents, but makes use of synonyms as well, the means for de-

termining a plurality of formulation alternatives can ac-

cess the dictionary/grammar stage in order to ascertain for

a word synonyms with the same meaning. Each of this syno-

nyms also has unequivocal partial information assigned

thereto, which permits the synonym to be distinguished un-

equivocally from another synonym. In a preferred embodi-

ment, this partial information is in the form of symbols in

the sense of data compression, which directly in the dic-

tionary have or can have bit codes (Huffman coding) or

probability intervals (arithmetic coding) allocated

thereto.

The means 18 for linguistically analyzing preferably is ar-

ranged to produce no text components for which the correct-

ness of the reformulation cannot be guaranteed. Moreover,

the means 20 for determining formulation alternatives is

arranged to offer only such formulation alternatives for

which it is ensured that, in analyzing the same, the same

sentence of formulation alternatives can be obtained again.

For example, considering the word "Mutter" (meaning in Eng-
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lish either mother or threaded nut) in the text to be modi-

fied, this term could designate someone's own mother or a

threaded nut. if the context is not unequivocally e.g. me-

chanical engineering, the means for linguistically analyz-

ing in case of this embodiment would not at all provide the

text component "Mutter" and would refrain from hiding in-

formation to be hidden in a synonym to "Mutter". Analo-

gously therewith, the means 20 for determining the plural-

ity of formulation alternatives would not offer "Mutter" as

a synonym for a text component, unless the context is un-

equivocal .

The flexibility of the concept according to the present in-

vention can be matched to the specific user requirements in

arbitrary fashion in that the means 20 for determining a

plurality of formulation alternatives comprises a specific

number of synonym groups. If the number of synonym groups

is increased, a larger amount of secret information can be

hidden in a given text. Due to the 'fact that the concept of

the present invention, contrary to the prior art, is appli-

cable to arbitrary texts, the means 20 for generating for-

mulation alternatives would have to be capable of making

available for any arbitrary word a corresponding number of

synonyms in order to obtain a maximum quantity of informa-

tion to be hidden in a limited amount of text. However, as

the number of possible words in a language may become very

large, it is unlikely that the means 20 for determining a

plurality of formulation alternatives can generate syno-

nyms, or has stored synonyms, for any word. If said means

comes across a word for which it has no synonyms, it will

simply leave this word unchanged. Of course, the means 20

cannot determine partial information then, either, as there

is no partial information available for this word. Thus,

this word will not be suited for use for "taking up" infor-

mation to be hidden. However, investigations have shown

that the number of actually used words in general is rela-

tively limited, so that in case of average texts, such as
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used for example for transmitting business data, synonyms

for almost all words appearing in this context can be pro-

vided with limited expenditure. Exactly this is a strong

point of the present invention, such that, by further in-

corporation of synonym groups in the means for determining

formulation alternatives, the device according to the in-

vention can be "upgraded" in optional manner and thus can

be tailored in accordance with the particular field of ap-

plication and the market requirements. Moreover, it is pos-

sible to licence complete dictionaries of synonyms, and

there is also a number of methods known for learning syno-

nyms automatically from a large collection of texts.

The means 22 for selecting a formulation alternative from

the plurality of formulation alternatives, such that the

partial information allocated to the selected formulation

corresponds to the information to be hidden, generally

speaking works like a decoder or decompression means.

The "vocabulary" for decompressing the information to be

hidden, i.e. the information to be hidden, usually has a

higher information density than the modified text. Further-

more, there is the fact that synonyms are arranged in

groups of as many words as possible with mutually alike or

similar meaning - synonym quantities -, so that the selec-

tion of a synonym represents an as high as possible infor-

mation content

.

This selection of alternatives is performed by means 22 for

selecting and is made available by the means 20 for deter-

mining a plurality of formulation alternatives for the

text, with the vocabulary according to the present inven-

tion being determined in principle by the original text,

i.e. the text supplied to input 12, such that, contrary to

the prior art which uses just plain predefined grammar

structures, optional texts can be used for hiding informa-

tion. In a preferred modification, the vocabulary for re-
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formulation is determined exactly on the basis of the quan-

tity of synonyms for the words in the original text. An es-

sential characteristic is the reflexivity of the synonym

relation: if x is synonymous with y, y is conversely also

synonymous with x.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the

means 22 operates as arithmetic decoder or decompression

means, whereas the same operates as bit-based decoder or

decompression means in another preferred embodiment of the

present invention. In the latter case, the information to

be hidden is treated as binary data. If the information to

be hidden is in the form of text data, i.e. characters or

figures, these are preferably compressed by means of a

usual compression program, with such known compression

means in technology already outputting bit data.

In case of the arithmetic version, the alternatives avail-

able, which are provided by means 20, are referred to as

"context", whereas the same are treated as "dictionary" in

case of the bit-based version. These terms are usual in the

literature concerned. They both have in common that they

consists of pairs based on symbol probability pairs. In

case of bit-based coding, the probabilities p are repre-

sented by codes of the length of the negative logarithm of

two of p "-ld(p)" - each rounded.

To be able to process arbitrary information to be hidden,

such that this results in a valid formulation alternative,

the partial information allocated to the word position se-

quences and/or synonyms have to fulfil a specific condi-

tion. In a bit-based version, this condition is such that,

for the length 1± of the i
th alternative as one of n simul-

taneously possible alternatives, the following condition is

fulfilled at all times:
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n

S
2~ X

i = 1.0

i = l

In a version using arithmetic coding/decoding, the overall

sum of the weights of all alternatives has to be known so

that the weights can be computed back to probabilities sum-

ming up to one.

With respect to arithmetic coding/decoding as well as bit-

based coding, the most prominent representative of which is

Huffman coding, there is a large amount of literature. By

way of example, "Managing Gigabytes" by Witten, Moffat and

Bell, Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1994, should be

named here. Illustrative examples and information can also

be found in "The Data Compression Book", by Nelson and

Gailly, M & T Books.

However, for understanding the present invention, the basic

idea of arithmetic coding/decoding shall be dealt with.

Contrary to Huffman coding, arithmetic coding permits arbi-

trary matching to the entropy present in a text, whereas in

Huffman coding at least one bit per symbol has to be as-

signed.

Most of the data compression methods continuously match in-

ternal statistics during compression, in order to be able

to assess the data to be expected as exactly as possible.

To this end, each component has a range or weighting allo-

cated thereto, with the width thereof corresponding to the

probability. With general coding methods, the overall prob-

ability must be smaller than or equal to 1.0. However, for

the steganographic coding methods described here, it is co-

gently necessary that all probabilities/weighting ranges

together yield 1.0. Coding is then started. The strong

point of arithmetic coding especially consists in that a

symbol to be coded may also cover fractions of a fractional
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digit - i.e. of a bit. The current coder condition is rep-
resented by the size of a current interval. In coding addi-
tional characters, this interval is increasingly re-
stricted, as in interval interleaving. Thus, generally
speaking, one single mantissa of a floating point number is

generated which represents a coded or compressed version of
the input data to be coded.

In the decoder in turn, the opposite process is carried
out. The means 22 for selecting a formulation alternative
from the plurality of formulation alternatives begins with
an interval from 0 to 1, i.e. the largest possible initial
interval. As was already pointed out hereinbefore, the in-
formation to be hidden is regarded as one single mantissa
of a floating point number. From the bits of this mantissa,
as many bits are considered from the beginning each until
the number constituted by these bits unequivocally is

within one of the probability intervals defined by the par-
tial information determined by the means 20 for determining
a plurality of formulation alternatives. The alternative
selected thus has an associated, fixedly defined interval.
This interval, speaking in illustrative terms, will be
scaled again to the width of 1 - however, possibly after
several steps only. The additional bits of the data stream
of the information to be hidden thus may select again one
of the alternatives whose probabilities sum up to 1. In

practical application, the probability alternatives are
managed as integral values which are multiples of the prob-
abilities; the interval does not have to be scaled anew af-
ter each decoding step. Rather, the interval boundaries are
reduced in a kind of interval interleaving until the accu-
racy is no longer ensured and new scaling is necessary.

For the purpose of illustration, reference will be made in
the following to code trees in connection with Huffman cod-
ing. Actually, this would not be realized as a tree, but as
a table of prefix-free codes, as it is also known from ca-
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nonical Huffman coding. This renders possible a higher

speed with less storage usage. Such a "code tree" is to be

understood as part of a dictionary for bit-based coding. A

dictionary contains in addition also the allocation of the

symbols to the codes of the "context" or "tree". It is more

precise to speak of contexts instead of dictionaries and of

tabular contexts instead of trees.

In another embodiment of the present invention, bit-based

coding, in particular Huffman coding, is used instead of

arithmetic coding/decoding. As is known, a simple Huffman

code can be generated by means of a list of symbols/tokens

and associated frequencies or probabilities. If each branch

of the tree is concluded by a valid Huffman code word, ar-

bitrary information can be coded/decoded provided it can be

represented by means of the symbols stored in the code

tree. This condition has already been pointed out hereinbe-

fore in general form.

In the event of Huffman coding, which will still be eluci-

dated in more detail hereinbelow by way of an example, the

partial information allocated to the individual formulation

alternatives, i.e. the sequences of the text components

and/or the individual synonyms for the text components, is

in the form of Huffman code words. In a usual Huffman code,

the text to be coded is first statistically analyzed, with

the most frequent sign in a text usually being the space

sign or the letter "e". Characters occurring frequently

have as short as possible code words allocated thereto,

whereas characters occurring very rarely have rather longer

code words allocated thereto, however on condition that a

complete code tree is formed. As is known for Huffman

codes, as great as possible data compression is achieved

thereby

.

The variety of all grammatically possible sequences of text

components thus has Huffman code words allocated thereto,
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such that the Huffman code words result in a complete code
tree for the sequences of text components. The same applies
to the individual synonym sentences. Thus, the partial in-
formation, i.e. the Huffman code words allocated to a text
component and to the synonyms of this text component, in
their entirety must result in a valid code tree.

As was already pointed out, the means 22 for selecting a
formulation alternative from the plurality of formulation
alternatives carries out Huffman decoding. It is fed with
the information to be hidden as input signal and advances,
in a code context provided by the means 20 for determining
a plurality of formulation alternatives, in accordance with
the bit sequence of the information to be hidden until a
valid code word has been found. Thereafter, the means 22
selects this formulation alternative, such as a specific
word position sequence for example. Then, the synonym code
context can be used for head, subject, complements, ad-
juncts of the sentence. However, it is to be noted that the
substitution of the synonyms in principle is dependent only
on the semantic category and the context information, and
not on the word function (subject, head, complement, etc.)
Thus, substitution by synonyms in the sequence of the words
in the rearranged sentence can be assumed. However, it is
often possible to more closely delimit morphological vari-
ables, e. g. the case. To this end, the information to be
hidden again will serve in bit-wise manner to progress suc-
cessively in the respective code contexts for the synonyms
until a valid code word has been found. This method is con-
tinued in a preferred embodiment of the present invention
until a sentence, or in a larger scope the entire text, has
been completed. In doing so, the information to be hidden
was understood as a succession of Huffman code words which
were converted to a modified text, i.e. decoded, by means
of various code contexts determined by means 20 and in the
end by the original text, with said modified text being is-
sued at the output.
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In a preferred embodiment, the new word position in the

data stream is coded first, and this is followed by the

codes for substitution of the synonyms.

The means for determining the plurality of formulation al-

ternatives may be arranged to determine at all times only

that one formulation alternative that is selected by the

means for selecting on the basis of the information to be

hidden. Expressed in exemplary manner by way of a code

tree, it is not necessary to follow all branches, but at a

node just that branch that finally leads to the code word.

Before indicating a detailed example for the mode of opera-

tion of the device 10 for hiding information, reference

should be made to Fig. 2 illustrating a schematic block

diagram of a device 50 for extracting information hidden in

a modified text. The modified text is supplied to device 50

via an input 52. The extracted information is output via an

output 54. Device 50 again comprises means 56 for linguis-

tically analyzing the modified text in order to produce the

text components of the modified text. On the basis of this

information, the codes for the word position are allocated.

The text components are fed into means 58 for providing

partial information in order to ascertain the partial in-

formation allocated to the text components and/or the order

of the text components. To this end, the means 58 has to be

able to ascertain the partial information determined by the

means 10 for hiding (Fig. 1) at least for the text compo-

nents determined by the analysis 56. The means 58, just

like means 20 of the device for hiding, thus preferably

contains the dictionary/grammar stage that can provide the

text component sequence and associated partial information

as well as synonyms and associated partial information. The

preferably bit-shaped partial information that can be re-

duced to probabilities and is allocated to the modified

text, is fed to means 60 for combining the partial informa-
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tion in order to obtain the information hidden in the modi-

fied text. Depending on the implementation of the device

for hiding, the means 60 for combining the partial informa-

tion will be designed either as arithmetic coder or as

Huffman coder or as a coder of other type in accordance

with the coding technique of device 10. The combined par-

tial information finally is fed to means 62 for outputting

the hidden information so that the same can be output at

output 54. If the information to be hidden are compressed

text data, the output device preferably contains a decom-

pression device such that no bit data, but e.g. text data,

are output from device 50 for extracting.

In the following, the mode of operation of the device 10

for hiding information will be illustrated in an implemen-

tation using Huffman coding/decoding in the selection means

22 and the combination means 60 in device 50 for extract-

ing, respectively. The example sentence reads as follows:

"Das Auto fahrt schnell bei glatter Strafte tiber den Hugel."

("The car is running fast on slippery road over the hill.")

The means for linguistically analyzing 18 will break this

sentence down into the following partial phrases:

1: Das Auto (The car),

2: fahrt (is running),

3: schnell (fast),

4: bei glatter Strafie (on slippery road),

5: uber den Hugel (over the hill).

It is to be pointed out that the example sentence already

is in the so-called canonical sequence (i.e. subject, verb,

adverb, prepositional adjuncts, ...). The figures in front

of the sentence components may be used for short represen-

tation of the word position alternatives. For example,

"42135" stands for the sentence:
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"Bei glatter Strafte fahrt das Auto schnell uber den Hugel."

("On slippery road, the car is running fast over the

hill".

)

This alternative word position is one of the word positions

determined by the means 20 for determining formulation al-

ternatives that is different from the original word posi-

tion, but which is correct in grammar and provides substan-

tially the same meaning as the original text. Generally

speaking, the basic principle in generating the word posi-

tion alternatives is that the information necessary for

generating the correct word position alternatives is stored

in any word class, and in particular also in any verb

class. For example, the sequence of the constituents in the

subject, complement and adjunct attributes of the respec-

tive lexical entries can be defined in a dictionary/grammar

stage with respect to the respective classes. The means for

determining a plurality of formulation alternatives, which

preferably is in the form of an HPSG system as well, then

is capable of generating the following word position alter-

natives in rule-based manner (indicated in parentheses

thereafter are canonical Huffman code words for the indi-

vidual text components)

:

12345 (111), 12435 (110), 32145 (1001), 32154 (1000), 34215

(0111), 35214 (0110), 42135 (0101), 45213 (0100), 45231

(0011), 52134 (0010), 54213 (0001), 54231 (0000) (13 word

position alternatives)

.

The binary sequences behind the individual word position

alternatives represent the partial information allocated to

the particular word position alternative. It can be seen

that a code context with 13 code words is used here, with

three word position alternatives having a code word with a

length of 3 bits, whereas the remaining 10 word position

alternatives have a code word with a length of 4 bits.
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Analogously therewith, the provision of a plurality of for-

mulation alternatives for the text is carried out by using

synonyms for the text components. In the following, there

are shown synonyms, and canonical Huffman code words in pa-

rentheses therebehind, for the individual text components.

car (111), motorcar (110), motor vehicle (101), auto

(100) , limousine (Oil), private car (010), passenger

car (0011), automobile (0010), vehicle (00011), jalopy

(00010), rattletrap (00001), conveyance (00000) (12

synonyms)

- is running (11), rolling (10), moving (01), speeding

(001), traveling leisurely (0001), dashing (0000) (6

synonyms)

fast (111), like lightning (110), quickly (101), rap-

idly (1001), as swift as an arrow (1000), as fast as a

comet (0111), as fast as lightning (0110), swiftly

(0101) , as fast as an arrow (0100), in a hurry (0011),

at breakneck speed (0010), apace (00011), hurriedly

(00010), hastily (00001), speedily (00000) (15 syno-

nyms )

on (1) , at (0) (2 words with similar sense in this

context only)

slippery (11), skiddy (10), iced up (011), slippery as

ice (010), icy (0011), slippy (0010), greasy (0001),

slick (00001), slimy (00000) (9 synonyms)

road (11), roadway (10), main road (011), country road

(010), trunk road (0011), paved road (0010), road

passable for vehicles (0001), lane (0000) (8 synonyms)
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hill (11), mountain (10), elevation (Oil), rise

(0101), mountain chain (0100), eminence (0011), ridge

(0010), gradient (00011), height (00010), hillock

(00001), hummock (00000) (11 synonyms).

It can be seen again that every synonym class forms a code

context of its own such that 7 synonym code contexts result

for the example sentence in which, for arbitrary other text

components for arbitrary other example sentences, corre-

sponding code contexts can also be produced dynamically by

the means for determining a plurality of formulation alter-

natives or retrieved from a memory, respectively. In a pre-

ferred realization, such a memory is coupled with a dic-

tionary or thesaurus.

It can be seen from this example that frequently expected

or used synonyms preferably are given shorter codes than

synonyms expected less frequently. Moreover, it can be seen

that, if one of the terms of this list of synonyms comes

up, exactly all of these terms of the list must be gener-

ated as synonyms so that a complete code tree is present.

In the instant case, if the term "vehicle" comes up, thus

only the exact car synonyms would have to be generated, but

not such terms as e.g. "truck, motorcycle etc.". For such

effects, there may be provided a similarity threshold value

which serves to eliminate a change in meaning which would

arise if the term "car" were replaced by "truck".

The following bit sequence representing the information to

be hidden:

0010/0011/001/0101/0/10/0101

would code the sentence

"Uber die Anhohe rast der Pkw blitzschnell auf eisglatter

Fahrbahn.

"
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(Over the rise, the passenger car is speeding as fast as

lightning on icy roadway.")

The original sequence without change in the position of the

text components would read as follows: "Der Pkw rast

blitzschnell auf eisglatter Fahrbahn uber die Anhohe" (The

passenger car is speeding as fast as lightning on icy road-

way over the rise") . This would correspond to the binary

part without the prefix for the word position, which reads

as follows in bit representation:

0011/001/0101/0/10/0101

It is to be pointed out that the diagonals in the bit rep-

resentation for the information to be hidden are provided

for optical reasons only. There is no such coding in prac-

tical application. Articles and capital/small letters are

set by the means 20 for determining a plurality of formula-

tion alternatives in accordance with the particular re-

quirements. As regards the preposition "liber" (over), there

is no synonym here. Therefore, it is left unchanged.

It is to be pointed out that really any bit sequence, if it

is not too long, generates a valid sentence with similar

meaning. For example, if the 10th bit, i.e. the second "0"

in symbol 001 for "speeding" is eliminated, the term ob-

tained instead is "moving", i.e.: "Uber die Anhohe bewegt

sich der Pkw blitzschnell auf eisglatter Fahrbahn fort."

(Over the rise, the passenger car is moving as fast as

lightning on icy roadway)

.

If the 15th bit, i.e. the last "1" in symbol 0101 for "as

fast as lightning" were eliminated, the bit sequence re-

maining in the data stream for selection of the adjective

is 0100100101. Due to the fact that a symbol 010 does not

exist in this context as the codes are prefix-free, a bit

has to be added for selection of the adjective. In this
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case, symbol 0100 is selected, standing for "as fast as an

arrow". Then, there is 100101 left in the data stream. The

first 1 selects "on" instead of "over" as in the example

with one 1 in addition. There is then 00101 remaining in

the data stream; in this case the symbol 0010 is selected

first, standing for "slippy". Finally, there is one single

1 left in the data stream to be hidden. This could be used

either for selecting "road" (11) or "roadway" (10) . This

selection is completely free. Thus, the bit sequence

0010/0011 /001/0100/1/0010/lx

generates the sentence "Uber die Anhohe rast der Pkw pfeil-

geschwind bei rutschiger StraJie" (over the rise, the pas-

senger car is speeding as fast as an arrow on slippy road)

,

with x having been set in arbitrary manner as 1. This bit

sequence differs from the original sequence just in that

the original 15th bit is missing here.

Differently from the embodiment described, simple Huffman

coding using trees could be utilized instead of canonical

Huffman coding as well. However, canonical coding permits

considerably more efficient decoding by looking up in ta-

bles on the basis of the first code word bit and by re-

striction to just a few efficient additive/subtractive op-

erations. Canonical Huffman coding is known in technology

as well.

It was pointed out hereinbefore that shorter code words may

have assigned thereto a more common sentence position or a

more common synonym alternative. It is presumed in this re-

gard that shorter code words occur more frequently in a

data stream of information to be hidden, which is why the

more common alternatives or synonyms are selected more fre-

quently.
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In the following, reference will be made to Fig. 3, sche-
matically illustrating the method employed for determining
a plurality of formulation alternatives for the text. This
case illustrates in exemplary manner the generation of al-
ternatives for a phrase in accordance with the HPSG idea.
At first, in a step 300, the head of a sentence is
searched. This is as a rule a finite verb, the predicate. A
dictionary entry in the dictionary/grammar stage concerning
this verb then says what kind of complements and which sub-
ject the verb does admit. Partly, there may also be ad-
juncts or idiomatic phrases indicated in the entry in the
dictionary. Both syntactic and semantic information may be
recorded in the dictionary or inferred by means of (lexi-
cal) rules. For example, there may be recorded for a word
(subject, complement or adjunct) whether this concerns a
living being, a human being, an animal, an object, an ab-
stract term, etc. Information on possible word position al-
ternatives possibly may already be retrievable here. In the
ideal case, the probabilities for all conceivable alterna-
tives can be derived from the lexical information, as indi-
cated in step 302. From these probabilities, there is pro-
duced the partial information allocated to every formula-
tion alternative, i.e. to every synonym and every word po-
sition alternative. It is thus possible to look for syno-
nyms to the head of the phrase, i.e. of the text, to look
for expressions with the same meaning or to set up word po-
sition alternatives. Fig. 4, which will be dealt with in
more detail further below, illustrates a detailed explana-
tion of step 302.

The lexical information of the head restrict the possibil-
ity for the remaining elements of the sentence. Within
these partial phrases or text components, there is again
searched a head, as indicated in step 303. This can be e.g.
a preposition within a prepositional phrase or a verb in a

subordinate clause. The process continues in recursive man-
ner. It is thus possible to generate word position alterna-
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tives as soon as the analysis of the sentence has proceeded
far enough. If there was no head found in step 300, either
because there is none or because there are difficulties
arising in the linguistic analysis or parsing, it is still
possible after all to generate symbols and to replace fixed
expressions by expressions with similar meaning (step 304)

.

In generating a plurality of formulation alternatives it
has to be born in mind in principle that all formulation
alternatives for the text are correct in grammar and have
substantially the same meaning in the same context in con-
sideration of the similarity threshold, such that the modi-
fied text is not conspicuous in a manner that secret infor-
mation can be suspected therein.

Fig. 4 illustrates the treatment of an individual alterna-
tive i. Every alternative first is returned to its class of
alternatives (step 400) . This may be, for example, the
class of the correct word position or order for this sen-
tence or the semantic class to which a word belongs. In a
step 402, recourse is taken either to an existing probabil-
ity distribution, i.e. to the already existing partial in-
formation, or a probability distribution, i.e. partial in-
formation, can be generated in accordance with specific
rules that are known to the device for extracting informa-
tion (Fig. 2) as well. There is no new generation necessary
if the similarity threshold value indicated by the user is
so low that it is not greater than the minimum distance be-
tween the respective current semantic concept group and the
adjacent semantic concept group. If the similarity thresh-
old value is higher, all semantic concept group whose dis-
tance to the core semantic is lower than this threshold
value should be combined in a semantic group. A preferred
method of computing semantic similarity in taxonomies was
presented in Jay J. Jiang and David M. Conrath (1997), "Se-
mantic similarity based on corpus statistics and lexical
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taxonomy", in Proceedings of International Conference Re-

search on Computational Linguistics (ROCLING X) , Taiwan.

Basically, the weights of all participating elements are

just summed to a total weight in order to conclude there-

from the probabilities and thus the partial information of

the individual alternatives. In doing so, the weights be-

longing to a remote semantic group should be scaled down

correspondingly. A rapid, but inaccurate variant consists

in reserving, in accordance with a rough estimate, prob-

ability or code ranges for the alternatives that are part

of a semantic group.

If the means 22 for selecting (Fig. 1) makes use of arith-

metic coding/decoding, an interval for every semantic group

can be reserved without any loss in accuracy, which results

from the total sum of the weights present there, scaled

down in accordance with the remoteness of the concepts. In

case of a bit-based selection means 22, a code range, e.g.

all codes starting with "110", could be reserved for the

remote semantic group. A step 404 demonstrates the function

of the selection means 22, i.e. coding of the secret mes-

sage by selection of the alternative corresponding to the

message bits. Thereafter, the process continues with the

next alternative i+1.

If several secret messages, i.e. several items of informa-

tion to be hidden, are to be introduced into the text,

there is typically introduced a preamble into the stream

prior to the beginning of the first secret information;

this preamble codes the number of the secret data sources

existing as well as the bit positions of its beginning in

the data stream. Typically, each secret data source is

coded with a different key and provided with control infor-

mation. In decoding, the user then is asked for the

key/keys, and only that secret part is decoded that matches

the key. Whether the key matches, in turn, can be concluded
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from the control information or from the decoded data it-

self. If the decoded text, i.e. the text at the output of

extraction device 50, is to be a text making sense and this

is not the case, the key was wrong.

In a more complex implementation of the present invention,

the user can take more specific influence on the generation

and selection of the alternatives, for example by indicat-

ing which words should be avoided, e.g. to exclude espe-

cially obsolete synonyms, whether the modified text is to

be of minimum, medium or maximum sentence length, whether

the new text is to have a certain language complexity or a

specific language level, such as e.g. higher, simple, col-

loquial, historic etc., which syntax models and word posi-

tion models are preferred, whether the text is to be al-

tered as much as possible, whether attempts are to be made

of enhancing the readability of the text, which list of

words is to be substituted by other words on principle, and

how presumed errors are to be handled, for example by way

of automatic correction, interactive correction or whether

the errors should be ignored on principle. However, a pre-

requisite for this is at all times that, as repeatedly men-

tioned, the grammar can be rendered correctly, i.e. that in

particular inflected verb forms are matched. Such options

typically are coded into the information to be hidden at

the beginning of the data stream or in an external coding

level. It is advantageous to employ short compressed sym-

bols each for coding a typical sentence of configuration

data

.

The end of the secret data stream, in the general event of

data compression, can be coded in several ways, on the one

hand by explicit storage of the bit length in the preamble

of the data to be compressed or by coding a variant with

the meaning "end of secret data stream". To render the lat-

ter variant possible, however, such a symbol would have to

be coded explicitly in every context. However, this causes
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an increase in entropy and thus the length of the com-

pressed data. In the event of the coding operation for hid-

ing secret information, this second variant is not possible

anyway: a bit sequence in the secret data stream could se-

lect the end symbol prematurely and thus cause coding of

erroneous information.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the

means 20 for determining a formulation alternative {Fig. 1)

and the means 58 for providing partial information (Fig.

2) , respectively, makes use of a word memory in the form

of a tree, e.g. a trie (a tree data structure for letters,

derived from "information retrieval") , or preferably a

graph, consisting (a) of full word forms, i.e. inflected

words, which then are correlated with other inflected

words, or (b) of morphologically syntactic analyses of the

words, e.g. according to inflection classes, and in par-

ticular splitting into word prefixes, radices and suffixes,

in which only the word radixes or word prefix/word radix

combinations explicitly have to be correlated as synonyms

and the respective inflected forms are analyzed in accor-

dance with the current demand with the particular word pre-

sent on the basis of inflection data, and are generated

correspondingly for a selected synonym.

Synonym references in this regard are organized (a) as

chain of synonymous meanings of a word which firstly make

reference to each other in ring-like or loop-like manner

and secondly are ordered implicitly by an order regulation,

such as the lexical sequence or arrangement in accordance

with the probability of occurrence or explicitly by charac-

terization of the rank of one or more elements, or (b) as

group of words considered to be synonymous or as references

to the synonyms with the property that reference is made

inversely to this group from the synonyms concerned as well

or that this group is stored as value of a synonym.
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It is to be pointed out that an HPSG parser is particularly

well suited for use with the concept according to the in-

vention since it can also be used to tackle the problem of

ambiguity in case of rearrangement of components of the

sentence. This will be illustrated by way of the following

example sentence, which reads as follows:

"Er sieht den Mann auf dem Berg mit dem Fernglas."

(He sees the man on the mountain with the binoculars.)

The sentence has basically four correct meanings , consist-

ing in that "he" or "the man" is "standing on the mountain"

or has "binoculars". In contrast thereto, the similar sen-

tence

"Er sieht den Stern auf dem Berg mit dem Fernglas".

(He sees the star on the mountain with the binoculars.)

has only one correct meaning. Due to the semantic charac-

teristics of "star", and in particular due to the size ra-

tios with respect to other objects, the HPSG parser can de-

termine, due to its inherent hierarchic tree structure,

that a star cannot stand on a mountain and cannot have bin-

oculars, either.

Other methods for reducing ambiguities, which are also re-

ferred to as rendering disambiguous , are of statistic

and/or rule-based nature. Such methods can be utilized ei-

ther instead of an HPSG parser or in supplementation to an

HPSG parser. These methods are based on dictionaries with

contexts through which a large amount of potential ambigui-

ties is correctly resolved. Such dictionaries often are

prepared manually or semi-automatically . The devices and

methods of the present invention easily can resort to such

already existing dictionaries. Due to the words occurring

or due to the grammatical structures occurring, statistic
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or rule-based laws then are preferably determined automati-
cally with the use of such dictionaries.

A distortion in meaning by varying just the sequence of the
text components thus is not as likely as in case of the use
of synonyms. According to the invention, however, care is
taken here too in the sense of the basic concept of steg-
anography that, in addition to the grammatical correctness,
no or no too large changes in sense occur due to the hiding
of the information. Thus, there are basically employed for-
mulation alternatives of identical sense. If this is not
possible in a concrete case or if the number of the then
possible formulation alternatives is too little, attempts
will always be made to ensure a slight deviation, that is
within a certain scope, in the meaning contents of the for-
mulation alternatives. If this is not possible for a spe-
cific sentence, no information will be hidden in this sen-
tence, but rather this sentence is left out.
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Claims

A device (10) for hiding information in a text having
at least one sentence, comprising

means (12) for providing the text;

means (18) for linguistically analyzing the text to
produce text components, the text components being
components of the sentence and the sentence, in addi-
tion to at least one additional component, having ex-
actly one predicate as component;

means (20) for determining a plurality of formulation
alternatives for the text

by varying the order of the text components it-
self,

by ascertaining synonyms for the text components
and varying the order of the synonyms for the
text components, or

by ascertaining synonyms for at least one text
component and varying the order of a synonym for
the at least one text component and of another
text component of the sentence,

with every formulation alternative being grammatically
correct for the text and having essentially the same
meaning as the text, with every sequence and every
synonym ascertained having specific partial informa-
tion allocated thereto;
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means (22) for selecting a formulation alternative
from the plurality of formulation alternatives in such
a manner that the partial information that is allo-
cated to the selected formulation alternative corre-
sponds at least to part of the information to be hid-
den; and

means (24) for outputting the formulation alternative
that forms a modified text, with said information to
be hidden being hidden in said modified text.

A device (10) according to claim 1,

wherein the means (18) for linguistically analyzing is
a parser, in particular a highly lexicalized, unifica-
tion-based parser and specifically an HPSG parser.

A device (10) according to claim 1 or 2,

wherein the means (20) for determining a plurality of
formulation alternatives comprises a diction-
ary/grammar stage such that grammatically correct for-
mulation alternatives are provided.

A device according to claim 3,

wherein the dictionary/grammar stage has stored
therein synonyms for text components as well unequivo-
cal partial information for each synonym, such as syn-
tactic, semantic, contextual and statistic informa-
tion .

A device (10) according to any of the preceding
claims,

wherein each sequence of the text components and each
synonym ascertained has a weighting allocated thereto
as partial information, said weighting being deter-
mined such that all weightings for the sequence and
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the synonyms together, respectively, yield a probabil-
ity of 1, and

wherein the means (22) for selecting is arranged to
select one formulation alternative each in accordance
with the rules of arithmetic decoding, controlled by
the secret data that are understood as coded data.

A device (10) according to any of claims 1 to 4,

wherein the partial information is in the form of
Huffman code words, wherein the following equation
holds

:

n

2
2~ Xl = 1.0

i = 1

in which li is the length in bit of the i
th Huffman

code word and n is the number of Huffman code words of
a context, wherein all synonyms for a text component,
inclusive of the text component, together constitute a
context of their own, wherein all different sequences
of text components, inclusive of the sequence of the
text components in the text, constitute a context of
their own, such that any arbitrary information to be
hidden constitutes a stream of valid Huffman code
words

.

A device (10) according to claim 5,

wherein the information to be hidden comprises a bit
sequence, wherein the means (22) for selecting is ar-
ranged to take as many bits from the beginning of the
bit sequence until the number constituted by these
bits is unequivocally within a specific one of the
probability intervals determined by said weightings,
whereupon said means (22) for selecting selects that
formulation alternative that corresponds to the
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weighting allocated to the specific probability inter-
val, whereupon said means (22) for selecting carries
out additional interval interleaving in order to se-
lect the next formulation alternative.

8. A device (10) according to claim 6,

wherein the means (22) for selecting is arranged to
perform Huffman decoding, said means successively ac-
cessing various Huffman code contexts selected by the
text components from a number of formulation alterna-
tives provided by said means (20) for determining a

plurality of formulation alternatives, with the input
to Huffman decoding being the information to be hidden
and with the output from Huffman decoding being the
modified text.

9. A device according to any of claims 3 to 8,

wherein each text component comprises at least one
word, and wherein the synonyms for each word are
stored in the dictionary/grammar stage together with
the corresponding partial information, whereas the
partial information for each different sequence of
text components is predetermined in accordance with
modelling of real linguistic laws by declarative
rules, constraints or fixed implementations in soft-
ware .

10. A device (10) according to claim 9,

wherein the means (22) for selecting is arranged to
utilize a first section of the information to be hid-
den for the selection of the sequence of the text com-
ponents and the subsequent sections for the selection
of the synonyms, and wherein the sequence of the se-
lected synonyms is a sequence selected from one or
several linguistically possible sequences and is inde-
pendent of the sequence of the text components in the
text

.
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11. A device (10) according to any of the preceding

claims, further comprising:

means for encrypting and/or compressing the informa-

tion to be hidden, whereby encrypted and/or compressed

information to be hidden is produced which is adapted

to be fed to said means (22) for selecting.

12. A device according to any of the preceding claims,

wherein the means (18) for linguistically analyzing is

arranged to deliver no text components for which the

correctness of the reformulation cannot be guaranteed

and/or wherein the means (20) for determining formula-

tion alternatives is arranged to offer only such for-

mulation alternatives for which it is ensured that the

analysis thereof can yield again the same sentence of

formulation alternatives.

13. A device according to any of the preceding claims,

wherein there is public text and secret data, the de-

vice (10) comprising a control means arranged to sup-

ply the information of the secret data to said means

(22) for selecting, such that the same are hidden in

the public text by modification of the public text.

14. A device according to claim 13,

wherein the statistics used for compression and/or en-

cryption are dependent on the public text so that con-

formities of data fragments in the public text and the

secret data are utilized for efficient compression.

15. A device (10) according to any of the preceding

claims

,

wherein the means (20) for determining the formulation

alternatives is controllable via the partial informa-

tion in order to maintain a specific style, in par-

ticular to prefer or exclude certain formulation al-
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ternatives, such as e.g. certain words, specific
lengths of sentences, the kind of language complexity,
the language level, the kind of syntax and word posi-
tion models, the perspective of narration, the ethnic
focus with respect to the origin of the words the
modified text is supposed to have, which list of words
to be avoided should be used, how presumed errors in
the text are to be handled and whether new errors may
be built in.

A device according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein a similarity threshold can be predetermined
such that the means (20) for determining formulation
alternatives determines similar formulation variants
for the text the semantic differences of which with
respect to the original alternative are below the
similarity threshold, whereas formulation alternatives
the semantic differences of which with respect to the
original alternative are above the similarity thresh-
old are rejected.

A device according to claim 15,

wherein the amount of text is limited, with the simi-
larity threshold being dimensioned such that just the
entire information to be hidden can be accommodated in
the limited amount of text.

A device (10) according to any of the preceding
claims,

wherein the means (20) for determining a plurality of
formulation alternatives is arranged to dynamically
determine the formulation alternatives and to dynami-
cally produce the partial information allocated to
each formulation alternative.

A device (10) according to any of the preceding
claims,
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wherein the means (20) for determining a plurality of

formulation alternatives is arranged to output only

that formulation alternative from the plurality of

formulation alternatives that is selected by the means

(22) for selecting on the basis of the information to

be hidden.

A device (50) for extracting information hidden in a

modified text, the modified text having at least one

sentence, comprising

:

means (52) for providing the modified text;

means (56) for linguistically analyzing the modified

text to produce text components of the modified text,

the text components being components of the sentence

and the sentence, in addition to at least one addi-

tional component, having exactly one predicate as com-

ponent;

means (58) for producing partial information allocated

to the sequence of the text components and, in case

the modified text has information hidden in linguistic

meanings of the text components, to the linguistic

meanings of the text components, said means for pro-

ducing partial information producing the same partial

information which, in hiding the information to pro-

duce the modified text, was allocated to the sequence

of text components and optionally to the linguistic

meanings of the text components;

means (60) for combining the partial information that

was produced for the modified text by said means (58)

for producing partial information, in order to obtain

the information hidden in the modified text; and

means (62) for outputting the hidden information.
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21. A device (50) according to claim 20,

wherein the partial information is in the form of

weightings, with said means (60) for combining the

partial information carrying out arithmetic coding for

extracting the hidden information.

22. A device (50) according to claim 20,

wherein said partial information is in the form of

simple or canonical, in particular prefix-free, Huff-

man code words, wherein said means (60) for combining

the partial information carries out Huffman coding, in

which the code contexts used for Huffman coding are

selected by said means (58) for producing and corre-

spond to the code contexts that were utilized in hid-

ing information.

23. A device (50) according to any of claims 20 to 22,

wherein the partial information that was used in hid-

ing first relates to the sequence of the text compo-

nents and thereafter to the synonyms of the text com-

ponents in a predetermined sequence, and wherein said

means (60) for combining the partial information is

arranged to derive from the sequence of the text com-

ponents of the modified text firstly the partial in-

formation relating to the sequence and then, on the

basis of a predetermined sequence of the text compo-

nents, to successively derive the partial information

allocated to the individual text components.

24. A device (50) according to any of claims 20 to 23,

wherein said means (58) for producing partial informa-

tion further comprises:

means for determining a plurality of formulation al-

ternatives for the modified text by varying the se-

quence of the text components and/or by using synonyms
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or paraphrases for the text components, each formula-
tion alternative being grammatically correct for the
text and having substantially the same meaning as the
text, with each sequence and/or each synonym or each
paraphrase having specific partial information allo-
cated thereto,

wherein said means (58) for producing partial informa-
tion is arranged to access said means for determining
a plurality of formulation alternatives, in order to
retrieve the partial information relating to the se-
quence and/or the linguistic meaning of the text com-
ponents of the modified text.

A method for hiding information in a text having at
least one sentence, comprising the following steps:

providing the text;

linguistically analyzing the text to produce text com-
ponents, the text components being components of the
sentence and the sentence, in addition to at least one
additional component, having exactly one predicate as
component;

determining a plurality of formulation alternatives
for the text

by varying the order of the text components it-
self,

by ascertaining synonyms for the text components
and varying the order of the synonyms for the
text components, or

by ascertaining synonyms for at least one text
component and varying the order of a synonym for
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the at least one text component and of another
text component of the sentence,

with every formulation alternative being grammatically
correct for the text and having essentially the same
meaning as the text, with every sequence and every
synonym ascertained having specific partial informa-
tion allocated thereto;

selecting a formulation alternative from the plurality
of formulation alternatives in such a manner that the
partial information that is allocated to the selected
formulation alternative corresponds to the information
to be hidden; and

outputting the formulation alternatives that form a
modified text, with said information to be hidden be-
ing contained in said modified text.

A method for extracting information hidden in a modi-
fied text, the modified text having at least one sen-
tence, comprising the following steps:

providing the modified text;

linguistically analyzing the modified text to produce
text components of the modified text, the text compo-
nents being components of the sentence and the sen-
tence, in addition to at least one additional compo-
nent, having exactly one predicate as components-

producing partial information allocated to the se-
quence of the text components and to the linguistic
meanings of the text components, with the same partial
information being produced which, in hiding the infor-
mation to produce the modified text, was allocated to
the sequence of text components and, in case the modi-
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fied text has information hidden in linguistic mean-

ings of the text components, was allocated to the lin-

guistic meanings of the text components;

combining the partial information that was produced

for the modified text by said step of producing par-

tial information, in order to obtain the information

hidden in the modified text; and

outputting the hidden information.

27. A device according to claim 1 or 20,

wherein said means (20) for determining formulation

alternatives or said means (58) for producing partial

information is arranged to utilize a word memory in

the form of a tree or graph consisting of (a) full

word forms, i.e. inflected words which then are corre-

lated to other inflected words or (b) morphologic syn-

tactic breaking down of the words in accordance with

inflection classes, and in particular splitting into

word prefixes, radices and suffixes, in which only the

word radices or word prefix/word radix combinations

are explicitly correlated as synonyms and the respec-

tive inflected forms are analyzed in accordance with

the current demand in the respective word present on

the basis of inflection data, and are generated corre-

spondingly for a selected synonym.

28. A device according to claim 27,

characterized in that references to synonyms are or-

ganized either as (a) chain of synonymous meanings of

a word that firstly make reference to each other in

ring-like manner and secondly are ordered implicitly

by an order regulation, such as the lexical sequence

or arrangement in accordance with the probability of

occurrence, or explicitly by a characterization of the

rank of one or more elements, or (b) as group of words
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considered to be synonymous or as references to the

synonyms with the property that reference is made in-

versely to this group as well from the synonyms con-

cerned or that this group is stored as value of a

synonym.
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Device and Method for Hiding Information

and Device and Method for Extracting Information

Abstract

A device (10) for hiding information in a text comprises

means (12) for providing the text, means (18) for linguis-

tically analyzing the text to produce text components,

means (20) for determining a plurality of formulation al-

ternatives for the text by varying the order of the text

components and optionally in addition by using synonyms for

said text components; every formulation alternative is

grammatically correct for the text and has essentially the

same meaning as the text. Certain partial information is

allocated to every sequence and/or to every synonym or to

every paraphrase. The device further comprises means (22)

for selecting a formulation alternative from the plurality

of formulation alternatives in such a manner that the par-

tial information that is allocated to the selected formula-

tion corresponds to the information to be hidden, and means

(24) for outputting the formulation alternative that forms

a modified text, said modified text containing information

to be hidden. A device for extracting breaks the modified

text down into its text components and uses the partial in-

formation allocated to said text components to extract the

hidden information. Information to be hidden can thus be

flexibly and inconspicuously, as well as in large amounts,

introduced into any text.
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Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to steganography and in par-

ticular to a steganographic concept providing maximum

safety such that there is no suspicion of a text containing

hidden information

.

Background of the Invention and Prior Art

Steganography basically relates to a field of technology in

which attempts are made of hiding secrete messages in other

messages such that a non-authorized person will not suspect

at all that the message presented to him contains a secret

message hidden therein. Differently from cryptography, i.e.

the encrypting of messages, it is thus possible to obtain

efficient protection for secret messages, as a non-

authorized person will not suspect at all that a message

contains a secret message. In contrast thereto, it can eas-

ily be noticed with encrypted messages that these are en-

crypted. There are many techniques to "break" encryptions.

There is agreement in technology that messages encrypted in

arbitrary manner can be decrypted with arbitrary expendi-

ture. Thus, the endeavors in cryptography concentrate in

particular on making the expenditure for a non-authorized

decipherer as high as possible, such that, deterred by the

high expenditure, he will refrain from non-authorized de-

crypting of the encrypted messages. However, under specific

circumstances, an expenditure of any degree will be ac-

cepted in order to be able to decrypt especially important

messages. It is assumed that there are more intelligent,
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but less complex, methods of "breaking" for many of the
known methods of encryption. Such efficient "breaking" can-
not be excluded for any of the methods known so far. Steg-
anography is a supplementation in this respect. Steganogra-
phy - steganography originally means hidden writing - tries
to hide secret information in a message in such a manner
that nobody will suspect at all that secret information is
already hidden therein. In this event, not even the highest
expenditure will be of assistance, since a non-authorized
person will not know at all which message contains a secret
message, especially when he is supposed to monitor large
quantities of messages.

Most recently, there has been a great demand for steg-
anographic techniques, as the use of "email" has found ever
increasing use, with the applications being no longer in
the military field only. In particular, there is a need in
companies to electronically transmit information that is to
be kept secret. It is self-evident that no unauthorized
person should have access to such secret business data by
tapping a data line, which e.g. may be part of the Inter-
net. Thus, there is a multiplicity of mail programs en-
crypting a text prior to mailing thereof. However, as has
already been pointed out, there is no safe encryption.

This is why modern steganographic concepts have come into
existence most recently. One of these steganographic con-
cepts consists in using, in image files, the last bit or
least significant bit of pixels for storing the information
to be hidden. Such methods are described in detail by
Joshua R. Smith et al., "Modulation and Information Hiding
in Images", First International Workshop, Cambridge, UK,
May 30 to June 1, 1996, pp. 207-225. Although large amounts
of secret information can be hidden in images, this method
involves the disadvantage that image files in general are
very large files, so that transmission thereof via elec-
tronic mail takes a relatively long time. Furthermore, fre-
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quent transmission of very large files between a common
sender and a common receiver is relatively conspicuous,
which is contrary to the steganographic idea as such.

Known methods for hiding information in texts consist in

that specific simple predefined sentence structures can be
generated, with the grammatical composition of a specific
sentence reflecting usually binary information to be hid-
den. These methods are described in detail by Peter Wayner,
"Disappearing Cryptography", Academic Press Inc., 1996, pp.
91-121. Such predefined grammars have the disadvantage that
a sender and a receiver, if they desire to communicate se-
cret information frequently, permanently send texts having
substantially the same contents or slightly modified mean-
ing contents only, giving rise to the suspicion that secret
information is hidden therein.

Known methods of hiding information in texts thus utilize
either predefined grammars, which either can generate only
simple predefined sentence structures, or are based solely
on the alteration of the control characters, space signs
and tabulators. Both methods are relatively conspicuous,
can be used to a very limited extent only, produce a small
bandwidth only, i.e. the amount of information that can be
hidden in a specific text is relatively small, and they are
not robust with respect to minor changes, such as e.g. re-
formatting of the text or slight reformulation thereof.
Such methods thus are relatively unsuited also for hand-
written notes or passages in print media.

In particular, there is a need to distribute secret infor-
mation to one or more receivers via a newspaper article.
Thus, it would be particularly conspicuous if a passage in
the newspaper suddenly contained a predefined grammar that
becomes conspicuous solely by its contents, unless the
grammar accidentally has been matched to the current events
of the day.
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The technical publication "Techniques for data hiding", W.

Bender et al., IBM Systems Journal, vol. 35, Nos. 3 and 4,

1996, pp. 313-336, describes various steganographic con-

cepts. Among other things, possibilities of hiding data in

a text are shown, comprising a method for hiding informa-

tion via manipulation of unused space on the printed page,

a syntactic method using e.g. the punctuation marks for

hiding information, and a semantic method making use of a

manipulation of the words themselves for hiding informa-

tion. In the semantic method, two synonyms have a primary

value and a secondary value allocated thereto. In case of

many synonyms, there may be coded more than one bit per

synonym. It is deemed problematic in this respect that the

desire to hide as much information as possible may collide

with the still existing meaning differences between the

synonyms. In the syntactic method, the diction and struc-

ture of texts is altered, without substantially altering

the meaning and mode of speech, respectively. This is

achieved in that, if there is a grammatical structure com-

prising a main clause and a subordinate clause, an informa-

tion bit is hidden in the text by arranging the subordinate

clause in front of the main clause, or arranging the subor-

dinate clause after the main clause. It is deemed problem-

atic in this method that the possibilities of hiding infor-

mation are limited.

EP 0 268 367 relates to an interface for natural language,

which is used for ensuring the semantic correctness of an

inquiry. To this end, a text to be analyzed is input into a

dictionary analyzer connected to a dictionary of synonyms

in order to carry out a synonym substitution, so as to be

able to transfer an as small as possible standard vocabu-

lary to a parser connected downstream of the dictionary

analyzer. The parser is connected furthermore to a main

dictionary and a grammar stage for performing a syntactic

analysis of the text input that possibly contains synonyms.
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The output of the parser is fed to a simplification stage

which has the effect of increasing a recall or a number of

hits or a number of the documents delivered back from an

inquiry. The simplified inquiry in turn is fed to a trans-

lation stage coupled with a database management system ca-

pable of producing an output that can function as an inter-

face for a user.

US-Patent No. 5,424,947 relates to a device and a method

for analyzing natural language and the construction of a

knowledge data base for natural language analysis. A sen-

tence is syntactically analyzed by a parser in order to

provide the phrase structure thereof, inclusive of an ex-

isting ambiguity. The phrase structure is fed to a depend-

ency analyzer producing on the output side a dependency

structure without ambiguity. To this end, a knowledge data-

base is accessed which comprises dependency/taxonym/synonym

data and context dependency data. The dependency structure

without ambiguity is fed to a system for automatic process-

ing of natural language texts, such as e.g. a machine

translation system.

Summary of the Invention

It is the object of the present invention to make available

an improved steganographic concept which is flexible in use

and at the same time provides for a high degree of incon-

spicuousness

.

The present invention is based on the finding that the most

natural message type for hiding information is text. The

usual communication medium does not consist in transmitting

images, but in transmitting text messages. For this very

reason alone, ordinary text is suited best for hiding in-

formation. According to the present invention, the language

as such is used for hiding information in a text. Every
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language contains an extraordinarily high degree of redun-

dancy. This is why many different things can be expressed

in a large variety of different ways. Formulation alterna-

tives exist in the form of different sentence positions,

different synonyms and different prepositions etc. Certain

sentence positions are forbidden due to the rules of gram-

mar and thus would be immediately conspicuous. Thus, only

those formulation alternatives are used for hiding informa-

tion which are admissible (grammatically and lexically)

.

Generally speaking, a text is reformulated in accordance

with the information to be hidden, with the information be-

ing hidden in the reformulated text. Such reformulated

texts will not be conspicuous as they do not comprise arti-

ficial elements, but just constitute a different way of ex-

pressing specific facts. Persons or programs investigating

a multiplicity of messages with regard to the question

whether there is secret information contained therein, will

not always compile statistics on the usual modes of expres-

sion of the author. In this event, greater liberties in re-

formulation are permissible. If it is assumed that there

are such statistics compiled, it is still possible to

carry out automatic reformulations maintaining this typical

characteristics. Supervisors thus have no possibility of

determining whether or not a text has been edited. This is

in compliance with the main idea of stenography, which con-

sists in hiding information such that an unauthorized per-

son does not even recognize that messages are hidden at

all.

In accordance with a first aspect, the present invention

relates to a device for hiding information in a text having

at least one sentence, comprising:

means for providing the text;

means for linguistically analyzing the text to produce text

components, the text components being components of the
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sentence and the sentence, in addition to at least one ad-

ditional component, having exactly one predicate as compo-

nent ;

means for determining a plurality of formulation alterna-

tives for the text

by varying the order of the text components itself,

- by ascertaining synonyms for the text components and

varying the order of the synonyms for the text compo-

nents, or

by ascertaining synonyms for at least one text component

and varying the order of a synonym for the at least one

text component and of another text component of the sen-

tence,

with every formulation alternative being grammatically

correct for the text and having essentially the same

meaning as the text, with every sequence and every syno-

nym ascertained having specific partial information al-

located thereto;

means for selecting a formulation alternative from the plu-

rality of formulation alternatives in such a manner that

the partial information that is allocated to the selected

formulation alternative corresponds at least to part of the

information to be hidden; and

means for outputting the formulation alternative that forms

a modified text, with the information to be hidden being

hidden in said modified text.

In accordance with a second aspect, the present invention

relates to a method for hiding information in a text having

at least one sentence, comprising the following steps: pro-



viding the text; linguistically analyzing the text to pro-

duce text components, the text components being components

of the sentence and the sentence, in addition to at least

one additional component, having exactly one predicate as

component; determining a plurality of formulation alterna-

tives for the text by varying the order of the text compo-

nents itself, by ascertaining synonyms for the text compo-

nents and varying the order of the synonyms for the text

components, or by ascertaining synonyms for at least one

text component and varying the order of a synonym for the

at least one text component and of another text component

of the sentence, with every formulation alternative being

grammatically correct for the text and having essentially

the same meaning as the text, with every sequence and every

synonym ascertained having specific partial information

allocated thereto; selecting a formulation alternative from

the plurality of formulation alternatives in such a manner

that the partial information that is allocated to the se-

lected formulation alternative corresponds to the informa-

tion to be hidden; and outputting the formulation alterna-

tives that form a modified text, with said information to

be hidden being contained in said modified text.

The "partial information" in a preferred embodiment is con-

stituted by compression symbols which may have binary codes

directly associated therewith. The modified text thus has

essentially the same sense as the original text. However,

this sense is formulated differently in the modified text,

with the secret information being contained in the - gram-

matically correct - formulation.

In accordance with a third aspect, the present invention

relates to a device for extracting information hidden in a

modified text, the modified text having at least one sen-

tence, comprising

:

means for providing the modified text;
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means for linguistically analyzing the modified text to

produce text components of the modified text, the text com-

ponents being components of the sentence and the sentence,

in addition to at least one additional component, having

exactly one predicate as component;

means for producing partial information allocated to the

sequence of the text components and, in case the modified

text has information hidden in linguistic meanings of the

text components, to the linguistic meanings of the text

components, said means for producing partial information

producing the same partial information which, in hiding the

information to produce the modified text, was allocated to

the sequence of text components and optionally to the lin-

guistic meanings of the text components;

means for combining the partial information that was pro-

duced for the modified text by said means for producing

partial information, in order to obtain the information

hidden in the modified text; and

means for outputting the hidden information.

In accordance with a fourth aspect, the present invention

relates to a method for extracting information hidden in a

modified text, the modified text having at least one sen-

tence, comprising the following steps: providing the modi-

fied text; linguistically analyzing the modified text to

produce text components of the modified text, the text com-

ponents being components of the sentence and the sentence,

in addition to at least one additional component, having

exactly one predicate as component; producing partial in-

formation allocated to the sequence of the text components

and to the linguistic meanings of the text components, with

the same partial information being produced which, in hid-

ing the information to produce the modified text, was alio-
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cated to the sequence of text components and, in case the

modified text has information hidden in linguistic meanings

of the text components, was allocated to the linguistic

meanings of the text components; combining the partial in-

formation that was produced for the modified text by said

step of producing partial information, in order to obtain

the information hidden in the modified text; and outputting

the hidden information.

In other words, the device for extracting the secret infor-

mation analyzes the modified text and extracts the secret

information by ascertaining the partial information allo-

cated to the individual formulation alternatives. To obtain

sensible extraction, it is of course necessary that the de-

vice for extracting knows the allocation of partial infor-

mation to word position alternatives, synonyms or para-

phrases that were used in the device for hiding informa-

tion. However, it is not necessary that the device for ex-

tracting knows the original text that was modified, since

the partial information, independently of a text, corre-

sponds to the text components and the sequence thereof, re-

spectively, and is not related to a specific text that al-

ways consists of a combination of specific text components.

An essential advantage of the present invention consists in

that any natural-language text can be used. The concept ac-

cording to the invention thus is not limited to predefined

grammars and the like. Thus, there is no suspicion arousing

communication by way of substantially similar texts.

Another advantage of the present invention consists in that

the concept according to the invention is completely insen-

sitive to text formatting. Thus, it would be possible, for

example, to print a modified text or even to copy it by

hand and to transfer the same in any way to a receiver

knowing the grammatical and lexical information of the

sender; the receiver just scans the possibly even hand-
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written notes in order to thus enter the modified text into

his device for extraction.

The device according to the invention furthermore is robust

with respect to slight modifications of the text as such,

e.g. when typing errors are corrected, simple errors in ar-

ticle are corrected, single/plural tense endings are modi-

fied, etc.

Depending on the embodiment of the device and method ac-

cording to the invention, only the sequence of the text

components themselves is varied, and there are no synonyms

ascertained in order to hide still more information in the

text. As an alternative, it is possible to ascertain for

all text components synonyms, and in this case the sequence

of the synonyms for the text components will be varied in-

stead of the sequence of the text components. Finally, it

is possible as well to ascertain synonyms only for part of

the text components of the sentence, in order to then vary

the sequence of the text components and of the synonyms as-

certained for specific text components, respectively.

As will be elucidated in the following, steganographic

methods may be employed even in compressing the secret in-

formation, which may be combined with methods of textual

stenography: either for obtaining higher robustness with

respect to changes or easy recognizability of these

changes, or for increasing the amount of information that

can be hidden. However, if just the sequence of the text

components is used for hiding information, reformulations

in the sense of other synonyms of course will not affect

the success of the device for extraction. However, the

bandwidth, i.e. the amount of information that can be hid-

den in the text, is decreased considerably thereby. Thus,

there is a compromise between robustness of the modified

text with respect to changes on the one hand and the possi-

ble bandwidth on the other hand, with this compromise being
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decided in accordance with the particular needs of the

user

.

The information to be hidden preferably is in the form of a

binary sequence. To be able to hide this binary sequence in

a text, the partial information allocated to the individual

alternatives preferably are binary data as well, which may

be referred to as code words. Thus, it can be seen that,

generally speaking, the device for hiding information basi-

cally embodies decoding, with the secret information being

decoded so as to form a modified text and the original text

determining the coding circumstances or coding vocabulary.

Analogously therewith, the device for extracting the infor-

mation carries out a coding step, with the modified text

being coded in a binary sequence in accordance with the

partial information as "coding vocabulary" and the binary

sequence comprising the extracted secret information.

In this respect, arbitrary coding techniques may be em-

ployed of which the technique of arithmetic coding and the

technique of Huffman coding are indicated here by way of

example only.

An additional advantage of the concept according to the in-

vention consists in that the application thereof is very

flexible. For example, if information is to be hidden in a

text for providing the text with a watermark, the ascer-

taining of synonyms generally should be ruled out since the

text components themselves contribute to the watermark and

substitution of a text component by a synonym possibly

could destroy the watermark. If, however, the watermark is

introduced into the text by way of the variation of the se-

quence of the text components themselves, which are un-

changed, there is at least a higher probability that the

watermark will not be impaired by such modifications of the

text

.
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For watermark applications as special case of steganogra-

phy, it will be less the amount of information to be hidden

that is important, but rather that a watermark will not be

suspected at all from the outside. However, if the amount

of information to be hidden in the text is of predominant

significance, the concept according to the invention can be

supplemented by the ascertaining of synonyms, such that,

contrary to the known synonym substitution alone, the se-

quence of the synonyms of all text components or only of a

specific portion of the text components is varied. If there

is a specific number of synonyms present, the variation of

the sequence of the synonyms, in comparison with the mere

synonym formation, will considerably increase the amount of

information that can be hidden in a text.

A further advantage of the present invention consists in

that it is also applicable in cases in which synonym sub-

stitution is per se excluded. In order to nevertheless hide

information in a text, e.g. in the form of a watermark,

only the order or sequence of the components of sentences

is varied in accordance with the invention. For the major-

ity of authors and publishers especially in the field of

specialized literature, synonym substitution is unaccept-

able as otherwise technical terms of one specific field

could be substituted by alleged synonyms.

The other techniques of steganography mostly are out of the

question as well, since they can be eliminated too easily

or are noticed too easily. This holds in particular for

texts in the so-called "open-ebook" format. Slight varia-

tions in the letter positions, as known e.g. for PDF docu-

ments, are not possible here since these are plain texts

having no microspacing. Thus, the variation of the sentence

component sequence according to the invention permits, also

In these fields that so far were excluded from steganogra-

phy, the use of the redundancy of a text for a digital wa-

termark, e.g. for purposes of copyright protection against
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piracy attacks. With the aid of the present invention, the

quantity of the information to be hidden in a text passage

first can be increased to such an extent that a watermark

becomes sensible. For, it is preferred to store e.g. the

complete author ID in every longer paragraph, which nor-

mally necessitates a bandwidth of at least two bytes.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Preferred embodiments of the present invention will be de-

scribed in detail hereinafter with reference to the at-

tached drawings in which

Fig. 1 shows a schematic block diagram of a device for

hiding according to the invention;

Fig. 2 shows a schematic block diagram of a device for ex-

tracting according to the invention;

Fig. 3 shows a flow chart for alternative generation for a

phrase according to a preferred embodiment of the

present invention; and

Fig. 4 shows a flow chart to illustrate the handling of

individual alternatives according to the present

invention.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a device 10 for hiding in-

formation in a text according to the invention, with the

text being supplied via a text input 12, i.e. means for

providing the text. The device 10 for hj_ding information

comprises furthermore a further input 14 for the informa-

tion to be hidden as well as an output 16 for a modified
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text which in its meaning corresponds to the original text,

but which contains the information to be hidden.

The device 10 for hiding information moreover comprises

means 18 for linguistically analyzing the text, in order to

produce text components. These text components can be fed

to means 20 for determining a plurality of formulation al-

ternatives for the text. Means 22 for selecting a formula-

tion alternative from the plurality of formulation alterna-

tives is arranged to select that formulation alternative

the partial information of which corresponds to the infor-

mation to be hidden. The means 22 for selecting a formula-

tion alternative is followed by means 24 for outputting the

formulation alternative that constitutes the modified text,

for outputting the modified text at output 16.

In the following, the individual elements of the device 10

for hiding information in a text shall be discussed.

The means 18 for analyzing the text in order to produce

text components is arranged to carry out so-called "pars-

ing" method. The means 18 for linguistically analyzing the

text preferably is a so-called HPSG Parser (HPSG = Head-

driven Phase Structure Grammar) . The standard work for re-

alizing the same is Pollard and Sag: "Head driven Phrase

Structure Grammar", University of Chicago Press, 1994. In

addition to the HPSG parser, there are many other parsers

known in technology that may be utilized in the present in-

vention as well. In particular HPSG parsers are modern

highly lexicalized, unification-based parsers. Such means

preferably operate in the form of sentences. Generally

speaking, as will still be explained hereinafter, the text

is broken down Into its linguistic text components, in

which the head of the sentence, which usually is the verb,

is determined first in order to determine thereafter other

constituents of the sentence, such as subject, complements

and adjuncts. The greatest advantages of a unification-
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based parser for HPSG in comparison with other parsers are

(a) that the same specifications for analysis (of an ini-

tial sentence) and generation (of the reformulated sen-

tences) r (b) that there are about a dozen of parser rules

only for each language - everything else is specified in

the dictionary in declarative manner, does not require much

programming expenditure and can easily be transferred to

other languages, (c) that information of different lev-

els/fields (syntax, semantics, pragmatics) can easily be

combined. From this results the very close coupling between

parser and a dictionary rich in contents, preferably on the

basis of the formalism of the typified feature structures.

Such a parser provides the syntactic or even the semantic

structure of a sentence in the form of a tree or graphic

structure. As regards the position in a sentence, words be-

longing together are identified as such. Information on the

constituent sequence (i.e. the sentence position) can be

specified in the dictionary directly for head entries to-

gether with semantic information, in particular in case of

verbs. This serves to exclude many parsing alternatives

very early. Parsing alternatives have to be excluded that

result in formulation alternatives which are grammatically

incorrect. Furthermore, it is decisive for the steg-

anographic concept of the present invention that the modi-

fied text has substantially the same meaning as the origi-

nal text.

Stefan Muller: "Scrambling in German - Extraction into the

mittelfeld" , Proceedings of the tenth Pacific Asia Confer-

ence on Language, Information and Computation, City Univer-

sity of Hong Kong, 1995, describes how to derive for the

German language rules or constraints concerning the word

position in HPSG systems. Gregor Erbach .-"Ambiguity and

linguistic preferences" in H.Trost (ed.): Feature Formal-

isms and Linguistic Ambiguity", Ellis-Horwood, 1993, de-

scribes how to allocate probabilities to such word position
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alternatives in such a manner that they are very close to

genuine language usage.

An HPSG parser is a special form of a unification-based

parser making use of typified feature structures. An HPSG

parser cogently needs dictionary and grammar components for

its operation, with dictionaries and grammar constituting a

unit; furthermore, there a some few rules, referred to as

"schemata", "principles", "lexical rules" in HPSG. Other

parsers which require rules only or which do not make use

of typified feature structures, but almost optional other

data structures, and/or which may or may not consider sta-

tistics, may be employed for the present invention as well.

The means 20 for determining a plurality of formulation al-

ternatives for the text may be coupled closely with the

HPSG parser. The means 20 preferably consists of two par-

tial components: firstly, a dictionary/grammar stage and

secondly, a component for generating the possible sentence

position and formulation alternatives from a quantity of

rules or constraints that were ascertained before by ac-

cessing the dictionary and/or parsing. Substitutions by

equivalent phrases can be carried out relatively easily by

accessing a dictionary of synonyms, and texts can be com-

pressed very efficiently due to the head-controlled proce-

dure: the predictability for the next data to be compressed

thus is very high. In substituting the synonyms, there are

two current alternatives: either a full form dictionary is

used that contains all common inflected forms. Example:

"runs" is synonymous with "goes". In another variation,

only basic forms a equated. Example: "to run" is synonymous

with "to go". In this case, a morphological component is

necessary in addition, which in the example analyzes "runs"

as "3rd person singular of to run" and generates "goes"

from "3rd person singular of to go". Solutions in this re-

gard are well-known in technology as rule-based morphology,
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two-level morphology or morphology with finite state quan-

tities .

According to the present invention, the means 20 for deter-

mining a plurality of formulation alternatives serves to

provide possibilities for the modified text. This can be

achieved in particular by varying the sequence or order of

the text components and/or by using synonyms for the text

components. In the sense of the present invention, a syno-

nym is to be understood not only as a synonym for a single

word, but also as a paraphrase and thus as a synonym for a

text component; i.e. as a group comprising at least one

word. If a text component comprises several words, a para-

phrase for this text component may have less or more words,

however with the restriction that the sense of the text

component is not altered significantly. The degree of simi-

larity or deviation, respectively, can be judged easily if

words are allocated to semantic concepts in a semantic hi-

erarchy (I.e. an ontology) and nodes are characterized by

weights and edges with the degree of similarity of the as-

sociated nodes.

A simple formulation alternative of a sentence consists in

that only the sequence of the text components is altered.

In most sentences, the grammar permits several different

sentence positions. Each sentence position has unequivocal

partial information allocated thereto: in a preferred form,

this is in the form of symbol codes - as was already out-

lined in the section concerning synonyms. One approach con-

sists in using the so-called canonical sequence or normal

sequence as basis. For example, in the canonical sequence,

the subject could be first, followed by the verb which in

turn is followed by an adverb followed in turn by possibly

existing additional sentence components. An example in this

respect is the English language; the sentence position rule

"subject - predicate - object" valid here could be one of

the canonizing rules for other languages, such as the Ger-
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man language. Any other sentence position then could be

coded as x th permutation of this canonical sequence. This

concept of the canonical sequence can be generalized: it is

sufficient to be able to assign to each sentence position

always the same code again - irrespective of the sentence

position of the input sentence. The canonical sequence need

not be generated for this purpose. Rather, it is sufficient

if the information is used with the aid of which this ca-

nonical sequence can be generated in principle. In an exem-

plary realization, this could be a rule system: in each

situation, all states arising are uniformly numbered

through according to the rules applied. The code for the

entire sentence position could be created by concatenation

of the codes thus arising for each step of the application

of rules. This concatenation in turn can be established in

accordance with all variations known from data compression:

by arithmetic, bit-wise, byte-wise, word-wise concatena-

tions - possibly along with elimination of redundancies.

It should be pointed out here that the term "sentence" in

the sense of the present invention is to be understood to

the effect that all grammatical constructions comprising

exactly one predicate and at least one additional compo-

nent, are to be understood as a sentence. Thus, both main

clauses and subordinate clauses are each considered to be a

sentence in the sense of the present invention, since a

main clause, just like a subordinate clause, always has ex-

actly one single predicate and in addition thereto a fur-

ther component that could be e.g. the subject or the ob-

j ect

.

Thus, according to the invention, in contrast to the prior

art, not only sentences, i.e. grammatical constructions

having exactly one predicate and at least one additional

component, are mutually rearranged, but all grammatically

acceptable changes In sentence position within such a gram-

matical construction, such as e.g. a main clause or a par-
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tial sentence, can be carried out at the level of the

smallest constituents that can be rearranged in grammati-

cally correct manner.

Such smallest constituents that can be rearranged in gram-

matically correct manner, i.e. components of the sentence,

may be article-noun complexes (e.g. the house), article-

adjective/adverb/participle-noun complexes (e.g. the beau-

tiful, remote, brown house), a predicate, a direct ob-

ject, an indirect object, an adverbial definition (e.g.

time, place, circumstances etc.), prepositional phrases

(e.g. "in front of the house") as well as pronominal

phrases (e.g. of my friend).

The breaking down or linguistic analysis of a sentence into

its components, on the basis of the sequence of which in-

formation is hidden in the text, can take place recursively

by first breaking down the entire sentence and then deter-

mining individual constituents for the individual main and

subordinate clauses

.

By utilizing a common tree structure for the preferably

used parse tree of the constituents and of a Huffman tree,

there is no need to dynamically construct a further data

structure. This saves at the same time storage time and

computation time.

Depending on the application, the depth of breaking down,

i.e. how many components of a sentence are ascertained and

varied in their sequence, is dependent on the amount of in-

formation to be hidden in the text. Thus, it is not neces-

sary in every application of the concept according to the

invention to break down the sentence into all of its small-

est components that can be rearranged. Rather, a rearrange-

ment of the sequence of groups of smallest components

within a sentence presumably is sufficient as well.
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If the means 18 for analyzing (Fig. 1) and the means 20 for

providing formulation alternatives (Fig. 1) are arranged

for processing paraphrases, multi-word synonyms can be

processed as well. A paraphrase is e.g. the known expres-

sion "to throw in the towel". A synonym therefor is the

term "to give up". In the sentence

"The pupil threw in the towel because of Latin",

it is thus already possible to hide at least 2 bits of in-

formation by means of the following formulation alterna-

tive :

"Because of Latin the pupil gave up".

A first bit is contained here in the synonym "to give up" -

"to throw in the towel". The second bit is contained in the

position of the sentence part "because of Latin" either in

front of or behind the predicate. This example demonstrates

that the term "synonym" with regard to the present inven-

tion does not only mean "one word for one other word", but

also comprises so-called multi-word systems in which a word

group by be substituted by one single word or vice versa.

Also adjective, adverbial, prepositional supplements and

direct/indirect objects may be mutually rearranged each.

Thus, it is not cogently necessary to vary the sequence,

for example of the subject in relation to the predicate or

of the object in relation to the predicate, if information

can be hidden also vial direct/indirect objects or adjec-

tive, adverbial or prepositional supplements.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, that is not

only based on variation of the sequence of the text compo-

nents, but makes use of synonyms as well, the means for de-

termining a plurality of formulation alternatives can ac-

cess the dictionary/grammar stage in order to ascertain for
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a word synonyms with the same meaning. Each of this syno-

nyms also has unequivocal partial information assigned

thereto, which permits the synonym to be distinguished un-

equivocally from another synonym. In a preferred embodi-

ment, this partial information is in the form of symbols in

the sense of data compression, which directly in the dic-

tionary have or can have bit codes (Huffman coding) or

probability intervals (arithmetic coding} allocated

thereto

.

The means 18 for linguistically analyzing preferably is ar-

ranged to produce no text components for which the correct-

ness of the reformulation cannot be guaranteed. Moreover,

the means 20 for determining formulation alternatives is

arranged to offer only such formulation alternatives for

which it is ensured that, in analyzing the same, the same

sentence of formulation alternatives can be obtained again.

For example, considering the word "Mutter" (meaning in Eng-

lish either mother or threaded nut) in the text to be modi-

fied, this term could designate someone's own mother or a

threaded nut. If the context is not unequivocally e.g. me-

chanical engineering, the means for linguistically analyz-

ing in case of this embodiment would not at all provide the

text component "Mutter" and would refrain from hiding in-

formation to be hidden in a synonym to "Mutter". Analo-

gously therewith, the means 20 for determining the plural-

ity of 'formulation alternatives would not offer "Mutter" as

a synonym for a text component, unless the context is un-

equivocal .

The flexibility of the concept according to the present in-

vention can be matched to the specific user requirements in

arbitrary fashion in that the means 20 for determining a

plurality of formulation alternatives comprises a specific

number of synonym groups. If the number of synonym groups

is increased, a larger amount of secret information can be

hidden in a given text. Due to the fact that the concept of
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the present invention, contrary to the prior art, is appli-

cable to arbitrary texts, the means 20 for generating for-

mulation alternatives would have to be capable of making

available for any arbitrary word a corresponding number of

synonyms in order to obtain a maximum quantity of informa-

tion to be hidden in a limited amount of text. However, as

the number of possible words in a language may become very

large, it is unlikely that the means 20 for determining a

plurality of formulation alternatives can generate syno-

nyms, or has stored synonyms, for any word. If said means

comes across a word for which it has no synonyms, it will

simply leave this word unchanged. Of course, the means 20

cannot determine partial information then, either, as there

is no partial information available for this word. Thus,

this word will not be suited for use for "taking up" infor-

mation to be hidden. However, investigations have shown

that the number of actually used words in general is rela-

tively limited, so that in case of average texts, such as

used for example for transmitting business data, synonyms

for almost all words appearing in this context can be pro-

vided with limited expenditure. Exactly this is a strong

point of the present invention, such that, by further in-

corporation of synonym groups in the means for determining

formulation alternatives, the device according to the in-

vention can be "upgraded" in optional manner and thus can

be tailored in accordance with the particular field of ap-

plication and the market requirements. Moreover, it is pos-

sible to licence complete dictionaries of synonyms, and

there is also a number of methods known for learning syno-

nyms automatically from a large collection of texts.

The means 22 for selecting a formulation alternative from

the plurality of formulation alternatives, such that the

partial information allocated to the selected formulation

corresponds to the information to be hidden, generally

speaking works like a decoder or decompression means.
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The "vocabulary" for decompressing the information to be

hidden, i.e. the information to be hidden, usually has a

higher information density than the modified text. Further-

more, there is the fact that synonyms are arranged in

groups of as many words as possible with mutually alike or

similar meaning - synonym quantities so that the selec-

tion of a synonym represents an as high as possible infor-

mation content.

This selection of alternatives is performed by means 22 for

selecting and is made available by the means 20 for deter-

mining a plurality of formulation alternatives for the

text, with the vocabulary according to the present inven-

tion being determined in principle by the original text,

i.e. the text supplied to input 12, such that, contrary to

the prior art which uses just plain predefined grammar

structures, optional texts can be used for hiding informa-

tion. In a preferred modification, the vocabulary for re-

formulation is determined exactly on the basis of the quan-

tity of synonyms for the words in the original text. An es-

sential characteristic is the reflexivity of the synonym

relation: if x is synonymous with y, y is conversely also

synonymous with x.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the

means 22 operates as arithmetic decoder or decompression

means, whereas the same operates as bit-based decoder or

decompression means in another preferred embodiment of the

present invention. In the latter case, the information to

be hidden is treated as binary data. If the information to

be hidden is in the form of text data, i.e. characters or

figures, these are preferably compressed by means of a

usual compression program, with such known compression

means in technology already outputting bit data.

In case of the arithmetic version, the alternatives avail-

able, which are provided by means 20, are referred to as
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"context", whereas the same are treated as "dictionary" in

case of the bit-based version. These terms are usual in the

literature concerned. They both have in common that they

consists of pairs based on symbol probability pairs. In

case of bit-based coding, the probabilities p are repre-

sented by codes of the length of the negative logarithm of

two of p "-ld(p) n - each rounded.

To be able to process arbitrary information to be hidden,

such that this results in a valid formulation alternative,

the partial information allocated to the word position se-

quences and/or synonyms have to fulfil a specific condi-

tion. In a bit-based version, this condition is such that,

for the length li of the i
th alternative as one of n simul-

taneously possible alternatives, the following condition is

fulfilled at all times:

n

S 2" 1
! - 1.0

i=l

In a version using arithmetic coding/decoding, the overall

sum of the weights of all alternatives has to be known so

that the weights can be computed back to probabilities sum-

ming up to one.

With respect to arithmetic coding/decoding as well as bit-

based coding, the most prominent representative of which is

Huffman coding, there is a large amount of literature. By

way of example, "Managing Gigabytes" by Witten, Moffat and

Bell, Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1994, should be

named here. Illustrative examples and information can also

be found in "The Data Compression Book", by Nelson and

Gailly, M & T Books.
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However, for understanding the present invention, the basic

idea of arithmetic coding/decoding shall be dealt with.

Contrary to Huffman coding, arithmetic coding permits arbi-

trary matching to the entropy present in a text, whereas in

Huffman coding at least one bit per symbol has to be as-

signed .

Most of the data compression methods continuously match in-

ternal statistics during compression, in order to be able

to assess the data to be expected as exactly as possible.

To this end, each component has a range or weighting allo-

cated thereto, with the width thereof corresponding to the

probability. With general coding methods, the overall prob-

ability must be smaller than or equal to 1.0. However, for

the steganographic coding methods described here, it is co-

gently necessary that all probabilities/weighting ranges

together yield 1.0. Coding is then started. The strong

point of arithmetic coding especially consists in that a

symbol to be coded may also cover fractions of a fractional

digit - i.e. of a bit. The current coder condition is rep-

resented by the size of a current interval. In coding addi-

tional characters, this interval is increasingly re-

stricted, as in interval interleaving. Thus, generally

speaking, one single mantissa of a floating point number is

generated which represents a coded or compressed version of

the input data to be coded.

In the decoder in turn, the opposite process is carried

out. The means 22 for selecting a formulation alternative

from the plurality of formulation alternatives begins with

an interval from 0 to 1, i.e. the largest possible initial

interval. As was already pointed out hereinbefore, the in-

formation to be hidden is regarded as one single mantissa

of a floating point number. From the bits of this mantissa,

as many bits are considered from the beginning each until

the number constituted by these bits unequivocally is

within one of the probability intervals defined by the par-
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tial information determined by the means 20 for determining
a plurality of formulation alternatives. The alternative
selected thus has an associated, fixedly defined interval.
This interval, speaking in illustrative terms, will be
scaled again to the width of 1 - however, possibly after
several steps only. The additional bits of the data stream
of the information to be hidden thus may select again one
of the alternatives whose probabilities sum up to 1 . In
practical application, the probability alternatives are
managed as integral values which are multiples of the prob-
abilities; the interval does not have to be scaled anew af-
ter each decoding step. Rather, the interval boundaries are
reduced in a kind of interval interleaving until the accu-
racy is no longer ensured and new scaling is necessary.

For the purpose of illustration, reference will be made in
the following to code trees in connection with Huffman cod-
ing. Actually, this would not be realized as a tree, but as
a table of prefix-free codes, as it is also known from ca-
nonical Huffman coding. This renders possible a higher
speed with less storage usage. Such a "code tree" is to be
understood as part of a dictionary for bit-based coding. A
dictionary contains in addition also the allocation of the
symbols to the codes of the "context" or "tree". It is more
precise to speak of contexts instead of dictionaries and of
tabular contexts instead of trees.

In another embodiment of the present invention, bit-based
coding, in particular Huffman coding, is used instead of
arithmetic coding/decoding. As is known, a simple Huffman
code can be generated by means of a list of symbols/tokens
and associated frequencies or probabilities. If each branch
of the tree is concluded by a valid Huffman code word, ar-
bitrary information can be coded/decoded provided it can be
represented by means of the symbols stored in the code
tree. This condition has already been pointed out hereinbe-
fore in general form.
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In the event of Huffman coding, which will still be eluci-
dated in more detail hereinbelow by way of an example, the
partial information allocated to the individual formulation
alternatives, i.e. the sequences of the text components
and/or the individual synonyms for the text components, is
in the form of Huffman code words. In a usual Huffman code,
the text to be coded is first statistically analyzed, with
the most frequent sign in a text usually being the space
sign or the letter "e". Characters occurring frequently
have as short as possible code words allocated thereto,
whereas characters occurring very rarely have rather longer
code words allocated thereto, however on condition that a

complete code tree is formed. As is known for Huffman
codes, as great as possible data compression is achieved
thereby.

The variety of all grammatically possible sequences of text
components thus has Huffman code words allocated thereto,
such that the Huffman code words result in a complete code
tree for the sequences of text components. The same applies
to the individual synonym sentences. Thus, the partial in-
formation, i.e. the Huffman code words allocated to a text
component and to the synonyms of this text component, in
their entirety must result in a valid code tree.

As was already pointed out, the means 22 for selecting a

formulation alternative from the plurality of formulation
alternatives carries out Huffman decoding. It is fed with
the information to be hidden as input signal and advances,
in a code context provided by the means 20 for determining
a plurality of formulation alternatives, in accordance with
the bit sequence of the information to be hidden until a

valid code word has been found. Thereafter, the means 22
selects this formulation alternative, such as a specific
word position sequence for example. Then, the synonym code
context can be used for head, subject, complements, ad-
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juncts of the sentence. However, it is to be noted that the

substitution of the synonyms in principle is dependent only

on the semantic category and the context information, and

not on the word function (subject, head, complement, etc.)

Thus, substitution by synonyms in the sequence of the words

in the rearranged sentence can be assumed. However, it is

often possible to more closely delimit morphological vari-

ables, e. g. the case. To this end, the information to be

hidden again will serve in bit-wise manner to progress suc-

cessively in the respective code contexts for the synonyms

until a valid code word has been found. This method is con-

tinued in a preferred embodiment of the present invention

until a sentence, or in a larger scope the entire text, has

been completed. In doing so, the information to be hidden

was understood as a succession of Huffman code words which

were converted to a modified text, i.e. decoded, by means

of various code contexts determined by means 20 and in the

end by the original text, with said modified text being is-

sued at the output.

In a preferred embodiment, the new word position in the

data stream is coded first, and this is followed by the

codes for substitution of the synonyms.

The means for determining the plurality of formulation al-

ternatives may be arranged to determine at all times only

that one formulation alternative that is selected by the

means for selecting on the basis of the information to be

hidden. Expressed in exemplary manner by way of a code

tree, it is not necessary to follow all branches, but at a

node just that branch that finally leads to the code word.

Before indicating a detailed example for the mode of opera-

tion of the device 10 for hiding information, reference

should be made to Fig. 2 illustrating a schematic block

diagram of a device 50 for extracting information hidden in

a modified text. The modified text is supplied to device 50
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via an input 52. The extracted information is output via an

output 54. Device 50 again comprises means 56 for linguis-

tically analyzing the modified text in order to produce the

text components of the modified text. On the basis of this

information, the codes for the word position are allocated.

The text components are fed into means 58 for providing

partial information in order to ascertain the partial in-

formation allocated to the text components and/or the order

of the text components. To this end, the means 58 has to be

able to ascertain the partial information determined by the

means 10 for hiding (Fig. 1) at least for the text compo-

nents determined by the analysis 56. The means 58, just

like means 20 of the device for hiding, thus preferably

contains the dictionary/grammar stage that can provide the

text component sequence and associated partial information

as well as synonyms and associated partial information. The

preferably bit-shaped partial information that can be re-

duced to probabilities and is allocated to the modified

text, is fed to means 60 for combining the partial informa-

tion in order to obtain the information hidden in the modi-

fied text. Depending on the implementation of the device

for hiding, the means 60 for combining the partial informa-

tion will be designed either as arithmetic coder or as

Huffman coder or as a coder of other type in accordance

with the coding technique of device 10. The combined par-

tial information finally is fed to means 62 for outputting

the hidden information so that the same can be output at

output 54. If the information to be hidden are compressed

text data, the output device preferably contains a decom-

pression device such that no bit data, but e.g. text data,

are output from device 50 for extracting.

In the following, the mode of operation of the device 10

for hiding information will be illustrated in an implemen-

tation using Huffman coding/decoding in the selection means

22 and the combination means 60 in device 50 for extract-

ing, respectively. The example sentence reads as follows:
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"Das Auto fahrt schnell bei glatter StraBe liber den Hugel."

("The car is running fast on slippery road over the hill.")

The means for linguistically analyzing 18 will break this

sentence down into the following partial phrases:

1: Das Auto (The car),

2: fahrt (is running)

,

3: schnell (fast),

4: bei glatter Strafte (on slippery road),

5: iiber den Hugel (over the hill).

it is to be pointed out that the example sentence already

is in the so-called canonical sequence (i.e. subject, verb,

adverb, prepositional adjuncts, ...)- The figures in front

of the sentence components may be used for short represen-

tation of the word position alternatives. For example,

"42135" stands for the sentence:

"Bei glatter Strafte fahrt das Auto schnell iiber den Hugel."

("On slippery road, the car is running fast over the

hill".)

This alternative word position is one of the word positions

determined by the means 20 for determining formulation al-

ternatives that is different from the original word posi-

tion, but which is correct in grammar and provides substan-

tially the same meaning as the original text. Generally

speaking, the basic principle in generating the word posi-

tion alternatives is that the information necessary for

generating the correct word position alternatives is stored

in any word class, and in particular also in any verb

class. For example, the sequence of the constituents in the

subject, complement and adjunct attributes of the respec-

tive lexical entries can be defined in a dictionary/grammar

stage with respect to the respective classes. The means for
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determining a plurality of formulation alternatives, which
preferably is in the form of an HPSG system as well, then
is capable of generating the following word position alter-
natives in rule-based manner (indicated in parentheses
thereafter are canonical Huffman code words for the indi-
vidual text components)

:

12345 (111), 12435 (110), 32145 (1001), 32154 (1000), 34215
(0111), 35214 (0110), 42135 (0101), 45213 (0100), 45231
(0011), 52134 (0010), 54213 (0001), 54231 (0000) (13 word
position alternatives)

.

The binary sequences behind the individual word position
alternatives represent the partial information allocated to
the particular word position alternative. It can be seen
that a code context with 13 code words is used here, with
three word position alternatives having a code word with a
length of 3 bits, whereas the remaining 10 word position
alternatives have a code word with a length of 4 bits.

Analogously therewith, the provision of a plurality of for-
mulation alternatives for the text is carried out by using
synonyms for the text components. In the following, there
are shown synonyms, and canonical Huffman code words in pa-
rentheses therebehind, for the individual text components.

car (111), motorcar (110), motor vehicle (101), auto
(100), limousine (011), private car (010), passenger
car (0011), automobile (0010), vehicle (00011), jalopy
(00010), rattletrap (00001), conveyance (00000) (12

synonyms)

is running (11), rolling (10), moving (01), speeding
(001), traveling leisurely (0001), dashing (0000) (6

synonyms)
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fast (111), like lightning (110), quickly (101), rap-

idly (1001), as swift as an arrow (1000), as fast as a

comet (0111), as fast as lightning (0110), swiftly

(0101), as fast as an arrow (0100), in a hurry (0011),

at breakneck speed (0010), apace (00011), hurriedly

(00010), hastily (00001), speedily (00000) (15 syno-

nyms )

on (1), at (0) (2 words with similar sense in this

context only)

slippery (11), skiddy (10), iced up (011), slippery as

ice (010), icy (0011), slippy (0010), greasy (0001),

slick (00001), slimy (00000) (9 synonyms)

road (11), roadway (10), main road (011), country road

(010), trunk road (0011), paved road (0010), road

passable for vehicles (0001), lane (0000) (8 synonyms)

hill (11), mountain (10), elevation (011), rise

(0101), mountain chain (0100), eminence (0011), ridge

(0010), gradient (00011), height (00010), hillock

(00001), hummock (00000) (11 synonyms).

It can be seen again that every synonym class forms a code

context of its own such that 7 synonym code contexts result

for the example sentence in which, for arbitrary other text

components for arbitrary other example sentences, corre-

sponding code contexts can also be produced dynamically by

the means for determining a plurality of formulation alter-

natives or retrieved from a memory, respectively. In a pre-

ferred realization, such a memory is coupled with a dic-

tionary or thesaurus.

It can be seen from this example that frequently expected

or used synonyms preferably are given shorter codes than

synonyms expected less frequently. Moreover, it can be seen
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that, if one of the terms of this list of synonyms comes

up, exactly all of these terms of the list must be gener-

ated as synonyms so that a complete code tree is present.

In the instant case, if the term "vehicle" comes up, thus

only the exact car synonyms would have to be generated, but

not such terms as e.g. "truck, motorcycle etc.". For such

effects, there may be provided a similarity threshold value

which serves to eliminate a change in meaning which would

arise if the term "car" were replaced by "truck".

The following bit sequence representing the information to

be hidden:

0010/0011/001/0101/0/10/0101

would code the sentence

"Uber die Anhohe rast der Pkw blitzschnell auf eisglatter

Fahrbahn.

"

(Over the rise, the passenger car is speeding as fast as

lightning on icy roadway.")

The original sequence without change in the position of the

text components would read as follows: "Der Pkw rast

blitzschnell auf eisglatter Fahrbahn uber die Anhohe" (The

passenger car is speeding as fast as lightning on icy road-

way over the rise"). This would correspond to the binary

part without the prefix for the word position, which reads

as follows in bit representation:

0011/0 01/0101/0/10/0101

it is to be pointed out that the diagonals in the bit rep-

resentation for the information to be hidden are provided

for optical reasons only. There is no such coding in prac-

tical application. Articles and capital/small letters are

set by the means 20 for determining a plurality of formula-
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tion alternatives in accordance with the particular re-

quirements. As regards the preposition "liber" (over), there

is no synonym here. Therefore, it is left unchanged.

It is to be pointed out that really any bit sequence, if it

is not too long, generates a valid sentence with similar

meaning. For example, if the 10th bit, i.e. the second "0"

in symbol 001 for "speeding" is eliminated, the term ob-

tained instead is "moving", i.e.: "Uber die Anhohe bewegt

sich der Pkw blitzschnell auf eisglatter Fahrbahn fort."

(Over the rise, the passenger car is moving as fast as

lightning on icy roadway)

.

If the 15th bit, i.e. the last "1" in symbol 0101 for "as

fast as lightning" were eliminated, the bit sequence re-

maining in the data stream for selection of the adjective

is 0100100101. Due to the fact that a symbol 010 does not

exist in this context as the codes are prefix-free, a bit

has to be added for selection of the adjective. In this

case, symbol 0100 is selected, standing for "as fast as an

arrow". Then, there is 100101 left in the data stream. The

first 1 selects "on" instead of "over" as in the example

with one 1 in addition. There is then 00101 remaining in

the data stream; in this case the symbol 0010 is selected

first, standing for "slippy". Finally, there is one single

1 left in the data stream to be hidden. This could be used

either for selecting "road" (11) or "roadway" (10) . This

selection is completely free. Thus, the bit sequence

0010/00 11/00 1/0100/1/0010 /lx

generates the sentence "Uber die Anhohe rast der Pkw pfeil-

geschwind bei rutschiger Strafte" (over the rise, the pas-

senger car is speeding as fast as an arrow on slippy road)

,

with x having been set in arbitrary manner as 1. This bit

sequence differs from the original sequence just in that

the original 15th bit is missing here.
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Differently from the embodiment described, simple Huffman
coding using trees could be utilized instead of canonical
Huffman coding as well. However, canonical coding permits
considerably more efficient decoding by looking up in ta-
bles on the basis of the first code word bit and by re-
striction to just a few efficient additive/subtractive op-
erations. Canonical Huffman coding is known in technology
as well.

It was pointed out hereinbefore that shorter code words may
have assigned thereto a more common sentence position or a

more common synonym alternative. It is presumed in this re-
gard that shorter code words occur more frequently in a
data stream of information to be hidden, which is why the
more common alternatives or synonyms are selected more fre-
quently.

In the following, reference will be made to Fig. 3, sche-
matically illustrating the method employed for determining
a plurality of formulation alternatives for the text. This
case illustrates in exemplary manner the generation of al-
ternatives for a phrase in accordance with the HPSG idea.
At first, in a step 300, the head of a sentence is
searched. This is as a rule a finite verb, the predicate. A
dictionary entry in the dictionary/grammar stage concerning
this verb then says what kind of complements and which sub-
ject the verb does admit. Partly, there may also be ad-
juncts or idiomatic phrases indicated in the entry in the
dictionary. Both syntactic and semantic information may be
recorded in the dictionary or inferred by means of (lexi-
cal) rules. For example, there may be recorded for a word
(subject, complement or adjunct) whether this concerns a

living being, a human being, an animal, an object, an ab-
stract term, etc. Information on possible word position al-
ternatives possibly may already be retrievable here. In the
ideal case, the probabilities for all conceivable alterna-
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tives can be derived from the lexical information, as indi-

cated in step 302. From these probabilities, there is pro-

duced the partial information allocated to every formula-

tion alternative, i.e. to every synonym and every word po-

sition alternative. It is thus possible to look for syno-

nyms to the head of the phrase, i.e. of the text, to look

for expressions with the same meaning or to set up word po-

sition alternatives. Fig. 4, which will be dealt with in

more detail further below, illustrates a detailed explana-

tion of step 302.

The lexical information of the head restrict the possibil-

ity for the remaining elements of the sentence. Within

these partial phrases or text components, there is again

searched a head, as indicated in step 303. This can be e.g.

a preposition within a prepositional phrase or a verb in a

subordinate clause. The process continues in recursive man-

ner. It is thus possible to generate word position alterna-

tives as soon as the analysis of the sentence has proceeded

far enough. If there was no head found in step 300, either

because there is none or because there are difficulties

arising in the linguistic analysis or parsing, it is still

possible after all to generate symbols and to replace fixed

expressions by expressions with similar meaning (step 304).

In generating a plurality of formulation alternatives it

has to be born in mind in principle that all formulation

alternatives for the text are correct in grammar and have

substantially the same meaning in the same context in con-

sideration of the similarity threshold, such that the modi-

fied text is not conspicuous in a manner that secret infor-

mation can be suspected therein.

Fig. 4 illustrates the treatment of an individual alterna-

tive i. Every alternative first is returned to its class of

alternatives (step 400) . This may be, for example, the

class of the correct word position or order for this sen-
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tence or the semantic class to which a word belongs. In a

step 402, recourse is taken either to an existing probabil-

ity distribution, i.e. to the already existing partial in-

formation, or a probability distribution, i.e. partial in-

formation, can be generated in accordance with specific

rules that are known to the device for extracting informa-

tion (Fig. 2) as well. There is no new generation necessary

if the similarity threshold value indicated by the user is

so low that it is not greater than the minimum distance be-

tween the respective current semantic concept group and the

adjacent semantic concept group. If the similarity thresh-

old value is higher, all semantic concept group whose dis-

tance to the core semantic is lower than this threshold

value should be combined in a semantic group. A preferred

method of computing semantic similarity in taxonomies was

presented in Jay J. Jiang and David M. Conrath (1997), "Se-

mantic similarity based on corpus statistics and lexical

taxonomy", in Proceedings of International Conference Re-

search on Computational Linguistics (ROCLING X), Taiwan.

Basically, the weights of all participating elements are

just summed to a total weight in order to conclude there-

from the probabilities and thus the partial information of

the individual alternatives. In doing so, the weights be-

longing to a remote semantic group should be scaled down

correspondingly. A rapid, but inaccurate variant consists

in reserving, in accordance with a rough estimate, prob-

ability or code ranges for the alternatives that are part

of a semantic group.

If the means 22 for selecting (Fig, 1) makes use of arith-

metic coding/decoding, an interval for every semantic group

can be reserved without any loss in accuracy, which results

from the total sum of the weights present there, scaled

down in accordance with the remoteness of the concepts. In

case of a bit-based selection means 22, a code range, e.g*

all codes starting with "110", could be reserved for the
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remote semantic group. A step 404 demonstrates the function
of the selection means 22, i.e. coding of the secret mes-
sage by selection of the alternative corresponding to the
message bits. Thereafter, the process continues with the
next alternative i + 1.

If several secret messages, i.e. several items of informa-
tion to be hidden, are to be introduced into the text,
there is typically introduced a preamble into the stream
prior to the beginning of the first secret information;
this preamble codes the number of the secret data sources
existing as well as the bit positions of its beginning in
the data stream. Typically, each secret data source is
coded with a different key and provided with control infor-
mation. In decoding, the user then is asked for the
key/keys, and only that secret part is decoded that matches
the key. Whether the key matches, in turn, can be concluded
from the control information or from the decoded data it-
self. If the decoded text, i.e. the text at the output of
extraction device 50, is to be a text making sense and this
is not the case, the key was wrong.

In a more complex implementation of the present invention,
the user can take more specific influence on the generation
and selection of the alternatives, for example by indicat-
ing which words should be avoided, e.g. to exclude espe-
cially obsolete synonyms, whether the modified text is to
be of minimum, medium or maximum sentence length, whether
the new text is to have a certain language complexity or a
specific language level, such as e.g. higher, simple, col-
loquial, historic etc., which syntax models and word posi-
tion models are preferred, whether the text is to be al-
tered as much as possible, whether attempts are to be made
of enhancing the readability of the text, which list of
words is to be substituted by other words on principle, and
how presumed errors are to be handled, for example by way
of automatic correction, interactive correction or whether
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the errors should be ignored on principle. However, a pre-

requisite for this is at all times that, as repeatedly men-

tioned, the grammar can be rendered correctly, i.e. that in

particular inflected verb forms are matched. Such options

typically are coded into the information to be hidden at

the beginning of the data stream or in an external coding

level. It is advantageous to employ short compressed sym-

bols each for coding a typical sentence of configuration

data

.

The end of the secret data stream, in the general event of

data compression, can be coded in several ways, on the one

hand by explicit storage of the bit length in the preamble

of the data to be compressed or by coding a variant with

the meaning "end of secret data stream" . To render the lat-

ter variant possible, however, such a symbol would have to

be coded explicitly in every context. However, this causes

an increase in entropy and thus the length of the com-

pressed data. In the event of the coding operation for hid-

ing secret information, this second variant is not possible

anyway; a bit sequence in the secret data stream could se-

lect the end symbol prematurely and thus cause coding of

erroneous information

.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the

means 20 for determining a formulation alternative (Fig. 1)

and the means 58 for providing partial information (Fig.

2), respectively, makes use of a word memory in the form

of a tree, e.g. a trie (a tree data structure for letters,

derived from "information retrieval"), or preferably a

graph, consisting (a) of full word forms, i.e. inflected

words, which then are correlated with other inflected

words, or (b) of morphologically syntactic analyses of the

words, e.g. according to inflection classes, and in par-

ticular splitting into word prefixes, radices and suffixes,

in which only the word radixes or word prefix/word radix

combinations explicitly have to be correlated as synonyms
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and the respective inflected forms are analyzed in accor-

dance with the current demand with the particular word pre-

sent on the basis of inflection data, and are generated

correspondingly for a selected synonym.

Synonym references in this regard are organized (a) as

chain of synonymous meanings of a word which firstly make

reference to each other in ring-like or loop-like manner

and secondly are ordered implicitly by an order regulation,

such as the lexical sequence or arrangement in accordance

with the probability of occurrence or explicitly by charac-

terization of the rank of one or more elements, or (b) as

group of words considered to be synonymous or as references

to the synonyms with the property that reference is made

inversely to this group from the synonyms concerned as well

or that this group is stored as value of a synonym.

It is to be pointed out that an HPSG parser is particularly

well suited for use with the concept according to the in-

vention since it can also be used to tackle the problem of

ambiguity in case of rearrangement of components of the

sentence. This will be illustrated by way of the following

example sentence, which reads as follows:

rr Er sieht den Mann auf dem Berg mit dem Fernglas."

(He sees the man on the mountain with the binoculars.)

The sentence has basically four correct meanings, consist-

ing in that "he" or "the man" is "standing on the mountain"

or has "binoculars". In contrast thereto, the similar sen-

tence

"Er sieht den Stern auf dem Berg mit dem Fernglas".

(He sees the star on the mountain with the binoculars.)

has only one correct meaning. Due to the semantic charac-

teristics of "star", and in particular due to the size ra-
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tios with respect to other objects, the HPSG parser can de-

termine, due to its inherent hierarchic tree structure,

that a star cannot stand on a mountain and cannot have bin-

oculars, either.

Other methods for reducing ambiguities, which are also re-

ferred to as rendering disambiguous , are of statistic

and/or rule-based nature. Such methods can be utilized ei-

ther instead of an HPSG parser or in supplementation to an

HPSG parser. These methods are based on dictionaries with

contexts through which a large amount of potential ambigui-

ties is correctly resolved. Such dictionaries often are

prepared manually or semi-automatically . The devices and

methods of the present invention easily can resort to such

already existing dictionaries. Due to the words occurring

or due to the grammatical structures occurring, statistic

or rule-based laws then are preferably determined automati-

cally with the use of such dictionaries.

A distortion in meaning by varying just the sequence of the

text components thus is not as likely as in case of the use

of synonyms. According to the invention, however, care is

taken here too in the sense of the basic concept of steg-

anography that, in addition to the grammatical correctness,

no or no too large changes in sense occur due to the hiding

of the information. Thus, there are basically employed for-

mulation alternatives of identical sense. If this is not

possible in a concrete case or if the number of the then

possible formulation alternatives is too little, attempts

will always be made to ensure a slight deviation, that is

within a certain scope, in the meaning contents of the for-

mulation alternatives. If this is not possible for a spe-

cific sentence, no information will be hidden in this sen-

tence, but rather this sentence is left out.
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Claims

A device for hiding information in a text having at

least one sentence, comprising

means for providing the text;

means for linguistically analyzing the text to produce

text components , the text components being components

of the sentence and the sentence, in addition to at

least one additional component, having exactly one

predicate as component;

means for determining a plurality of formulation

alternatives for the text

by varying the order of the text components it-

self,

- by ascertaining synonyms for the text components

and varying the order of the synonyms for the

text components, or

by ascertaining synonyms for at least one text

component and varying the order of a synonym for

the at least one text component and of another

text component of the sentence,

with every formulation alternative being grammatically

correct for the text and having essentially the same

meaning as the text, with every sequence and every

synonym ascertained having specific partial informa-

tion allocated thereto;

means for selecting a formulation alternative from the

plurality of formulation alternatives in such a manner
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that the partial information that is allocated to the
selected formulation alternative corresponds at least
to part of the information to be hidden; and

means for outputting the formulation alternative that
forms a modified text, with said information to be
hidden being hidden in said modified text.

A device according to claim 1,

wherein the means for linguistically analyzing is a

parser, in particular a highly lexicalized, unifica-
tion-based parser and specifically an HPSG parser.

A device according to claim 1,

wherein the means for determining a plurality of for-
mulation alternatives comprises a dictionary/grammar
stage such that grammatically correct formulation al-
ternatives are provided.

A device according to claim 3,

wherein the dictionary/grammar stage has stored
therein synonyms for text components as well unequivo-
cal partial information for each synonym, such as syn-
tactic, semantic, contextual and statistic informa-
tion .

A device according to claim 1 ,

wherein each sequence of the text components and each
synonym ascertained has a weighting allocated thereto
as partial information, said weighting being deter-
mined such that all weightings for the sequence and
the synonyms together, respectively, yield a probabil-
ity of 1, and

wherein the means for selecting is arranged to select
one formulation alternative each in accordance with
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the rules of arithmetic decoding, controlled by the
secret data that are understood as coded data.

A device according to claim 1 ,

wherein the partial information is in the form of
Huffman code words, wherein the following equation
holds

:

S 2
11

= 1.0

i - 1

in which li is the length in bit of the i fch Huffman
code word and n is the number of Huffman code words of
a context, wherein all synonyms for a text component,
inclusive of the text component, together constitute a
context of their own, wherein all different sequences
of text components, inclusive of the sequence of the
text components in the text, constitute a context of
their own, such that any arbitrary information to be
hidden constitutes a stream of valid Huffman code
words

.

A device according to claim 5,

wherein the information to be hidden comprises a bit
sequence, wherein the means for selecting is arranged
to take as many bits from the beginning of the bit se-
quence until the number constituted by these bits is
unequivocally within a specific one of the probability
intervals determined by said weightings, whereupon
said means for selecting selects that formulation al-
ternative that corresponds to the weighting allocated
to the specific probability interval, whereupon said
means for selecting carries out additional interval
interleaving in order to select the next formulation
alternative

.
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8. A device according to claim 6,

wherein the means for selecting is arranged to perform
Huffman decoding, said means successively accessing
various Huffman code contexts selected by the text
components from a number of formulation alternatives
provided by said means for determining a plurality of
formulation alternatives, with the input to Huffman
decoding being the information to be hidden and with
the output from Huffman decoding being the modified
text

.

9. A device according to claim 3 ,

wherein each text component comprises at least one
word, and wherein the synonyms for each word are
stored in the dictionary/grammar stage together with
the corresponding partial information, whereas the
partial information for each different sequence of
text components is predetermined in accordance with
modelling of real linguistic laws by declarative
rules, constraints or fixed implementations in soft-
ware .

10. A device according to claim 9,

wherein the means for selecting is arranged to utilize
a first section of the information to be hidden for
the selection of the sequence of the text components
and the subsequent sections for the selection of the
synonyms, and wherein the sequence of the selected
synonyms is a sequence selected from one or several
linguistically possible sequences and is independent
of the sequence of the text components in the text.

11. A device according to claim 1 , further comprising:
means for encrypting and/or compressing the informa-
tion to be hidden, whereby encrypted and/or compressed
information to be hidden is produced which is adapted
to be fed to said means for selecting.
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A device according to claim 1 ,

wherein the means for linguistically analyzing is ar-
ranged to deliver no text components for which the
correctness of the reformulation cannot be guaranteed
and/or wherein the means for determining formulation
alternatives is arranged to offer only such formula-
tion alternatives for which it is ensured that the
analysis thereof can yield again the same sentence of
formulation alternatives.

A device according to claim 1 ,

wherein there is public text and secret data, the de-
vice comprising a control means arranged to supply the
information of the secret data to said means for se-
lecting, such that the same are hidden in the public
text by modification of the public text.

A device according to claim 13,

wherein the statistics used for compression and/or en-
cryption are dependent on the public text so that con-
formities of data fragments in the public text and the
secret data are utilized for efficient compression.

A device according to claim 1 ,

wherein the means for determining the formulation al-
ternatives is controllable via the partial information
in order to maintain a specific style, in particular
to prefer or exclude certain formulation alternatives,
such as e.g. certain words, specific lengths of sen-
tences, the kind of language complexity, the language
level, the kind of syntax and word position models,
the perspective of narration, the ethnic focus with
respect to the origin of the words the modified text
is supposed to have, which list of words to be avoided
should be used, how presumed errors in the text are to
be handled and whether new errors may be built in.
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A device according to claim 1 ,

wherein a similarity threshold can be predetermined
such that the means for determining formulation alter-
natives determines similar formulation variants for
the text the semantic differences of which with re-
spect to the original alternative are below the simi-
larity threshold, whereas formulation alternatives the
semantic differences of which with respect to the
original alternative are above the similarity thresh-
old are rejected.

A device according to claim 15,

wherein the amount of text is limited, with the simi-
larity threshold being dimensioned such that just the
entire information to be hidden can be accommodated in
the limited amount of text.

A device according to claim 1 ,

wherein the means for determining a plurality of for-
mulation alternatives is arranged to dynamically de-
termine the formulation alternatives and to dynami-
cally produce the partial information allocated to
each formulation alternative.

A device according to claim 1 ,

wherein the means for determining a plurality of for-
mulation alternatives is arranged to output only that
formulation alternative from the plurality of formula-
tion alternatives that is selected by the means for
selecting on the basis of the information to be hid-
den .

A device for extracting
fied text, the modified
tence, comprising

:

information hidden in a modi-
text having at least one sen-



means for providing the modified text;

means for linguistically analyzing the modified text
to produce text components of the modified text, the
text components being components of the sentence and
the sentence, in addition to at least one additional
component, having exactly one predicate as component;

means for producing partial information allocated to
the sequence of the text components and, in case the
modified text has information hidden in linguistic
meanings of the text components, to the linguistic
meanings of the text components, said means for pro-
ducing partial information producing the same partial
information which, in hiding the information to pro-
duce the modified text, was allocated to the sequence
of text components and optionally to the linguistic
meanings of the text components;

means for combining the partial information that was
produced for the modified text by said means for pro-
ducing partial information, in order to obtain the in-
formation hidden in the modified text; and

means for outputting the hidden information.

A device according to claim 20,

wherein the partial information is in the form of
weightings, with said means for combining the partial
information carrying out arithmetic coding for ex-
tracting the hidden information.

A device according to claim 20,

wherein said partial information is in the form of
simple or canonical, in particular prefix-free, Huff-
man code words, wherein said means for combining the
partial information carries out Huffman coding, in
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which the code contexts used for Huffman coding are
selected by said means for producing and correspond to
the code contexts that were utilized in hiding infor-
mation .

A device according to claim 20 ,

wherein the partial information that was used in hid-
ing first relates to the sequence of the text compo-
nents and thereafter to the synonyms of the text com-
ponents in a predetermined sequence, and wherein said
means for combining the partial information is ar-
ranged to derive from the sequence of the text compo-
nents of the modified text firstly the partial infor-
mation relating to the sequence and then, on the basis
of a predetermined sequence of the text components, to

successively derive the partial information allocated
to the individual text components.

A device according to claim 20 ,

wherein said means for producing partial information
further comprises

:

means for determining a plurality of formulation al-
ternatives for the modified text by varying the se-

quence of the text components and/or by using synonyms
or paraphrases for the text components, each formula-
tion alternative being grammatically correct for the
text and having substantially the same meaning as the
text, with each sequence and/or each synonym or each
paraphrase having specific partial information allo-
cated thereto,

wherein said means for producing partial information
is arranged to access said means for determining a

plurality of formulation alternatives, in order to re-

trieve the partial information relating to the se-
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quence and/or the linguistic meaning of the text com-
ponents of the modified text.

A method for hiding information in a text having at

least one sentence, comprising the following steps:

providing the text;

linguistically analyzing the text to produce text com-
ponents, the text components being components of the
sentence and the sentence, in addition to at least one
additional component, having exactly one predicate as

component;

determining a plurality of formulation alternatives
for the text

by varying the order of the text components it-

self,

by ascertaining synonyms for the text components
and varying the order of the synonyms for the

text components, or

by ascertaining synonyms for at least one text

component and varying the order of a synonym for

the at least one text component and of another
text component of the sentence,

with every formulation alternative being grammatically
correct for the text and having essentially the same

meaning as the text, with every sequence and every
synonym ascertained having specific partial informa-
tion allocated thereto;

selecting a formulation alternative from the plurality
of formulation alternatives in such a manner that the
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partial information that is allocated to the selected
formulation alternative corresponds to the information
to be hidden; and

outputting the formulation alternatives that form a

modified text, with said information to be hidden be-
ing contained in said modified text.

26. A method for extracting information hidden in a modi-
fied text, the modified text having at least one sen-
tence, comprising the following steps:

providing the modified text;

linguistically analyzing the modified text to produce
text components of the modified text, the text compo-
nents being components of the sentence and the sen-
tence, in addition to at least one additional compo-
nent, having exactly one predicate as component;

producing partial information allocated to the se-
quence of the text components and to the linguistic
meanings of the text components, with the same partial
information being produced which, in hiding the infor-
mation to produce the modified text, was allocated to
the sequence of text components and, in case the modi-
fied text has information hidden in linguistic mean-
ings of the text components, was allocated to the lin-
guistic meanings of the text components;

combining the partial information that was produced
for the modified text by said step of producing par-
tial information, in order to obtain the information
hidden in the modified text; and

outputting the hidden information.
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A device according to claim 1 or 20,

wherein said means for determining formulation alter-
natives or said means for producing partial informa-
tion is arranged to utilize a word memory in the form
of a tree or graph consisting of (a) full word forms,
i.e. inflected words which then are correlated to
other inflected words or (b) morphologic syntactic
breaking down of the words in accordance with inflec-
tion classes, and in particular splitting into word
prefixes, radices and suffixes, in which only the word
radices or word prefix/word radix combinations are ex-
plicitly correlated as synonyms and the respective in-
flected forms are analyzed in accordance with the cur-
rent demand in the respective word present on the ba-
sis of inflection data, and are generated correspond-
ingly for a selected synonym.

A device according to claim 27,

characterized in that references to synonyms are or-
ganized either as (a) chain of synonymous meanings of
a word that firstly make reference to each other in
ring-like manner and secondly are ordered implicitly
by an order regulation, such as the lexical sequence
or arrangement in accordance with the probability of
occurrence, or explicitly by a characterization of the
rank of one or more elements, or (b) as group of words
considered to be synonymous or as references to the
synonyms with the property that reference is made in-
versely to this group as well from the synonyms con-
cerned or that this group is stored as value of a

synonym.
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Device and Method for Hiding Information
and Device and Method for Extracting Information

Abstract

A device for hiding information in a text comprises means
for providing the text, means for linguistically analyzing
the text to produce text components, means for determining
a plurality of formulation alternatives for the text by
varying the order of the text components and optionally in

addition by using synonyms for said text components; every
formulation alternative is grammatically correct for the

text and has essentially the same meaning as the text. Cer-
tain partial information is allocated to every sequence
and/or to every synonym or to every paraphrase. The device
further comprises means for selecting a formulation alter-
native from the plurality of formulation alternatives in

such a manner that the partial information that is allo-

cated to the selected formulation corresponds to the infor-

mation to be hidden, and means for outputting the formula-

tion alternative that forms a modified text, said modified
text containing information to be hidden. A device for ex-

tracting breaks the modified text down into its text compo-
nents and uses the partial information allocated to said

text components to extract the hidden information. Informa-
tion to be hidden can thus be flexibly and inconspicuously,

as well as in large amounts, introduced into any text.
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Specification

The present invention relates to steganography and in par-

ticular to a steganographic concept providing maximum

safety such that there is no suspicion of a text containing

hidden information

.

Steganography basically relates to a field of technology in

which attempts are made of hiding secrete messages in other

messages such that a non-authorized person will not suspect

at all that the message presented to him contains a secret

message hidden therein. Differently from cryptography, i.e.

the encrypting of messages, it is thus possible to obtain

efficient protection for secret messages, as a non-

authorized person will not suspect at all that a message

contains a secret message. In contrast thereto, it can eas-

ily be noticed with encrypted messages that these are en-

crypted. There are many techniques to "break" encryptions.

There is agreement in technology that messages encrypted in

arbitrary manner can be decrypted with arbitrary expendi-

ture. Thus, the endeavors in cryptography concentrate in

particular on making the expenditure for a non-authorized

decipherer as high as possible, such that, deterred by the

high expenditure, he will refrain from non-authorized de-

crypting of the encrypted messages. However, under specific

circumstances, an expenditure of any degree will be ac-

cepted in order to be able to decrypt especially important

messages. It is assumed that there are more intelligent,

but less complex, methods of "breaking" for many of the

known methods of encryption. Such efficient "breaking" can-

not be excluded for any of the methods known so far. Steg-
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anography is a supplementation in this respect. Steganogra-

phy - steganography originally means hidden writing - tries

to hide secret information in a message in such a manner

that nobody will suspect at all that secret information is

already hidden therein. In this event, not even the highest

expenditure will be of assistance, since a non-authorized

person will not know at all which message contains a secret

message, especially when he is supposed to monitor large

quantities of messages.

Most recently, there has been a great demand for steg-

anographic techniques, as the use of "email" has found ever

increasing use, with the applications being no longer in

the military field only. In particular, there is a need in

companies to electronically transmit information that is to

be kept secret. It is self-evident that no unauthorized

person should have access to such secret business data by

tapping a data line, which e.g. may be part of the Inter-

net. Thus, there is a multiplicity of mail programs en-

crypting a text prior to mailing thereof. However, as has

already been pointed out, there is no safe encryption.

This is why modern steganographic concepts have come into

existence most recently. One of these steganographic con-

cepts consists in using, in image files, the last bit or

least significant bit of pixels for storing the information

to be hidden. Such methods are described in detail by

Joshua R. - Smith et al . , "Modulation and Information Hiding

in Images", First International Workshop, Cambridge, UK,

May 30 to June 1, 1996, pp. 207-225. Although large amounts

of secret information can be hidden in images, this method

involves the disadvantage that image files in general are

very large files, so that transmission thereof via elec-

tronic mail takes a relatively long time. Furthermore, fre-

quent transmission of very large files between a common

sender and a common receiver is relatively conspicuous,

which is contrary to the steganographic idea as such.
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Known methods for hiding information in texts consist in

that specific simple predefined sentence structures can be

generated, with the grammatical composition of a specific

sentence reflecting usually binary information to be hid-

den. These methods are described in detail by Peter Wayner,

"Disappearing Cryptography", Academic Press Inc., 1996, pp.

91-121. Such predefined grammars have the disadvantage that

a sender and a receiver, if they desire to communicate se-

cret information frequently, permanently send texts having

substantially the same contents or slightly modified mean-

ing contents only, giving rise to the suspicion that secret

information is hidden therein.

Known methods of hiding information in texts thus utilize

either predefined grammars, which either can generate only

simple predefined sentence structures, or are based solely

on the alteration of the control characters, space signs

and tabulators. Both methods are relatively conspicuous,

can be used to a very limited extent only, produce a small

bandwidth only, i.e. the amount of information that can be

hidden in a specific text is relatively small, and they are

not robust with respect to minor changes, such as e.g. re-

formatting of the text or slight reformulation thereof.

Such methods thus are relatively unsuited also for hand-

written notes or passages in print media.

In particular, there is a need to distribute secret infor-

mation to one or more receivers via a newspaper article.

Thus, it would be particularly .conspicuous if a passage in

the newspaper suddenly contained a predefined grammar that

becomes conspicuous solely by its contents, unless the

grammar accidentally has been matched to the current events

of the day.

The technical publication "Techniques for data hiding", W.

Bender et al., IBM Systems Journal, vol. 35, Nos. 3 and 4,
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1996, pp. 313-336, describes various steganographic con-

cepts. Among other things, possibilities of hiding data in

a text are shown, comprising a method for hiding informa-
tion via manipulation of unused space on the printed page,

a syntactic method using e.g. the punctuation marks for

hiding information, and a semantic method making use of a

manipulation of the words themselves for hiding informa-
tion . In the semantic method, two synonyms have a primary
value and a secondary value allocated thereto . In case of

many synonyms, there may be coded more than one bit per
synonym. It is deemed problematic in this respect that the
desire to hide as much information as possible may collide
with the still existing meaning differences between the

synonyms. In the syntactic method, the diction and struc-
ture of texts is altered, without substantially altering
the meaning and mode of speech, respectively. This is

achieved in that, if there is a grammatical structure com-

prising a main clause and a subordinate clause, an informa-
tion bit is hidden in the text by arranging the subordinate
clause in front of the main clause, or arranging the subor-
dinate clause after the main clause. It is deemed problem-
atic in this method that the possibilities of hiding infor-
mation are limited.

EP 0 268 367 relates to an interface for natural language,
which is used for ensuring the semantic correctness of an

inquiry. To this end, a text to be analyzed is input into a

dictionary analyzer connected to a dictionary of synonyms
in order to carry out a synonym substitution, so as to be

able to transfer an as small as possible standard vocabu-
lary to a parser connected downstream of the dictionary
analyzer. The parser is connected furthermore to a main
dictionary and a grammar stage for performing a syntactic
analysis of the text input that possibly contains synonyms.
The output of the parser is fed to a simplification stage
which has the effect of increasing a recall or a number of

hits or a number of the documents delivered back from an
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inquiry- The simplified inquiry in turn is fed to a trans-
lation stage coupled with a database management system ca-

pable of producing an output that can function as an inter-

face for a user.

US-Patent No. 5,424,947 relates to a device and a method
for analyzing natural language and the construction of a

knowledge data base for natural language analysis. A sen-

tence is syntactically analyzed by a parser in order to

provide the phrase structure thereof, inclusive of an ex-

isting ambiguity. The phrase structure is fed to a depend-
ency analyzer producing on the output side a dependency
structure without ambiguity. To this end, a knowledge data-
base is accessed which comprises dependency/taxonym/synonym
data and context dependency data. The dependency structure
without ambiguity is fed to a system for automatic process-
ing of natural language texts, such as e.g. a machine
translation system.

It is the object of the present invention to make available
an improved steganographic concept which is flexible in use
and at the same time provides for a high degree of incon-
spicuousness

.

This object is met by a device for hiding information ac-

cording to claim 1, a device for extracting information ac-

cording to claim 20, a method for hiding information ac-

cording to claim 25 and a method for extracting information
according to claim 26.

The present invention is based on the finding that the most
natural message type for hiding information is text. The
usual communication medium does not consist in transmitting
images, but in transmitting text messages. For this very
reason alone, ordinary text is suited best for hiding in-

formation. According to the present invention, the language
as such is used for hiding information in a text. Every
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language contains an extraordinarily high degree of redun-

dancy. This is why many different things can be expressed

in a large variety of different ways. Formulation alterna-

tives exist in the form of different sentence positions,

different synonyms and different prepositions etc. Certain

sentence positions are forbidden due to the rules of gram-

mar and thus would be immediately conspicuous. Thus, only

those formulation alternatives are used for hiding informa-

tion which are admissible (grammatically and lexically)

.

Generally speaking, a text is reformulated in accordance

with the information to be hidden, with the information be-

ing hidden in the reformulated text. Such reformulated

texts will not be conspicuous as they do not comprise arti-

ficial elements, but just constitute a different way of ex-

pressing specific facts. Persons or programs investigating

a multiplicity of messages with regard to the question

whether there is secret information contained therein, will

not always compile statistics on the usual modes of expres-

sion of the author. In this event, greater liberties in re-

formulation are permissible. If it is assumed that there

are such statistics compiled, it is still possible to

carry out automatic reformulations maintaining this typical

characteristics. Supervisors thus have no possibility of

determining whether or not a text has been edited. This is

in compliance with the main idea of stenography, which con-

sists in hiding information such that an unauthorized per-

son does not even recognize that messages are hidden at

all.

In accordance with a first aspect, the present invention

relates to a device for hiding information in a text having

at least one sentence, comprising:

means for providing the text;

means for linguistically analyzing the text to produce text

components, the text components being components of the
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sentence and the sentence, in addition to at least one ad-
ditional component, having exactly one predicate as compo-
nent ;

means for determining a plurality of formulation alterna-
tives for the text

- by varying the order of the text components itself,

- by ascertaining synonyms for the text components and
varying the order of the synonyms for the text compo-
nents, or

- by ascertaining synonyms for at least one text component
and varying the order of a synonym for the at least one
text component and of another text component of the sen-
tence,

with every formulation alternative being grammatically
correct for the text and having essentially the same
meaning as the text, with every sequence and every syno-
nym ascertained having specific partial information al-
located thereto;

means for selecting a formulation alternative from the plu-
rality of formulation alternatives in such a manner that
the partial information that is allocated to the selected
formulation alternative corresponds at least to part of the
information to be hidden; and

means for outputting the formulation alternative that forms
a modified text, with the information to be hidden being
hidden in said modified text.

The "partial information" in a preferred embodiment is con-
stituted by compression symbols which may have binary codes
directly associated therewith. The modified text thus has
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essentially the same sense as the original text. However,
this sense is formulated differently in the modified text,
with the secret information being contained in the - gram-
matically correct - formulation.

In accordance with a second aspect, the present invention
relates to a device for extracting information hidden in a

modified text, the modified text having at least one sen-
tence, comprising

:

means for providing the modified text;

means for linguistically analyzing the modified text to
produce text components of the modified text, the text com-
ponents being components of the sentence and the sentence,
in addition to at least one additional component, having
exactly one predicate as component;

means for producing partial information allocated to the
sequence of the text components and, in case the modified
text has information hidden in linguistic meanings of the
text components, to the linguistic meanings of the text
components, said means for producing partial information
producing the same partial information which, in hiding the
information to produce the modified text, was allocated to
the sequence of text components and optionally to the lin-
guistic meanings of the text components;

means for combining the partial information that was pro-
duced for the modified text by said means for producing
partial information, in order to obtain the information
hidden in the modified text; and

means for outputting the hidden information.

In other words, the device for extracting the secret infor-
mation analyzes the modified text and extracts the secret
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information by ascertaining the partial information allo-

cated to the individual formulation alternatives. To obtain
sensible extraction, it is of course necessary that the de-

vice for extracting knows the allocation of partial infor-

mation to word position alternatives, synonyms or para-
phrases that were used in the device for hiding informa-
tion. However, it is not necessary that the device for ex-

tracting knows the original text that was modified, since

the partial information, independently of a text, corre-
sponds to the text components and the sequence thereof, re-

spectively, and is not related to a specific text that al-
ways consists of a combination of specific text components.

An essential advantage of the present invention consists in

that any natural-language text can be used. The concept ac-
cording to the invention thus is not limited to predefined
grammars and the like. Thus, there is no suspicion arousing
communication by way of substantially similar texts.

Another advantage of the present invention consists in that
the concept according to the invention is completely insen-
sitive to text formatting. Thus, it would be possible, for

example, to print a modified text or even to copy it by
hand and to transfer the same in any way to a receiver
knowing the grammatical and lexical information of the
sender; the receiver just scans the possibly even hand-
written notes in order to thus enter the modified text into
his device for extraction.

The device according to the invention furthermore is robust
with respect to slight modifications of the text as such,

e.g. when typing errors are corrected, simple errors in ar-

ticle are corrected, single/plural tense endings are modi-
fied, etc.

Depending on the embodiment of the device and method ac-

cording to the invention, only the sequence of the text
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components themselves is varied, and there are no synonyms
ascertained in order to hide still more information in the
text. As an alternative, it is possible to ascertain for
all text components synonyms, and in this case the sequence
of the synonyms for the text components will be varied in-
stead of the sequence of the text components. Finally, it

is possible as well to ascertain synonyms only for part of
the text components of the sentence, in order to then vary
the sequence of the text components and of the synonyms as-
certained for specific text components, respectively.

As will be elucidated in the following, steganographic
methods may be employed even in compressing the secret in-
formation, which may be combined with methods of textual
stenography: either for obtaining higher robustness with
respect to changes or easy recognizability of these
changes, or for increasing the amount of information that
can be hidden. However, if just the sequence of the text
components is used for hiding information, reformulations
in the sense of other synonyms of course will not affect
the success of the device for extraction. However, the
bandwidth, i.e. the amount of information that can be hid-
den in the text, is decreased considerably thereby. Thus,
there is a compromise between robustness of the modified
text with respect to changes on the one hand and the possi-
ble bandwidth on the other hand, with this compromise being
decided in accordance with the particular needs of the
user.

The information to be hidden preferably is in the form of a

binary sequence. To be able to hide this binary sequence in
a text, the partial information allocated to the individual
alternatives preferably are binary data as well, which may
be referred to as code words. Thus, it can be seen that,
generally speaking, the device for hiding information basi-
cally embodies decoding, with the secret information being
decoded so as to form a modified text and the original text
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determining the coding circumstances or coding vocabulary.
Analogously therewith, the device for extracting the infor-
mation carries out a coding step, with the modified text
being coded in a binary sequence in accordance with the
partial information as "coding vocabulary" and the binary
sequence comprising the extracted secret information.

In this respect, arbitrary coding techniques may be em-
ployed of which the technique of arithmetic coding and the
technique of Huffman coding are indicated here by way of
example only.

An additional advantage of the concept according to the in-
vention consists in that the application thereof is very
flexible. For example, if information is to be hidden in a

text for providing the text with a watermark, the ascer-
taining of synonyms generally should be ruled out since the
text components themselves contribute to the watermark and
substitution of a text component by a synonym possibly
could destroy the watermark. If, however, the watermark is
introduced into the text by way of the variation of the se-
quence of the text components themselves, which are un-
changed, there is at least a higher probability that the
watermark will not be impaired by such modifications of the
text

.

For watermark applications as special case of steganogra-
phy, it will be less the amount of information to be hidden
that is important, but rather that a watermark will not be
suspected at all from the outside. However, if the amount
of information to be hidden in the text is of predominant
significance, the concept according to the invention can be
supplemented by the ascertaining of synonyms, such that,
contrary to the known synonym substitution alone, the se-
quence of the synonyms of all text components or only of a

specific portion of the text components is varied. If there
is a specific number of synonyms present, the variation of
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the sequence of the synonyms, in comparison with the mere

synonym formation; will considerably increase the amount of

information that can be hidden in a text.

A further advantage of the present invention consists in

that it is also applicable in cases in which synonym sub-

stitution is per se excluded. In order to nevertheless hide

information in a text, e.g. in the form of a watermark,

only the order or sequence of the components of sentences

is varied in accordance with the invention. For the major-

ity of authors and publishers especially in the field of

specialized literature, synonym substitution is unaccept-

able as otherwise technical terms of one specific field

could be substituted by alleged synonyms.

The other techniques of steganography mostly are out of the

question as well, since they can be eliminated too easily

or are noticed too easily. This holds in particular for

texts in the so-called "open-ebook" format. Slight varia-

tions in the letter positions, as known e.g. for PDF docu-

ments, are not possible here since these are plain texts

having no microspacing. Thus, the variation of the sentence

component sequence according to the invention permits, also

in these fields that so far were excluded from steganogra-

phy, the use of the redundancy of a text for a digital wa-

termark, e.g. for purposes of copyright protection against

piracy attacks. With the aid of the present invention, the

quantity of the information to be hidden in a text passage

first can be increased to such an extent that a watermark

becomes sensible. For, it is preferred to store e.g. the

complete author ID in every longer paragraph, which nor-

mally necessitates a bandwidth of at least two bytes.

Preferred embodiments of the present invention will be de-

scribed in detail hereinafter with reference to the at-

tached drawings in which
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Fig. 1 shows a schematic block diagram of a device for

hiding according to the invention;

Fig. 2 shows a schematic block diagram of a device for ex-

tracting according to the invention;

Fig. 3 shows a flow chart for alternative generation for a

phrase according to a preferred embodiment of the

present invention; and

Fig. 4 shows a flow chart to illustrate the handling of

individual alternatives according to the present
invention

.

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a device 10 for hiding in-
formation in a text according to the invention, with the
text being supplied via a text input 12, i.e. means for
providing the text. The device 10 for hiding information
comprises furthermore a further input 14 for the informa-
tion to be hidden as well as an output 16 for a modified
text which in its meaning corresponds to the original text,
but which contains the information to be hidden.

The device 10 for hiding information moreover comprises
means 18 for linguistically analyzing the text, in order to
produce text components. These text components can be fed
to means 20 for determining a plurality of formulation al-

ternatives for the text. Means 22 for selecting a formula-
tion alternative from the plurality of formulation alterna-
tives is arranged to select that formulation alternative
the partial information of which corresponds to the infor-
mation to be hidden. The means 22 for selecting a formula-
tion alternative is followed by means 24 for outputting the
formulation alternative that constitutes the modified text,
for outputting the modified text at output 16.
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In the following, the individual elements of the device 10

for hiding information in a text shall be discussed.

The means 18 for analyzing the text in order to produce

text components is arranged to carry out so-called "pars-

ing" method. The means 18 for linguistically analyzing the

text preferably is a so-called HPSG Parser (HPSG = Head-

driven Phase Structure Grammar) . The standard work for re-

alizing the same is Pollard and Sag: "Head driven Phrase

Structure Grammar", University of Chicago Press, 1994. In

addition to the HPSG parser, there are many other parsers

known in technology that may be utilized in the present in-

vention as well. In particular HPSG parsers are modern

highly lexicalized, unification-based parsers. Such means

preferably operate in the form of sentences. Generally

speaking, as will still be explained hereinafter, the text

is broken down into its linguistic text components, in

which the head of the sentence, which usually is the verb,

is determined first in order to determine thereafter other

constituents of the sentence, such as subject, complements

and adjuncts. The greatest advantages of a unification-

based parser for HPSG in comparison with other parsers are

(a) that the same specifications for analysis (of an ini-

tial sentence) and generation (of the reformulated sen-

tences) , (b) that there are about a dozen of parser rules

only for each language - everything else is specified in

the dictionary in declarative manner, does not require much

programming expenditure and can easily be transferred to

other languages, (c) that information of different lev-

els/fields (syntax, semantics, pragmatics) can easily be

combined. From this results the very close coupling between

parser and a dictionary rich in contents, preferably on the

basis of the formalism of the typified feature structures.

Such a parser provides the syntactic or even the semantic

structure of a sentence in the form of a tree or graphic

structure. As regards the position in a sentence, words be-

longing together are identified as such. Information on the
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constituent sequence (i.e. the sentence position) can be

specified in the dictionary directly for head entries to-

gether with semantic information, in particular in case of

verbs. This serves to exclude many parsing alternatives

very early. Parsing alternatives have to be excluded that

result in formulation alternatives which are grammatically

incorrect. Furthermore, it is decisive for the steg-

anographic concept of the present invention that the modi-

fied text has substantially the same meaning as the origi-

nal text.

Stefan Muller: "Scrambling in German - Extraction into the

mittelfeld" , Proceedings of the tenth Pacific Asia Confer-

ence on Language, Information and Computation, City Univer-

sity of Hong Kong, 1995, describes how to derive for the

German language rules or constraints concerning the word

position in HPSG systems. Gregor Erbach : "Ambiguity and

linguistic preferences" in H.Trost (ed.); Feature Formal-

isms and Linguistic Ambiguity", Ellis-Horwood, 1993, de-

scribes how to allocate probabilities to such word position

alternatives in such a manner that they are very close to

genuine language usage.

An HPSG parser is a special form of a unification-based

parser making use of typified feature structures. An HPSG

parser cogently needs dictionary and grammar components for

its operation, with dictionaries and grammar constituting a

unit; furthermore, there a some few rules, referred to as

"schemata", "principles", "lexical rules" in HPSG. Other

parsers which require rules only or which do not make use

of typified feature structures, but almost optional other

data structures, and/or which may or may not consider sta-

tistics, may be employed for the present invention as well.

The means 20 for determining a plurality of formulation al-

ternatives for the text may be coupled closely with the

HPSG parser. The means 20 preferably consists of two par-
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tial components: firstly, a diet ionary /grammar stage and
secondly, a component for generating the possible sentence
position and formulation alternatives from a quantity of
rules or constraints that were ascertained before by ac-
cessing the dictionary and/or parsing. Substitutions by
equivalent phrases can be carried out relatively easily by
accessing a dictionary of synonyms, and texts can be com-
pressed very efficiently due to the head-controlled proce-
dure: the predictability for the next data to be compressed
thus is very high. In substituting the synonyms, there are
two current alternatives: either a full form dictionary is
used that contains all common inflected forms. Example:
"runs" is synonymous with "goes". In another variation,
only basic forms a equated. Example: "to run" is synonymous
with "to go". In this case, a morphological component is
necessary in addition, which in the example analyzes "runs"
as "3rd person singular of to run" and generates "goes"
from "3rd person singular of to go". Solutions in this re-
gard are well-known in technology as rule-based morphology,
two-level morphology or morphology with finite state quan-
tities .

According to the present invention, the means 20 for deter-
mining a plurality of formulation alternatives serves to
provide possibilities for the modified text. This can be
achieved in particular by varying the sequence or order of
the text components and/or by using synonyms for the text
components. In the sense of the present invention, a syno-
nym is to be understood not only as a synonym for a single
word, but also as a paraphrase and thus as a synonym for a

text component, i.e. as a group comprising at least one
word. If a text component comprises several words, a para-
phrase for this text component may have less or more words,
however with the restriction that the sense of the text
component is not altered significantly. The degree of simi-
larity or deviation, respectively, can be judged easily if
words are allocated to semantic concepts in a semantic hi-
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erarchy (i.e. an ontology) and nodes are characterized by
weights and edges with the degree of similarity of the as-
sociated nodes

.

A simple formulation alternative of a sentence consists in
that only the sequence of the text components is altered.
In most sentences, the grammar permits several different
sentence positions. Each sentence position has unequivocal
partial information allocated thereto: in a preferred form,
this is in the form of symbol codes - as was already out-
lined in the section concerning synonyms. One approach con-
sists in using the so-called canonical sequence or normal
sequence as basis. For example, in the canonical sequence,
the subject could be first, followed by the verb which in
turn is followed by an adverb followed in turn by possibly
existing additional sentence components. An example in this
respect is the English language: the sentence position rule
"subject - predicate - object" valid here could be one of
the canonizing rules for other languages, such as the Ger-
man language. Any other sentence position then could be
coded as xth permutation of this canonical sequence. This
concept of the canonical sequence can be generalized: it is
sufficient to be able to assign to each sentence position
always the same code again - irrespective of the sentence
position of the input sentence. The canonical sequence need
not be generated for this purpose. Rather, it is sufficient
if the information is used with the aid of which this ca-
nonical sequence can be generated in principle. In an exem-
plary realization, this could be a rule system: in each
situation, all states arising are uniformly numbered
through according to the rules applied. The code for the
entire sentence position could be created by concatenation
of the codes thus arising for each step of the application
of rules. This concatenation in turn can be established in
accordance with all variations known from data compression:
by arithmetic, bit-wise, byte-wise, word-wise concatena-
tions - possibly along with elimination of redundancies.
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It should be pointed out here that the term "sentence" in

the sense of the present invention is to be understood to

the effect that all grammatical constructions comprising

exactly one predicate and at least one additional compo-

nent, are to be understood as a sentence. Thus, both main

clauses and subordinate clauses are each considered to be a

sentence in the sense of the present invention, since a

main clause, just like a subordinate clause, always has ex-

actly one single predicate and in addition thereto a fur-

ther component that could be e.g. the subject or the ob-

ject .

Thus, according to the invention, in contrast to the prior

art, not only sentences, i.e. grammatical constructions

having exactly one predicate and at least one additional

component, are mutually rearranged, but all grammatically

acceptable changes in sentence position within such a gram-

matical construction, such as e.g. a main clause or a par-

tial sentence, can be carried out at the level of the

smallest constituents that can be rearranged in grammati-

cally correct manner.

Such smallest constituents that can be rearranged in gram-

matically correct manner, i.e. components of the sentence,

may be article-noun complexes (e.g. the house), article-

adjective/adverb/participle-noun complexes (e.g. the beau-

tiful, remote, brown house), a predicate, a direct ob-

ject, an indirect object, an adverbial definition (e.g.

time, place, circumstances etc.), prepositional phrases

(e.g. "in front of the house") as well as pronominal

phrases (e.g. of my friend).

The breaking down or linguistic analysis of a sentence into

its components, on the basis of the sequence of which in-

formation is hidden in the text, can take place recursively

by first breaking down the entire sentence and then deter-
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mining individual constituents for the individual main and

subordinate clauses.

By utilizing a common tree structure for the preferably

used parse tree of the constituents and of a Huffman tree,

there is no need to dynamically construct a further data

structure. This saves at the same time storage time and

computation time.

Depending on the application, the depth of breaking down,

i.e. how many components of a sentence are ascertained and

varied in their sequence, is dependent on the amount of in-

formation to be hidden in the text. Thus, it is not neces-

sary in every application of the concept according to the

invention to break down the sentence into all of its small-

est components that can be rearranged. Rather, a rearrange-

ment of the sequence of groups of smallest components

within a sentence presumably is sufficient as well.

If the means 18 for analyzing (Fig. 1) and the means 20 for

providing formulation alternatives (Fig. 1) are arranged

for processing paraphrases, multi-word synonyms can be

processed as well. A paraphrase is e.g. the known expres-

sion "to throw in the towel". A synonym therefor is the

term "to give up". In the sentence

"The pupil threw in the towel because of Latin",

it is thus already possible to hide at least 2 bits of in-

formation by means of the following formulation alterna-

tive :

"Because of Latin the pupil gave up".

A first bit is contained here in the synonym "to give up" -

"to throw in the towel". The second bit is contained in the

position of the sentence part "because of Latin" either in
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front of or behind the predicate. This example demonstrates

that the term "synonym" with regard to the present inven-

tion does not only mean "one word for one other word", but

also comprises so-called multi-word systems in which a word

group by be substituted by one single word or vice versa.

Also adjective, adverbial, prepositional supplements and

direct /indirect objects may be mutually rearranged each.

Thus, it is not cogently necessary to vary the sequence,

for example of the subject in relation to the predicate or

of the object in relation to the predicate, if information

can be hidden also vial direct/indirect objects or adjec-

tive, adverbial or prepositional supplements.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, that is not

only based on variation of the sequence of the text compo-

nents, but makes use of synonyms as well, the means for de-

termining a plurality of formulation alternatives can ac-

cess the dictionary /grammar stage in order to ascertain for

a word synonyms with the same meaning. Each of this syno-

nyms also has unequivocal partial information assigned

thereto, which permits the synonym to be distinguished un-

equivocally from another synonym. In a preferred embodi-

ment, this partial information is in the form of symbols in

the sense of data compression, which directly in the dic-

tionary have or can have bit codes (Huffman coding) or

probability intervals (arithmetic coding) allocated

thereto. *

The means 18 for linguistically analyzing preferably is ar-

ranged to produce no text components for which the correct-

ness of the reformulation cannot be guaranteed. Moreover,

the means 20 for determining formulation alternatives is

arranged to offer only such formulation alternatives for

which it is ensured that, in analyzing the same, the same

sentence of formulation alternatives can be obtained again.

For example, considering the word "Mutter" (meaning in Eng-
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lish either mother or threaded nut) in the text to be modi-

fied, this term could designate someone's own mother or a

threaded nut. If the context is not unequivocally e.g. me-

chanical engineering, the means for linguistically analyz-

ing in case of this embodiment would not at all provide the

text component "Mutter" and would refrain from hiding in-

formation to be hidden in a synonym to "Mutter". Analo-

gously therewith, the means 20 for determining the plural-

ity of formulation alternatives would not offer "Mutter" as

a synonym for a text component, unless the context is un-

equivocal .

The flexibility of the concept according to the present in-

vention can be matched to the specific user requirements in

arbitrary fashion in that the means 20 for determining a

plurality of formulation alternatives comprises a specific

number of synonym groups. If the number of synonym groups

is increased, a larger amount of secret information can be

hidden in a given text. Due to the fact that the concept of

the present invention, contrary to the prior art, is appli-

cable to arbitrary texts, the means 20 for generating for-

mulation alternatives would have to be capable of making

available for any arbitrary word a corresponding number of

synonyms in order to obtain a maximum quantity of informa-

tion to be hidden in a limited amount of text. However, as

the number of possible words in a language may become very

large, it is unlikely that the means 20 for determining a

plurality of formulation alternatives can generate syno-

nyms, or has stored synonyms, for any word. If said means

comes across a word for which it has no synonyms, it will

simply leave this word unchanged. Of course, the means 20

cannot determine partial information then, either, as there

is no partial information available for this word. Thus,

this word will not be suited for use for "taking up" infor-

mation to be hidden. However, investigations have shown

that the number of actually used words in general is rela-

tively limited, so that in case of average texts, such as
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used for example for transmitting business data, synonyms

for almost all words appearing in this context can be pro-

vided with limited expenditure. Exactly this is a strong

point of the present invention, such that, by further in-

corporation of synonym groups in the means for determining

formulation alternatives, the device according to the in-

vention can be "upgraded" in optional manner and thus can

be tailored in accordance with the particular field of ap-

plication and the market requirements. Moreover, it is pos-

sible to licence complete dictionaries of synonyms, and

there is also a number of methods known for learning syno-

nyms automatically from a large collection of texts.

The means 22 for selecting a formulation alternative from

the plurality of formulation alternatives, such that the

partial information allocated to the selected formulation

corresponds to the information to be hidden, generally

speaking works like a decoder or decompression means.

The "vocabulary" for decompressing the information to be

hidden, i.e. the information to be hidden, usually has a

higher information density than the modified text. Further-

more, there is the fact that synonyms are arranged in

groups of as many words as possible with mutually alike or

similar meaning - synonym quantities so that the selec-

tion of a synonym represents an as high as possible infor-

mation content.

This selection of alternatives is performed by means 22 for

selecting and is made available by the means 20 for deter-

mining a plurality of formulation alternatives for the

text, with the vocabulary according to the present inven-

tion being determined in principle by the original text,

i.e. the text supplied to input 12, such that, contrary to

the prior art which uses just plain predefined grammar

structures, optional texts can be used for hiding informa-

tion. In a preferred modification, the vocabulary for re-
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formulation is determined exactly on the basis of the quan-
tity of synonyms for the words in the original text. An es-
sential characteristic is the reflexivity of the synonym
relation: if x is synonymous with y, y is conversely also
synonymous with x.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the
means 22 operates as arithmetic decoder or decompression
means, whereas the same operates as bit-based decoder or
decompression means in another preferred embodiment of the
present invention. In the latter case, the information to
be hidden is treated as binary data. If the information to
be hidden is in the form of text data, i.e. characters or
figures, these are preferably compressed by means of a
usual compression program, with such known compression
means in technology already outputting bit data.

In case of the arithmetic version, the alternatives avail-
able, which are provided by means 20, are referred to as
"context", whereas the same are treated as "dictionary" in
case of the bit-based version. These terms are usual in the
literature concerned. They both have in common that they
consists of pairs based on symbol probability pairs. In
case of bit-based coding, the probabilities p are repre-
sented by codes of the length of the negative logarithm of
two of p "-ld(p)" - each rounded.

To be able to process arbitrary information to be hidden,
such that this results in a valid formulation alternative,
the partial information allocated to the word position se-
quences and/or synonyms have to fulfil a specific condi-
tion. In a bit-based version, this condition is such that,
for the length 1 A of the i

th alternative as one of n simul-
taneously possible alternatives, the following condition is
fulfilled at all times:
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n

2 2
_1

i =1.0
i = l

In a version using arithmetic coding/decoding, the overall
sum of the weights of all alternatives has to be known so
that the weights can be computed back to probabilities sum-
ming up to one.

With respect to arithmetic coding/decoding as well as bit-
based coding, the most prominent representative of which is
Huffman coding, there is a large amount of literature. By
way of example, "Managing Gigabytes" by Witten, Moffat and
Bell, Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1994, should be
named here. Illustrative examples and information can also
be found in "The Data Compression Book", by Nelson and
Gailly, M & T Books.

However, for understanding the present invention, the basic
idea of arithmetic coding/decoding shall be dealt with.
Contrary to Huffman coding, arithmetic coding permits arbi-
trary matching to the entropy present in a text, whereas in
Huffman coding at least one bit per symbol has to be as-
signed .

Most of the data compression methods continuously match in-
ternal statistics during compression, in order to be able
to assess' the data to be expected as exactly as possible.
To this end, each component has a range or weighting allo-
cated thereto, with the width thereof corresponding to the
probability. With general coding methods, the overall prob-
ability must be smaller than or equal to 1.0. However, for
the steganographic coding methods described here, it is co-
gently necessary that all probabilities/weighting ranges
together yield 1.0. Coding is then started. The strong
point of arithmetic coding especially consists in that a

symbol to be coded may also cover fractions of a fractional
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digit - i.e. of a bit. The current coder condition is rep-

resented by the size of a current interval. In coding addi-

tional characters, this interval is increasingly re-

stricted, as in interval interleaving. Thus, generally

speaking, one single mantissa of a floating point number is

generated which represents a coded or compressed version of

the input data to be coded.

In the decoder in turn, the opposite process is carried

out. The means 22 for selecting a formulation alternative

from the plurality of formulation alternatives begins with

an Interval from 0 to 1, i.e. the largest possible initial

interval. As was already pointed out hereinbefore, the in-

formation to be hidden is regarded as one single mantissa

of a floating point number. From the bits of this mantissa,

as many bits are considered from the beginning each until

the number constituted by these bits unequivocally is

within one of the probability intervals defined by the par-

tial information determined by the means 20 for determining

a plurality of formulation alternatives. The alternative

selected thus has an associated, fixedly defined interval.

This interval, speaking in illustrative terms, will be

scaled again to the width of 1 - however, possibly after

several steps only. The additional bits of the data stream

of the information to be hidden thus may select again one

of the alternatives whose probabilities sum up to 1. In

practical application, the probability alternatives are

managed as integral values which are multiples of the prob-

abilities; the interval does not have to be scaled anew af-

ter each decoding step. Rather, the interval boundaries are

reduced in a kind of interval interleaving until the accu-

racy is no longer ensured and new scaling is necessary.

For the purpose of illustration, reference will be made in

the following to code trees in connection with Huffman cod-

ing. Actually, this would not be realized as a tree, but as

a table of prefix-free codes, as it is also known from ca-
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nonical Huffman coding. This renders possible a higher
speed with less storage usage. Such a "code tree" is to be
understood as part of a dictionary for bit-based coding. A
dictionary contains in addition also the allocation of the
symbols to the codes of the "context" or "tree". It is more
precise to speak of contexts instead of dictionaries and of
tabular contexts instead of trees.

In another embodiment of the present invention, bit-based
coding, in particular Huffman coding, is used instead of
arithmetic coding/decoding. As is known, a simple Huffman
code can be generated by means of a list of symbols/tokens
and associated frequencies or probabilities. If each branch
of the tree is concluded by a valid Huffman code word, ar-
bitrary information can be coded/decoded provided it can be
represented by means of the symbols stored in the code
tree. This condition has already been pointed out hereinbe-
fore in general form.

In the event of Huffman coding, which will still be eluci-
dated in more detail hereinbelow by way of an example, the
partial information allocated to the individual formulation
alternatives, i.e. the sequences of the text components
and/or the individual synonyms for the text components, is
in the form of Huffman code words. In a usual Huffman code,
the text to be coded is first statistically analyzed, with
the most frequent sign in a text usually being the space
sign or the letter "e". Characters occurring frequently
have as short as possible code words allocated thereto,
whereas characters occurring very rarely have rather longer
code words allocated thereto, however on condition that a
complete code tree is formed. As is known for Huffman
codes, as great as possible data compression is achieved
thereby.

The variety of all grammatically possible sequences of text
components thus has Huffman code words allocated thereto,
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such that the Huffman code words result in a complete code

tree for the sequences of text components. The same applies

to the individual synonym sentences. Thus, the partial in-

formation, i.e. the Huffman code words allocated to a text

component and to the synonyms of this text component, in

their entirety must result in a valid code tree-

As was already pointed out, the means 22 for selecting a

formulation alternative from the plurality of formulation

alternatives carries out Huffman decoding. It is fed with

the information to be hidden as input signal and advances,

in a code context provided by the means 20 for determining

a plurality of formulation alternatives, in accordance with

the bit sequence of the information to be hidden until a

valid code word has been found. Thereafter, the means 22

selects this formulation alternative, such as a specific

word position sequence for example. Then, the synonym code

context can be used for head, subject, complements, ad-

juncts of the sentence. However, it is to be noted that the

substitution of the synonyms in principle is dependent only

on the semantic category and the context information, and

not on the word function (subject, head, complement, etc.)

Thus, substitution by synonyms in the sequence of the words

in the rearranged sentence can be assumed. However, it is

often possible to more closely delimit morphological vari-

ables, e. g. the case. To this end, the information to be

hidden again will serve in bit-wise manner to progress suc-

cessively in the respective code contexts for the synonyms

until a valid code word has been found. This method is con-

tinued in a preferred embodiment of the present invention

until a sentence, or in a larger scope the entire text, has

been completed. In doing so, the information to be hidden

was understood as a succession of Huffman code words which

were converted to a modified text, i.e. decoded, by means

of various code contexts determined by means 20 and in the

end by the original text, with said modified text being is-

sued at the output.
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In a preferred embodiment, the new word position in the

data stream is coded first, and this is followed by the

codes for substitution of the synonyms.

The means for determining the plurality of formulation al-

ternatives may be arranged to determine at all times only

that one formulation alternative that is selected by the

means for selecting on the basis of the information to be

hidden. Expressed in exemplary manner by way of a code

tree, it is not necessary to follow all branches; but at a

node just that branch that finally leads to the code word.

Before indicating a detailed example for the mode of opera-

tion of the device 10 for hiding information, reference

should be made to Fig. 2 illustrating a schematic block

diagram of a device 50 for extracting information hidden in

a modified text. The modified text is supplied to device 50

via an input 52. The extracted information is output via an

output 54. Device 50 again comprises means 56 for linguis-

tically analyzing the modified text in order to produce the

text components of the modified text. On the basis of this

information, the codes for the word position are allocated.

The text components are fed into means 58 for providing

partial information in order to ascertain the partial in-

formation allocated to the text components and/or the order

of the text components. To this end, the means 58 has to be

able to ascertain the partial information determined by the

means 10 for hiding (Fig. 1) at least for the text compo-

nents determined by the analysis 56. The means 58, just

like means 20 of the device for hiding, thus preferably

contains the dictionary/grammar stage that can provide the

text component sequence and associated partial information

as well as synonyms and associated partial information. The

preferably bit-shaped partial information that can be re-

duced to probabilities and is allocated to the modified

text, is fed to means 60 for combining the partial informa-
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tion in order to obtain the information hidden in the modi-

fied text. Depending on the implementation of the device

for hiding, the means 60 for combining the partial informa-

tion will be designed either as arithmetic coder or as

Huffman coder or as a coder of other type in accordance

with the coding technique of device 10. The combined par-

tial information finally is fed to means 62 for outputting

the hidden information so that the same can be output at

output 54. if the information to be hidden are compressed

text data, the output device preferably contains a decom-

pression device such that no bit data, but e.g. text data,

are output from device 50 for extracting.

In the following, the mode of operation of the device 10

for hiding information will be illustrated in an implemen-

tation using Huffman coding/decoding in the selection means

22 and the combination means 60 in device 50 for extract-

ing, respectively. The example sentence reads as follows:

"Das Auto fahrt schnell bei glatter Strafte liber den Hugel."

("The car is running fast on slippery road over the hill.")

The means for linguistically analyzing 18 will break this

sentence down into the following partial phrases:

1: Das Auto (The car),

2: fahrt (is running),

3: schnell (fast),

4: bei glatter StraBe (on slippery road),

5: uber den Hugel (over the hill).

It is to be pointed out that the example sentence already

is in the so-called canonical sequence (i.e. subject, verb,

adverb, prepositional adjuncts, ...). The figures in front

of the sentence components may be used for short represen-

tation of the word position alternatives. For example,

"42135" stands for the sentence:
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"Bei glatter Strafte fahrt das Auto schnell uber den Hugel."
("On slippery road, the car is running fast over the
hill". )

This alternative word position is one of the word positions
determined by the means 20 for determining formulation al-
ternatives that is different from the original word posi-
tion, but which is correct in grammar and provides substan-
tially the same meaning as the original text. Generally
speaking, the basic principle in generating the word posi-
tion alternatives is that the information necessary for
generating the correct word position alternatives is stored
in any word class, and in particular also in any verb
class. For example, the sequence of the constituents in the
subject, complement and adjunct attributes of the respec-
tive lexical entries can be defined in a dictionary/grammar
stage with respect to the respective classes. The means for
determining a plurality of formulation alternatives, which
preferably is in the form of an HPSG system as well, then
is capable of generating the following word position alter-
natives in rule-based manner (indicated in parentheses
thereafter are canonical Huffman code words for the indi-
vidual text components)

:

12345 (111), 12435 (110), 32145 (1001), 32154 (1000), 34215
(0111), 35214 (0110), 42135 (0101), 45213 (0100), 45231
(0011), 52134 (0010), 54213 (0001), 54231 (0000) (13 word
position alternatives)

.

The binary sequences behind the individual word position
alternatives represent the partial information allocated to
the particular word position alternative. It can be seen
that a code context with 13 code words is used here, with
three word position alternatives having a code word with a
length of 3 bits, whereas the remaining 10 word position
alternatives have a code word with a length of 4 bits.
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Analogously therewith, the provision of a plurality of for-

mulation alternatives for the text is carried out by using

synonyms for the text components. In the following, there

are shown synonyms, and canonical Huffman code words in pa-

rentheses therebehind, for the individual text components.

car (111) , motorcar (110) , motor vehicle (101) , auto

(100) , limousine (Oil), private car (010), passenger

car (0011), automobile (0010), vehicle (00011), jalopy

(00010), rattletrap (00001), conveyance (00000) (12

synonyms

)

is running (11), rolling (10), moving (01), speeding

(001), traveling leisurely (0001), dashing (0000) (6

synonyms

)

fast (111), like lightning (110), quickly (101), rap-

idly (1001), as swift as an arrow (1000), as fast as a

comet (0111), as fast as lightning (0110), swiftly

(0101) , as fast as an arrow (0100), in a hurry (0011),

at breakneck speed (0010), apace (00011), hurriedly

(00010), hastily (00001), speedily (00000) (15 syno-

nyms)

- on (1), at (0) (2 words with similar sense in this

context only)

slippery (11), skiddy (10), iced up (011), slippery as

ice (010), icy (0011), slippy (0010), greasy (0001),

slick (00001), slimy (00000) (9 synonyms)

road (11), roadway (10), main road (011), country road

(010), trunk road (0011), paved road (0010), road

passable for vehicles (0001), lane (0000) (8 synonyms)
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hill (11), mountain (10), elevation (Oil), rise

(0101), mountain chain (0100), eminence (0011), ridge

(0010), gradient (00011), height (00010), hillock

(00001), hummock (00000) (11 synonyms).

It can be seen again that every synonym class forms a code

context of its own such that 7 synonym code contexts result

for the example sentence in which, for arbitrary other text

components for arbitrary other example sentences, corre-

sponding code contexts can also be produced dynamically by

the means for determining a plurality of formulation alter-

natives or retrieved from a memory, respectively. In a pre-

ferred realization, such a memory is coupled with a dic-

tionary or thesaurus.

It can be seen from this example that frequently expected

or used synonyms preferably are given shorter codes than

synonyms expected less frequently. Moreover, it can be seen

that, if one of the terms of this list of synonyms comes

up, exactly all of these terms of the list must be gener-

ated as synonyms so that a complete code tree is present.

In the instant case, if the term "vehicle" comes up, thus

only the exact car synonyms would have to be generated, but

not such terms as e.g. "truck, motorcycle etc.". For such

effects, there may be provided a similarity threshold value

which serves to eliminate a change in meaning which would

arise if the term "car" were replaced by "truck".

The following bit sequence representing the information to

be hidden:

0010/0011/001/0101/0/10/0101

would code the sentence

"Uber die Anhohe rast der Pkw blitzschnell auf eisglatter

Fahrbahn.

"
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(Over the rise, the passenger car is speeding as fast as

lightning on icy roadway.")

The original sequence without change in the position of the

text components would read as follows: "Der Pkw rast

blitzschnell auf eisglatter Fahrbahn iiber die Anhohe" (The

passenger car is speeding as fast as lightning on icy road-

way over the rise"). This would correspond to the binary

part without the prefix for the word position, which reads

as follows in bit representation:

0011/001/0101/0/10/0101

It is to be pointed out that the diagonals in the bit rep-

resentation for the information to be hidden are provided

for optical reasons only. There is no such coding in prac-

tical application. Articles and capital/small letters are

set by the means 20 for determining a plurality of formula-

tion alternatives in accordance with the particular re-

quirements. As regards the preposition "iiber" (over) , there

is no synonym here. Therefore, it is left unchanged.

It is to be pointed out that really any bit sequence, if it

is not too long, generates a valid sentence with similar

meaning. For example, if the 10th bit, i.e. the second "0"

in symbol 001 for "speeding" is eliminated, the term ob-

tained instead is "moving", i.e.: "Uber die Anhohe bewegt

sich der Pkw blitzschnell auf eisglatter Fahrbahn fort."

(Over the rise, the passenger car is moving as fast as

lightning on icy roadway)

.

If the 15th bit, i.e. the last "1" in symbol 0101 for "as

fast as lightning" were eliminated, the bit sequence re-

maining in the data stream for selection of the adjective

is 0100100101. Due to the fact that a symbol 010 does not

exist in this context as the codes are prefix-free, a bit

has to be added for selection of the adjective. In this
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case, symbol 0100 is selected, standing for "as fast as an

arrow 1'. Then, there is 100101 left in the data stream. The

first 1 selects "on" instead of "over" as in the example

with one 1 in addition. There is then 00101 remaining in

the data stream; in this case the symbol 0010 is selected

first, standing for "slippy". Finally, there is one single

1 left in the data stream to be hidden. This could be used

either for selecting "road" (11) or "roadway" (10) . This

selection is completely free. Thus, the bit sequence

0010/00 11/00 1/01 00/1 /0010/lx

generates the sentence "Uber die Anhohe rast der Pkw pfeil-

geschwind bei rutschiger StraBe" (over the rise, the pas-

senger car is speeding as fast as an arrow on slippy road)

,

with x having been set in arbitrary manner as 1. This bit

sequence differs from the original sequence just in that

the original 15th bit is missing here.

Differently from the embodiment described, simple Huffman

coding using trees could be utilized instead of canonical

Huffman coding as well. However, canonical coding permits

considerably more efficient decoding by looking up in ta-

bles on the basis of the first code word bit and by re-

striction to just a few efficient additive/subtractive op-

erations. Canonical Huffman coding is known in technology

as well.

It was pointed out hereinbefore that shorter code words may

have assigned thereto a more common sentence position or a

more common synonym alternative. It is presumed in this re-

gard that shorter code words occur more frequently in a

data stream of information to be hidden, which is why the

more common alternatives or synonyms are selected more fre-

quently.
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In the following, reference will be made to Fig. 3, sche-
matically illustrating the method employed for determining
a plurality of formulation alternatives for the text. This
case illustrates in exemplary manner the generation of al-
ternatives for a phrase in accordance with the HPSG idea.
At first, in a step 300, the head of a sentence is
searched. This is as a rule a finite verb, the predicate. A
dictionary entry in the dictionary/grammar stage concerning
this verb then says what kind of complements and which sub-
ject the verb does admit. Partly, there may also be ad-
juncts or idiomatic phrases indicated in the entry in the
dictionary. Both syntactic and semantic information may be
recorded in the dictionary or inferred by means of (lexi-
cal) rules. For example, there may be recorded for a word
(subject, complement or adjunct) whether this concerns a
living being, a human being, an animal, an object, an ab-
stract term, etc. Information on possible word position al-
ternatives possibly may already be retrievable here. In the
ideal case, the probabilities for all conceivable alterna-
tives can be derived from the lexical information, as indi-
cated in step 302. From these probabilities, there is pro-
duced the partial information allocated to every formula-
tion alternative, i.e. to every synonym and every word po-
sition alternative. It is thus possible to look for syno-
nyms to the head of the phrase, i.e. of the text, to look
for expressions with the same meaning or to set up word po-
sition alternatives. Fig. 4, which will be dealt with in
more detail further below, illustrates a detailed explana-
tion of step 302.

The lexical information of the head restrict the possibil-
ity for the remaining elements of the sentence. Within
these partial phrases or text components, there is again
searched a head, as indicated in step 303. This can be e.g.
a preposition within a prepositional phrase or a verb in a
subordinate clause. The process continues in recursive man-
ner. It is thus possible to generate word position alterna-
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tives as soon as the analysis of the sentence has proceeded

far enough. If there was no head found in step 300, either

because there is none or because there are difficulties

arising in the linguistic analysis or parsing, it is still

possible after all to generate symbols and to replace fixed

expressions by expressions with similar meaning (step 304)

.

In generating a plurality of formulation alternatives it

has to be born in mind in principle that all formulation

alternatives for the text are correct in grammar and have

substantially the same meaning in the same context in con-

sideration of the similarity threshold, such that the modi-

fied text is not conspicuous in a manner that secret infor-

mation can be suspected therein.

Fig. 4 illustrates the treatment of an individual alterna-

tive i. Every alternative first is returned to its class of

alternatives (step 400) . This may be, for example, the

class of the correct word position or order for this sen-

tence or the semantic class to which a word belongs. In a

step 402, recourse is taken either to an existing probabil-

ity distribution, i.e. to the already existing partial in-

formation, or a probability distribution, i.e. partial in-

formation, can be generated in accordance with specific

rules that are known to the device for extracting informa-

tion (Fig. *2) as well. There is no new generation necessary

if the similarity threshold value indicated by the user is

so low that it is not greater than the minimum distance be-

tween the respective current semantic concept group and the

adjacent semantic concept group. If the similarity thresh-

old value is higher, all semantic concept group whose dis-

tance to the core semantic is lower than this threshold

value should be combined in a semantic group. A preferred

method of computing semantic similarity in taxonomies was

presented in Jay J. Jiang and David M. Conrath (1997), "Se-

mantic similarity based on corpus statistics and lexical
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taxonomy", in Proceedings of International Conference Re-

search on Computational Linguistics (ROCLING X) , Taiwan.

Basically, the weights of all participating elements are

just summed to a total weight in order to conclude there-

from the probabilities and thus the partial information of

the individual alternatives. In doing so, the weights be-

longing to a remote semantic group should be scaled down

correspondingly. A rapid, but inaccurate variant consists

in reserving, in accordance with a rough estimate, prob-

ability or code ranges for the alternatives that are part

of a semantic group.

If the means 22 for selecting (Fig. 1) makes use of arith-

metic coding/decoding, an interval for every semantic group

can be reserved without any loss in accuracy, which results

from the total sum of the weights present there, scaled

down in accordance with the remoteness of the concepts. In

case of a bit-based selection means 22, a code range, e.g.

all codes starting with "110", could be reserved for the

remote semantic group. A step 4 04 demonstrates the function

of the selection means 22, i.e. coding of the secret mes-

sage by selection of the alternative corresponding to the

message bits. Thereafter, the process continues with the

next alternative i-fl.

If several secret messages, i.e. several items of informa-

tion to be hidden, are to be introduced into the text,

there is typically introduced a preamble into the stream

prior to the beginning of the first secret information;

this preamble codes the number of the secret data sources

existing as well as the bit positions of its beginning in

the data stream. Typically, each secret data source is

coded with a different key and provided with control infor-

mation. In decoding, the user then is asked for the

key/keys, and only that secret part is decoded that matches

the key. Whether the key matches, in turn, can be concluded
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from the control information or from the decoded data it-

self. If the decoded text, i.e. the text at the output of

extraction device 50, is to be a text making sense and this

is not the case, the key was wrong.

In a more complex implementation of the present invention,

the user can take more specific influence on the generation

and selection of the alternatives, for example by indicat-

ing which words should be avoided, e.g. to exclude espe-

cially obsolete synonyms, whether the modified text is to

be of minimum, medium or maximum sentence length, whether

the new text is to have a certain language complexity or a

specific language level, such as e.g. higher, simple, col-

loquial, historic etc., which syntax models and word posi-

tion models are preferred, whether the text is to be al-

tered as much as possible, whether attempts are to be made

of enhancing the readability of the text, which list of

words is to be substituted by other words on principle, and

how presumed errors are to be handled, for example by way

of automatic correction, interactive correction or whether

the errors should be ignored on principle. However, a pre-

requisite for this is at all times that, as repeatedly men-

tioned, the grammar can be rendered correctly, i.e. that in

particular inflected verb forms are matched. Such options

typically are coded into the information to be hidden at

the beginning of the data stream or in an external coding

level. It is advantageous to employ short compressed sym-

bols each* for coding a typical sentence of configuration

data

.

The end of the secret data stream, in the general event of

data compression, can be coded in several ways, on the one

hand by explicit storage of the bit length in the preamble

of the data to be compressed or by coding a variant with

the meaning "end of secret data stream". To render the lat-

ter variant possible, however, such a symbol would have to

be coded explicitly in every context. However, this causes
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an increase in entropy and thus the length of the com-

pressed data. In the event of the coding operation for hid-

ing secret information, this second variant is not possible

anyway: a bit sequence in the secret data stream could se-

lect the end symbol prematurely and thus cause coding of

erroneous information

.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the

means 20 for determining a formulation alternative (Fig. 1)

and the means 58 for providing partial information (Fig,

2), respectively, makes use of a word memory in the form

of a tree, e.g. a trie (a tree data structure for letters,

derived from "information retrieval"), or preferably a

graph, consisting (a) of full word forms, i.e. inflected

words, which then are correlated with other inflected

words, or (b) of morphologically syntactic analyses of the

words, e.g. according to inflection classes, and in par-

ticular splitting into word prefixes, radices and suffixes,

in which only the word radixes or word prefix/word radix

combinations explicitly have to be correlated as synonyms

and the respective inflected forms are analyzed in accor-

dance with the current demand with the particular word pre-

sent on the basis of inflection data, and are generated

correspondingly for a selected synonym.

Synonym references in this regard axe organized (a) as

chain of synonymous meanings of a word which firstly make

reference to each other in ring-like or loop-like manner

and secondly are ordered implicitly by an order regulation,

such as the lexical sequence or arrangement in accordance

with the probability of occurrence or explicitly by charac-

terization of the rank of one or more elements, or (b) as

group of words considered to be synonymous or as references

to the synonyms with the property that reference is made

inversely to this group from the synonyms concerned as well

or that this group is stored as value of a synonym.
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It is to be pointed out that an HPSG parser is particularly

well suited for use with the concept according to the in-

vention since it can also be used to tackle the problem of

ambiguity in case of rearrangement of components of the

sentence. This will be illustrated by way of the following

example sentence, which reads as follows:

"Er sieht den Mann auf dem Berg mit dem Fernglas."

(He sees the man on the mountain with the binoculars.)

The sentence has basically four correct meanings, consist-

ing in that "he" or "the man" is "standing on the mountain"

or has "binoculars". In contrast thereto, the similar sen-

tence

"Er sieht den Stern auf dem Berg mit dem Fernglas".

(He sees the star on the mountain with the binoculars.)

has only one correct meaning. Due to the semantic charac-

teristics of "star", and in particular due to the size ra-

tios with respect to other objects, the HPSG parser can de-

termine, due to its inherent hierarchic tree structure,

that a star cannot stand on a mountain and cannot have bin-

oculars, either.

Other methods for reducing ambiguities, which are also re-

ferred to as rendering disambiguous , are of statistic

and/or rule-based nature. Such methods can be utilized ei-

ther instead of an HPSG parser or in supplementation to an

HPSG parser. These methods are based on dictionaries with

contexts through which a large amount of potential ambigui-

ties Is correctly resolved. Such dictionaries often are

prepared manually or semi-automatically . The devices and

methods of the present invention easily can resort to such

already existing dictionaries. Due to the words occurring

or due to the grammatical structures occurring, statistic
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or rule-based laws then are preferably determined automati-

cally with the use of such dictionaries.

A distortion in meaning by varying just the sequence of the

text components thus is not as likely as in case of the use

of synonyms. According to the invention, however , care is

taken here too in the sense of the basic concept of steg-

anography that, in addition to the grammatical correctness,

no or no too large changes in sense occur due to the hiding

of the information. Thus, there are basically employed for-

mulation alternatives of identical sense. If this is not

possible in a concrete case or if the number of the then

possible formulation alternatives is too little, attempts

will always be made to ensure a slight deviation, that is

within a certain scope, in the meaning contents of the for-

mulation alternatives. If this is not possible for a spe-

cific sentence, no information will be hidden in this sen-

tence, but rather this sentence is left out.
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Claims

A device (10) for hiding information in a text having

at least one sentence, comprising

means (12) for providing the text;

means (18) for linguistically analyzing the text to

produce text components, the text components being

components of the sentence and the sentence, in addi-

tion to at least one additional component, having ex-

actly one predicate as component;

means (20) for determining a plurality of formulation

alternatives for the text

by varying the order of the text components it-

self,

by ascertaining synonyms for the text components

and varying the order of the synonyms for the

text components, or

by ascertaining synonyms for at least one text

component and varying the order of a synonym for

-the at least one text component and of another

text component of the sentence,

with every formulation alternative being grammatically

correct for the text and having essentially the same

meaning as the text, with every sequence and every

synonym ascertained having specific partial informa-

tion allocated thereto;
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means (22) for selecting a formulation alternative

from the plurality of formulation alternatives in such

a manner that the partial information that is allo-

cated to the selected formulation alternative corre-

sponds at least to part of the information to be hid-

den; and

means (24) for outputting the formulation alternative

that forms a modified text, with said information to

be hidden being hidden in said modified text*

A device (10) according to claim 1,

wherein the means (18) for linguistically analyzing is

a parser, in particular a highly lexicalized, unifica-

tion-based parser and specifically an HPSG parser.

A device (10) according to claim 1 or 2,

wherein the means (20) for determining a plurality of

formulation alternatives comprises a diction-

ary/grammar stage such that grammatically correct for-

mulation alternatives are provided.

A device according to claim 3,

wherein the dictionary/grammar stage has stored

therein synonyms for text components as well unequivo-

cal partial information for each synonym, such as syn-

tactic, semantic, contextual and statistic informa-

tion.

A device (10) according to any of the preceding

claims,

wherein each sequence of the text components and each

synonym ascertained has a weighting allocated thereto

as partial information, said weighting being deter-

mined such that all weightings for the sequence and
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the synonyms together, respect ively, yield a probabil-

ity of 1, and

wherein the means (22) for selecting is arranged to

select one formulation alternative each in accordance

with the rules of arithmetic decoding, controlled by

the secret data that are understood as coded data.

6. A device (10) according to any of claims 1 to 4

,

wherein the partial information is in the form of

Huffman code words, wherein the following equation

holds

:

n

S
2" 11 - 1.0

i = 1

in which li is the length in bit of the i
th Huffman

code word and n is the number of Huffman code words of

a context, wherein all synonyms for a text component,

inclusive of the text component, together constitute a

context of their own, wherein all different sequences

of text components, inclusive of the sequence of the

text components in the text, constitute a context of

their own, such that any arbitrary information to be

hidden constitutes a stream of valid Huffman code

words

.

7. A device (10) according to claim 5,

wherein the information to be hidden comprises a bit

sequence, wherein the means (22) for selecting is ar-

ranged to take as many bits from the beginning of the

bit sequence until the number constituted by these

bits is unequivocally within a specific one of the

probability intervals determined by said weightings,

whereupon said means (22) for selecting selects that

formulation alternative that corresponds to the
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weighting allocated to the

val, whereupon said means
out additional interval in

lect the next formulation a

specific probability inter-

(22) for selecting carries

terleaving in order to se-

Iternative

.

A device (10) according to claim 6,

wherein the means (22) for selecting is arranged to
perform Huffman decoding, said means successively ac-
cessing various Huffman code contexts selected by the
text components from a number of formulation alterna-
tives provided by said means (20) for determining a

plurality of formulation alternatives, with the input
to Huffman decoding being the information to be hidden
and with the output from Huffman decoding being the
modified text.

A device according to any of claims 3 to 8,

wherein each text component comprises at least one
word, and wherein the synonyms for each word are
stored in the dictionary/grammar stage together with
the corresponding partial information, whereas the
partial information for each different sequence of
text components is predetermined in accordance with
modelling of real linguistic laws by declarative
rules, constraints or fixed implementations in soft-
ware .

10. A device (10) according to claim 9,

wherein the means (22) for selecting is arranged to
utilize a first section of the information to be hid-
den for the selection of the sequence of the text com-
ponents and the subsequent sections for the selection
of the synonyms, and wherein the sequence of the se-
lected synonyms is a sequence selected from one or
several linguistically possible sequences and is inde-
pendent of the sequence of the text components in the
text

.



A device (10) according to any of the preceding

claims, further comprising:

means for encrypting and/or compressing the informa-

tion to be hidden, whereby encrypted and/or compressed

information to be hidden is produced which is adapted

to be fed to said means (22) for selecting.

A device according to any of the preceding claims,

wherein the means (18) for linguistically analyzing is

arranged to deliver no text components for which the

correctness of the reformulation cannot be guaranteed

and/or wherein the means (20) for determining formula-

tion alternatives is arranged to offer only such for-

mulation alternatives for which it is ensured that the

analysis thereof can yield again the same sentence of

formulation alternatives

.

A device according to any of the preceding claims,

wherein there is public text and secret data, the de-

vice (10) comprising a control means arranged to sup-

ply the information of the secret data to said means

(22) for selecting, such that the same are hidden in

the public text by modification of the public text.

A device according to claim 13,

wherein the statistics used for compression and/or en-

cryption are dependent on the public text so that con-

formities of data fragments in the public text and the

secret data are utilized for efficient compression.

A device (10) according to any of the preceding

claims,

wherein the means (20) for determining the formulation

alternatives is controllable via the partial informa-

tion in order to maintain a specific style, in par-

ticular to prefer or exclude certain formulation al-
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ternatives, such as e.g. certain words, specific

lengths of sentences, the kind of language complexity,

the language level, the kind of syntax and word posi-

tion models, the perspective of narration, the ethnic

focus with respect to the origin of the words the

modified text is supposed to have, which list of words

to be avoided should be used, how presumed errors in

the text are to be handled and whether new errors may

be built in.

A device according to any of the preceding claims,

wherein a similarity threshold can be predetermined

such that the means (20) for determining formulation

alternatives determines similar formulation variants

for the text the semantic differences of which with

respect to the original alternative are below the

similarity threshold, whereas formulation alternatives

the semantic differences of which with respect to the

original alternative are above the similarity thresh-

old are rejected.

A device according to claim 15,

wherein the amount of text is limited, with the simi-

larity threshold being dimensioned such that just the

entire information to be hidden can be accommodated in

the limited amount of text.

A device (10) according to any of the preceding

claims ,

wherein the means (20) for determining a plurality of

formulation alternatives is arranged to dynamically

determine the formulation alternatives and to dynami-

cally produce the partial information allocated to

each formulation alternative.

A device (10) according to any of the preceding

claims

,
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wherein the means (20) for determining a plurality of

formulation alternatives is arranged to output only

that formulation alternative from the plurality of

formulation alternatives that is selected by the means

(22) for selecting on the basis of the information to

be hidden.

A device (50) for extracting information hidden in a

modified text, the modified text having at least one

sentence, comprising

:

means (52) for providing the modified text;

means (56) for linguistically analyzing the modified

text to produce text components of the modified text,

the text components being components of the sentence

and the sentence, in addition to at least one addi-

tional component, having exactly one predicate as com-

ponent;

means (58) for producing partial information allocated

to the sequence of the text components and, in case

the modified text has information hidden in linguistic

meanings of the text components, to the linguistic

meanings of the text components, said means for pro-

ducing partial information producing the same partial

information which, in hiding the information to pro-

duce * the modified text, was allocated to the sequence

of text components and optionally to the linguistic

meanings of the text components;

means (60) for combining the partial information that

was produced for the modified text by said means (58)

for producing partial information, in order to obtain

the information hidden in the modified text; and

means (62) for outputting the hidden information.
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21. A device (50) according to claim 20,

wherein the partial information is in the form of

weightings, with said means (60) for combining the

partial information carrying out arithmetic coding for

extracting the hidden information.

22. A device (50) according to claim 20,

wherein said partial information is in the form of

simple or canonical, in particular prefix-free, Huff-

man code words, wherein said means (60) for combining

the partial information carries out Huffman coding, in

which the code contexts used for Huffman coding are

selected by said means (58) for producing and corre-

spond to the code contexts that were utilized in hid-

ing information.

23. A device (50) according to any of claims 20 to 22,

wherein the partial information that was used in hid-

ing first relates to the sequence of the text compo-

nents and thereafter to the synonyms of the text com-

ponents in a predetermined sequence, and wherein said

means (60) for combining the partial information is

arranged to derive from the sequence of the text com-

ponents of the modified text firstly the partial in-

formation relating to the sequence and then, on the

basis of a predetermined sequence of the text compo-

nents, to successively derive the partial information

allocated to the individual text components.

24. A device (50) according to any of claims 20 to 23,

wherein said means (58) for producing partial informa-

tion further comprises:

means for determining a plurality of formulation al-

ternatives for the modified text by varying the se-

quence of the text components and/or by using synonyms
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or paraphrases for the text components , each formula-

tion alternative being grammat ically correct for the

text and having substantially the same meaning as the

text, with each sequence and/or each synonym or each

paraphrase having specific partial information allo-

cated thereto,

wherein said means (58) for producing partial informa-

tion is arranged to access said means for determining

a plurality of formulation alternatives, in order to

retrieve the partial information relating to the se-

quence and/or the linguistic meaning of the text com-

ponents of the modified text.

A method for hiding information in a text having at

least one sentence, comprising the following steps:

providing the text;

linguistically analyzing the text to produce text com-

ponents, the text components being components of the

sentence and the sentence, in addition to at least one

additional component, having exactly one predicate as

component;

determining a plurality of formulation alternatives

for the text

by varying the order of the text components it-

self,

by ascertaining synonyms for the text components

and varying the order of the synonyms for the

text components, or

by ascertaining synonyms for at least one text

component and varying the order of a synonym for
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the at least one text component and of another

text component of the sentence,

with every formulation alternative being grammatically

correct for the text and having essentially the same

meaning as the text, with every sequence and every

synonym ascertained having specific partial informa-

tion allocated thereto;

selecting a formulation alternative from the plurality

of formulation alternatives in such a manner that the

partial information that is allocated to the selected

formulation alternative corresponds to the information

to be hidden; and

outputting the formulation alternatives that form a

modified text, with said information to be hidden be-

ing contained in said modified text.

26. A method for extracting information hidden in a modi-

fied text, the modified text having at least one sen-

tence, comprising the following steps:

providing the modified text;

linguistically analyzing the modified text to produce

text components of the modified text, the text compo-

nents being components of the sentence and the sen-

tence, in addition to at least one additional compo-

nent, having exactly one predicate as component;

producing partial information allocated to the se-

quence of the text components and to the linguistic

meanings of the text components, with the same partial

information being produced which, in hiding the infor-

mation to produce the modified text, was allocated to

the sequence of text components and, in case the modi-
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fied text has information hidden in linguistic mean-

ings of the text components, was allocated to the lin-

guistic meanings of the text components;

combining the partial information that was produced

for the modified text by said step of producing par-

tial information, in order to obtain the information

hidden in the modified text; and

outputting the hidden information.

27. A device according to claim 1 or 20,

wherein said means (20) for determining formulation

alternatives or said means (58) for producing partial

information is arranged to utilize a word memory in

the form of a tree or graph consisting of (a) full

word forms, i.e. inflected words which then are corre-

lated to other inflected words or (b) morphologic syn-

tactic breaking down of the words in accordance with

inflection classes, and in particular splitting into

word prefixes, radices and suffixes, in which only the

word radices or word prefix/word radix combinations

are explicitly correlated as synonyms and the respec-

tive inflected forms are analyzed in accordance with

the current demand in the respective word present on

the basis of inflection data, and are generated corre-

spondingly for a selected synonym.

28. A device according to claim 27,

characterized in that references to synonyms are or-

ganized either as (a) chain of synonymous meanings of

a word that firstly make reference to each other in

ring-like manner and secondly are ordered implicitly

by an order regulation, such as the lexical sequence

or arrangement in accordance with the probability of

occurrence, or explicitly by a characterization of the

rank of one or more elements, or (b) as group of words
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considered to be synonymous or as references to the
synonyms with the property that reference is made in-
versely to this group as well from the synonyms con-
cerned or that this group is stored as value of a
synonym.
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Device and Method for Hiding Information

and Device and Method for Extracting Information

Abstract

A device (10) for hiding information in a text comprises

means (12) for providing the text, means (18) for linguis-

tically analyzing the text to produce text components,

means (20) for determining a plurality of formulation al-

ternatives for the text by varying the order of the text

components and optionally in addition by using synonyms for

said text components; every formulation alternative is

grammatically correct for the text and has essentially the

same meaning as the text. Certain partial information is

allocated to every sequence and/or to every synonym or to

every paraphrase. The device further comprises means (22)

for selecting a formulation alternative from the plurality

of formulation alternatives in such a manner that the par-

tial information that is allocated to the selected formula-

tion corresponds to the information to be hidden, and means

(24) for outputting the formulation alternative that forms

a modified text, said modified text containing information

to be hidden. A device for extracting breaks the modified

text down into its text components and uses the partial in-

formation allocated to said text components to extract the

hidden information. Information to be hidden can thus be

flexibly and inconspicuously, as well as in large amounts,

introduced into any text.
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Device and Method for Hiding Information
and Device and Method for Extracting Information

[Specification]

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to steganography and in par-
ticular to a steganographic concept providing maximum
safety such that there is no suspicion of a text containing
hidden information

.

Background of the Invention and Prior Art

Steganography basically relates to a field of technology in
which attempts are made of hiding secrete messages in other
messages such that a non-authorized person will not suspect
at all that the message presented to him contains a secret
message hidden therein. Differently from cryptography, i.e.
the encrypting of messages, it is thus possible to obtain
efficient protection for secret messages, as a non-
authorized person will not suspect at all that a message
contains a secret message. In contrast thereto, it can eas-
ily be noticed with encrypted messages that these are en-
crypted. There are many techniques to "break" encryptions.
There is agreement in technology that messages encrypted in
arbitrary manner can be decrypted with arbitrary expendi-
ture. Thus, the endeavors in cryptography concentrate in
particular on making the expenditure for a non-authorized
decipherer as high as possible, such that, deterred by the
high expenditure, he will refrain from non-authorized de-
crypting of the encrypted messages. However, under specific
circumstances, an expenditure of any degree will be ac-
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cepted in order to be able to decrypt especially important
messages. It is assumed that there are more intelligent,
but less complex, methods of "breaking" for many of the
known methods of encryption. Such efficient "breaking" can-
not be excluded for any of the methods known so far. Steg-
anography is a supplementation in this respect. Steganogra-
phy - steganography originally means hidden writing - tries
to hide secret information in a message in such a manner
that nobody will suspect at all that secret information is

already hidden therein. In this event, not even the highest
expenditure will be of assistance, since a non-authorized
person will not know at all which message contains a secret
message, especially when he is supposed to monitor large
quantities of messages.

Most recently, there has been a great demand for steg-
anographic techniques, as the use of "email" has found ever
increasing use, with the applications being no longer in
the military field only. In particular, there is a need in
companies to electronically transmit information that is to
be kept secret. It is self-evident that no unauthorized
person should have access to such secret business data by
tapping a data line, which e.g. may be part of the Inter-
net. Thus, there is a multiplicity of mail programs en-
crypting a text prior to mailing thereof. However, as has
already been pointed out, there is no safe encryption.

This is why modern steganographic concepts have come into
existence most recently. One of these steganographic con-
cepts consists in using, in image files, the last bit or
least significant bit of pixels for storing the information
to be hidden. Such methods are described in detail by
Joshua R. Smith et al., "Modulation and Information Hiding
in Images", First International Workshop, Cambridge, UK,

May 30 to June 1, 1996, pp. 207-225. Although large amounts
of secret information can be hidden in images, this method
involves the disadvantage that image files in general are
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very large files, so that transmission thereof via elec-

tronic mail takes a relatively long time. Furthermore, fre-

quent transmission of very large files between a common

sender and a common receiver is relatively conspicuous,

which is contrary to the steganographic idea as such.

Known methods for hiding information in texts consist in

that specific simple predefined sentence structures can be

generated, with the grammatical composition of a specific

sentence reflecting usually binary information to be hid-

den. These methods are described in detail by Peter Wayner,

"Disappearing Cryptography", Academic Press Inc., 1996, pp.

91-121. Such predefined grammars have the disadvantage that

a sender and a receiver, if they desire to communicate se-

cret information frequently, permanently send texts having

substantially the same contents or slightly modified mean-

ing contents only, giving rise to the suspicion that secret

information is hidden therein.

Known methods of hiding information in texts thus utilize

either predefined grammars, which either can generate only

simple predefined sentence structures, or are based solely

on the alteration of the control characters, space signs

and tabulators. Both methods are relatively conspicuous,

can be used to a very limited extent only, produce a small

bandwidth only, i.e. the amount of information that can be

hidden in a specific text is relatively small, and they are

not robust with respect to minor changes, such as e.g. re-

formatting of the text or slight reformulation thereof.

Such methods thus are relatively unsuited also for hand-

written notes or passages in print media.

In particular, there is a need to distribute secret infor-

mation to one or more receivers via a newspaper article.

Thus, it would be particularly conspicuous if a passage in

the newspaper suddenly contained a predefined grammar that

becomes conspicuous solely by its contents, unless the
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grammar accidentally has been matched to the current events

of the day.

The technical publication "Techniques for data hiding", W.

Bender et al., IBM Systems Journal, vol. 35, Nos. 3 and 4,

1996, pp. 313-336, describes various steganographic con-

cepts. Among other things, possibilities of hiding data in

a text are shown, comprising a method for hiding informa-

tion via manipulation of unused space on the printed page,

a syntactic method using e.g. the punctuation marks for

hiding information, and a semantic method making use of a

manipulation of the words themselves for hiding informa-

tion. In the semantic method, two synonyms have a primary

value and a secondary value allocated thereto. In case of

many synonyms, there may be coded more than one bit per

synonym. It is deemed problematic in this respect that the

desire to hide as much information as possible may collide

with the still existing meaning differences between the

synonyms. In the syntactic method, the diction and struc-

ture of texts is altered, without substantially altering

the meaning and mode of speech, respectively. This is

achieved in that, if there is a grammatical structure com-

prising a main clause and a subordinate clause, an informa-

tion bit is hidden in the text by arranging the subordinate

clause in front of the main clause, or arranging the subor-

dinate clause after the main clause. It is deemed problem-

atic in this method that the possibilities of hiding infor-

mation are limited.

EP 0 268 367 relates to an interface for natural language,

which is used for ensuring the semantic correctness of an

inquiry. To this end, a text to be analyzed Is input into a

dictionary analyzer connected to a dictionary of synonyms

in order to carry out a synonym substitution, so as to be

able to transfer an as small as possible standard vocabu-

lary to a parser connected downstream of the dictionary

analyzer. The parser is connected furthermore to a main
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dictionary and a grammar stage for performing a syntactic

analysis of the text input that possibly contains synonyms.

The output of the parser is fed to a simplification stage

which has the effect of increasing a recall or a number of

hits or a number of the documents delivered back from an

inquiry. The simplified inquiry in turn is fed to a trans-

lation stage coupled with a database management system ca-

pable of producing an output that can function as an inter-

face for a user.

US-Patent No. 5,424,947 relates to a device and a method

for analyzing natural language and the construction of a

knowledge data base for natural language analysis. A sen-

tence is syntactically analyzed by a parser in order to

provide the phrase structure thereof, inclusive of an ex-

isting ambiguity. The phrase structure is fed to a depend-

ency analyzer producing on the output side a dependency

structure without ambiguity. To this end, a knowledge data-

base is accessed which comprises dependency/taxonym/synonym

data and context dependency data. The dependency structure

without ambiguity is fed to a system for automatic process-

ing of natural language texts, such as e.g. a machine

translation system.

Summary of the Invention

It is the object of the present invention to make available

an improved steganographic concept which is flexible in use

and at the same time provides for a high degree of incon-

spicuousness

.

[This object is met by a device for hiding information ac-

cording to claim 1, a device for extracting information ac-

cording to claim 20, a method for hiding information ac-

cording to claim 25 and a method for extracting information

according to claim 26.]
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The present invention is based on the finding that the most
natural message type for hiding information is text. The
usual communication medium does not consist in transmitting
images, but in transmitting text messages. For this very
reason alone, ordinary text is suited best for hiding in-
formation. According to the present invention, the language
as such is used for hiding information in a text. Every
language contains an extraordinarily high degree of redun-
dancy. This is why many different things can be expressed
in a large variety of different ways. Formulation alterna-
tives exist in the form of different sentence positions,
different synonyms and different prepositions etc. Certain
sentence positions are forbidden due to the rules of gram-
mar and thus would be immediately conspicuous. Thus, only
those formulation alternatives are used for hiding informa-
tion which are admissible (grammatically and lexically)

.

Generally speaking, a text is reformulated in accordance
with the information to be hidden, with the information be-
ing hidden in the reformulated text. Such reformulated
texts will not be conspicuous as they do not comprise arti-
ficial elements, but just constitute a different way of ex-
pressing specific facts. Persons or programs investigating
a multiplicity of messages with regard to the question
whether there is secret information contained therein, will
not always compile statistics on the usual modes of expres-
sion of the author. In this event, greater liberties in re-
formulation are permissible. If it is assumed that there
are such statistics compiled, it is still possible to
carry out automatic reformulations maintaining this typical
characteristics. Supervisors thus have no possibility of
determining whether or not a text has been edited. This is
in compliance with the main idea of stenography, which con-
sists in hiding information such that an unauthorized per-
son does not even recognize that messages are hidden at
all.
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In accordance with a first aspect, the present invention
relates to a device for hiding information in a text having
at least one sentence, comprising:

means for providing the text;

means for linguistically analyzing the text to produce text
components, the text components being components of the
sentence and the sentence, in addition to at least one ad-
ditional component, having exactly one predicate as compo-
nent;

means for determining a plurality of formulation alterna-
tives for the text

- by varying the order of the text components itself,

- by ascertaining synonyms for the text components and
varying the order of the synonyms for the text compo-
nents, or

- by ascertaining synonyms for at least one text component
and varying the order of a synonym for the at least one
text component and of another text component of the sen-
tence,

with every formulation alternative being grammatically
correct for the text and having essentially the same
meaning as the text, with every sequence and every syno-
nym ascertained having specific partial information al-
located thereto;

means for selecting a formulation alternative from the plu-
rality of formulation alternatives in such a manner that
the partial information that is allocated to the selected
formulation alternative corresponds at least to part of the
information to be hidden; and
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means for outputting the formulation alternative that forms

a modified text, with the information to be hidden being

hidden in said modified text.

In accordance with a second aspect, the present invention

relates to a method for hiding information in a text having

at least one sentence, comprising the following steps: pro-

viding the text; linguistically analyzing the text to pro-

duce text components, the text components being components

of the sentence and the sentence, in addition to at least

one additional component, having exactly one predicate as

component; determining a plurality of formulation alterna-

tives for the text by varying the order of the text compo-

nents itself, by ascertaining synonyms for the text compo-

nents and varying the order of the synonyms for the text

components, or by ascertaining synonyms for at least one

text component and varying the order of a synonym for the

at least one text component and of another text component

of the sentence, with every formulation alternative being

grammatically correct for the text and having essentially

the same meaning as the text, with every sequence and every

synonym ascertained having specific partial information al-

located thereto; selecting a formulation alternative from

the plurality of formulation alternatives in such a manner

that the partial information that is allocated to the se-

lected formulation alternative corresponds to the informa-

tion to be hidden; and outputting the formulation alterna-

tives that form a modified text/ with said information to

be hidden being contained in said modified text.

The "partial information" in a preferred embodiment is con-

stituted by compression symbols which may have binary codes

directly associated therewith. The modified text thus has

essentially the same sense as the original text. However,

this sense is formulated differently in the modified text,
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with the secret information being contained in the - gram-
matically correct - formulation.

In accordance with a [second] third aspect, the present in-
vention relates to a device for extracting information hid-
den in a modified text, the modified text having at least
one sentence, comprising:

means for providing the modified text;

means for linguistically analyzing the modified text to
produce text components of the modified text, the text com-
ponents being components of the sentence and the sentence,
in addition to at least one additional component, having
exactly one predicate as component;

means for producing partial information allocated to the
sequence of the text components and, in case the modified
text has information hidden in linguistic meanings of the
text components, to the linguistic meanings of the text
components, said means for producing partial information
producing the same partial information which, in hiding the
information to produce the modified text, was allocated to
the sequence of text components and optionally to the lin-
guistic meanings of the text components;

means for combining the partial information that was pro-
duced for the modified text by said means for producing
partial information, in order to obtain the information
hidden in the modified text; and

means for outputting the hidden information.

In accordance with a fourth aspect, the present invention
relates to a method for extracting information hidden in a

modified text, the modified text having at least one sen-
tence, comprising the following steps: providing the modi-
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fied text; linguistically analyzing the modified text to

produce text components of the modified text, the text com-
ponents being components of the sentence and the sentence,
in addition to at least one additional component, having
exactly one predicate as component; producing partial in-
formation allocated to the seguence of the text components
and to the linguistic meanings of the text components, with
the same partial information being produced which, in hid-
ing the information to produce the modified text, was allo-
cated to the sequence of text components and, in case the
modified text has information hidden in linguistic meanings
of the text components, was allocated to the linguistic
meanings of the text components; combining the partial in-

formation that was produced for the modified text by said
step of producing partial information, in order to obtain
the information hidden in the modified text; and outputting
the hidden information.

In other words, the device for extracting the secret infor-
mation analyzes the modified text and extracts the secret
information by ascertaining the partial information allo-
cated to the individual formulation alternatives. To obtain
sensible extraction, it is of course necessary that the de-
vice for extracting knows the allocation of partial infor-
mation to word position alternatives, synonyms or para-
phrases that were used in the device for hiding informa-
tion. However, it is not necessary that the device for ex-
tracting knows the original text that was modified, since
the partial information, independently of a text, corre-
sponds to the text components and the sequence thereof, re-
spectively, and is not related to a specific text that al-
ways consists of a combination of specific text components.

An essential advantage of the present invention consists in

that any natural-language text can be used. The concept ac-

cording to the invention thus is not limited to predefined
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grammars and the like. Thus, there is no suspicion arousing
communication by way of substantially similar texts.

Another advantage of the present invention consists in that
the concept according to the invention is completely insen-
sitive to text formatting. Thus, it would be possible, for
example, to print a modified text or even to copy it by
hand and to transfer the same in any way to a receiver
knowing the grammatical and lexical information of the
sender; the receiver just scans the possibly even hand-
written notes in order to thus enter the modified text into
his device for extraction.

The device according to the invention furthermore is robust
with respect to slight modifications of the text as such,
e.g. when typing errors are corrected, simple errors in ar-
ticle are corrected, single/plural tense endings are modi-
fied, etc.

Depending on the embodiment of the device and method ac-
cording to the invention, only the sequence of the text
components themselves is varied, and there are no synonyms
ascertained in order to hide still more information in the
text. As an alternative, it is possible to ascertain for
all text components synonyms, and in this case the sequence
of the synonyms for the text components will be varied in-
stead of the sequence of the text components. Finally, it
is possible as well to ascertain synonyms only for part of
the text components of the sentence, in order to then vary
the sequence of the text components and of the synonyms as-
certained for specific text components, respectively.

As will be elucidated in the following, steganographic
methods may be employed even in compressing the secret in-
formation, which may be combined with methods of textual
stenography: either for obtaining higher robustness with
respect to changes or easy recognizability of these
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changes, or for increasing the amount of information that
can be hidden. However, if just the seguence of the text
components is used for hiding information, reformulations
in the sense of other synonyms of course will not affect
the success of the device for extraction. However, the
bandwidth, i.e. the amount of information that can be hid-
den in the text, is decreased considerably thereby. Thus,
there is a compromise between robustness of the modified
text with respect to changes on the one hand and the possi-
ble bandwidth on the other hand, with this compromise being
decided in accordance with the particular needs of the
user

.

The information to be hidden preferably is in the form of a

binary sequence. To be able to hide this binary sequence in
a text, the partial information allocated to the individual
alternatives preferably are binary data as well, which may
be referred to as code words. Thus, it can be seen that,
generally speaking, the device for hiding information basi-
cally embodies decoding, with the secret information being
decoded so as to form a modified text and the original text
determining the coding circumstances or coding vocabulary.
Analogously therewith, the device for extracting the infor-
mation carries out a coding step, with the modified text
being coded in a binary sequence in accordance with the
partial information as "coding vocabulary" and the binary
sequence comprising the extracted secret information.

In this respect, arbitrary coding techniques may be em-
ployed of which the technique of arithmetic coding and the
technique of Huffman coding are indicated here by way of
example only.

An additional advantage of the concept according to the in-

vention consists in that the application thereof is very
flexible. For example, if information is to be hidden in a

text for providing the text with a watermark, the ascer-
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taining of synonyms generally should be ruled out since the
text components themselves contribute to the watermark and
substitution of a text component by a synonym possibly
could destroy the watermark. If, however, the watermark is
introduced into the text by way of the variation of the se-
quence of the text components themselves, which are un-
changed, there is at least a higher probability that the
watermark will not be impaired by such modifications of the
text

.

For watermark applications as special case of steganogra-
phy, it will be less the amount of information to be hidden
that is important, but rather that a watermark will not be
suspected at all from the outside. However, if the amount
of information to be hidden in the text is of predominant
significance, the concept according to the invention can be
supplemented by the ascertaining of synonyms, such that,
contrary to the known synonym substitution alone, the se-
quence of the synonyms of all text components or only of a
specific portion of the text components is varied. If there
is a specific number of synonyms present, the variation of
the sequence of the synonyms, in comparison with the mere
synonym formation, will considerably increase the amount of
information that can be hidden in a text.

A further advantage of the present invention consists in
that it is also applicable in cases in which synonym sub-
stitution is per se excluded. In order to nevertheless hide
information in a text, e.g. in the form of a watermark,
only the order or sequence of the components of sentences
is varied in accordance with the invention. For the major-
ity of authors and publishers especially in the field of
specialized literature, synonym substitution is unaccept-
able as otherwise technical terms of one specific field
could be substituted by alleged synonyms.
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The other techniques of steganography mostly are out of the
question as well, since they can be eliminated too easily
or are noticed too easily. This holds in particular for
texts in the so-called "open-ebook" format. Slight varia-
tions in the letter positions, as known e.g. for PDF docu-
ments, are not possible here since these are plain texts
having no microspacing. Thus, the variation of the sentence
component sequence according to the invention permits, also
in these fields that so far were excluded from steganogra-
phy, the use of the redundancy of a text for a digital wa-
termark, e.g. for purposes of copyright protection against
piracy attacks. With the aid of the present invention, the
quantity of the information to be hidden in a text passage
first can be increased to such an extent that a watermark
becomes sensible. For, it is preferred to store e.g. the
complete author ID in every longer paragraph, which nor-
mally necessitates a bandwidth of at least two bytes.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Preferred embodiments of the present invention will be de-
scribed in detail hereinafter with reference to the at-
tached drawings in which

Fig. 1 shows a schematic block diagram of a device for
hiding according to the invention;

Fig. 2 shows a schematic block diagram of a device for ex-
tracting according to the invention;

Fig. 3 shows a flow chart for alternative generation for a

phrase according to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention; and
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Fig. 4 shows a flow chart to illustrate the handling of
individual alternatives according to the present
invention

.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of a device 10 for hiding in-
formation in a text according to the invention, with the
text being supplied via a text input 12, i.e. means for
providing the text. The device 10 for hiding information
comprises furthermore a further input 14 for the informa-
tion to be hidden as well as an output 16 for a modified
text which in its meaning corresponds to the original text,
but which contains the information to be hidden.

The device 10 for hiding information moreover comprises
means 18 for linguistically analyzing the text, in order to
produce text components. These text components can be fed
to means 20 for determining a plurality of formulation al-
ternatives for the text. Means 22 for selecting a formula-
tion alternative from the plurality of formulation alterna-
tives is arranged to select that formulation alternative
the partial information of which corresponds to the infor-
mation to be hidden. The means 22 for selecting a formula-
tion alternative is followed by means 24 for outputting the
formulation alternative that constitutes the modified text,
for outputting the modified text at output 16.

In the following, the individual elements of the device 10

for hiding information in a text shall be discussed.

The means 18 for analyzing the text in order to produce
text components is arranged to carry out so-called "pars-
ing" method. The means 18 for linguistically analyzing the
text preferably is a so-called HPSG Parser (HPSG - Head-
driven Phase Structure Grammar) . The standard work for re-
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alizing the same is Pollard and Sag: "Head driven Phrase
Structure Grammar", University of Chicago Press, 1994. In
addition to the HPSG parser, there are many other parsers
known in technology that may be utilized in the present in-
vention as well. In particular HPSG parsers are modern
highly lexicalized, unification-based parsers. Such means
preferably operate in the form of sentences. Generally
speaking, as will still be explained hereinafter, the text
is broken down into its linguistic text components, in
which the head of the sentence, which usually is the verb,
is determined first in order to determine thereafter other
constituents of the sentence, such as subject, complements
and adjuncts. The greatest advantages of a unification-
based parser for HPSG in comparison with other parsers are
(a) that the same specifications for analysis (of an ini-
tial sentence) and generation (of the reformulated sen-
tences), (b) that there are about a dozen of parser rules
only for each language - everything else is specified in
the dictionary in declarative manner, does not require much
programming expenditure and can easily be transferred to
other languages, (c) that information of different lev-
els/fields (syntax, semantics, pragmatics) can easily be
combined. From this results the very close coupling between
parser and a dictionary rich in contents, preferably on the
basis of the formalism of the typified feature structures.
Such a parser provides the syntactic or even the semantic
structure of a sentence in the form of a tree or graphic
structure. As regards the position in a sentence, words be-
longing together are identified as such. Information on the
constituent sequence (i.e. the sentence position) can be
specified in the dictionary directly for head entries to-
gether with semantic information, in particular in case of
verbs. This serves to exclude many parsing alternatives
very early. Parsing alternatives have to be excluded that
result in formulation alternatives which are grammatically
incorrect. Furthermore, it is decisive for the steg-
anographic concept of the present invention that the modi-
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f ied text has substantially the same meaning as the origi-
nal text.

Stefan Muller: "Scrambling in German - Extraction into the
mittelf eld", Proceedings of the tenth Pacific Asia Confer-
ence on Language, Information and Computation, City Univer-
sity of Hong Kong, 1995, describes how to derive for the
German language rules or constraints concerning the word
position in HPSG systems. Gregor Erbach : "Ambiguity and
linguistic preferences" in H.Trost (ed.); Feature Formal-
isms and Linguistic Ambiguity", Ellis-Horwood, 1993, de-
scribes how to allocate probabilities to such word position
alternatives in such a manner that they are very close to
genuine language usage.

An HPSG parser is a special form of a unification-based
parser making use of typified feature structures. An HPSG
parser cogently needs dictionary and grammar components for
its operation, with dictionaries and grammar constituting a

unit; furthermore, there a some few rules, referred to as
"schemata", "principles", "lexical rules" in HPSG. Other
parsers which require rules only or which do not make use
of typified feature structures, but almost optional other
data structures, and/or which may or may not consider sta-
tistics, may be employed for the present invention as well.

The means 20 for determining a plurality of formulation al-
ternatives for the text may be coupled closely with the
HPSG parser. The means 20 preferably consists of two par-
tial components: firstly, a dictionary/grammar stage and
secondly, a component for generating the possible sentence
position and formulation alternatives from a quantity of
rules or constraints that were ascertained before by ac-
cessing the dictionary and/or parsing. Substitutions by
equivalent phrases can be carried out relatively easily by
accessing a dictionary of synonyms, and texts can be com-
pressed very efficiently due to the head-controlled proce-
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dure: the predictability for the next data to be compressed
thus is very high. In substituting the synonyms, there are
two current alternatives: either a full form dictionary is

used that contains all common inflected forms. Example:
"runs" is synonymous with "goes". In another variation,
only basic forms a equated. Example: "to run" is synonymous
with "to go". In this case, a morphological component is

necessary in addition, which in the example analyzes "runs"
as "3rd person singular of to run" and generates "goes"
from "3rd person singular of to go". Solutions in this re-
gard are well-known in technology as rule-based morphology,
two-level morphology or morphology with finite state quan-
tities .

According to the present invention, the means 20 for deter-
mining a plurality of formulation alternatives serves to
provide possibilities for the modified text. This can be
achieved in particular by varying the sequence or order of
the text components and/or by using synonyms for the text
components. In the sense of the present invention, a syno-
nym is to be understood not only as a synonym for a single
word, but also as a paraphrase and thus as a synonym for a

text component, i.e. as a group comprising at least one
word. If a text component comprises several words, a para-
phrase for this text component may have less or more words,
however with the restriction that the sense of the text
component is not altered significantly. The degree of simi-
larity or deviation, respectively, can be judged easily if

words are allocated to semantic concepts in a semantic hi-
erarchy (i.e. an ontology) and nodes are characterized by
weights and edges with the degree of similarity of the as-
sociated nodes.

A simple formulation alternative of a sentence consists in

that only the sequence of the text components is altered.
In most sentences, the grammar permits several different
sentence positions. Each sentence position has unequivocal
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partial information allocated thereto: in a preferred form,
this is in the form of symbol codes - as was already out-
lined in the section concerning synonyms. One approach con-
sists in using the so-called canonical sequence or normal
sequence as basis. For example, in the canonical sequence,
the subject could be first, followed by the verb which in
turn is followed by an adverb followed in turn by possibly
existing additional sentence components. An example in this
respect is the English language: the sentence position rule
"subject - predicate - object" valid here could be one of
the canonizing rules for other languages, such as the Ger-
man language. Any other sentence position then could be
coded as x th permutation of this canonical sequence. This
concept of the canonical sequence can be generalized: it is
sufficient to be able to assign to each sentence position
always the same code again - irrespective of the sentence
position of the input sentence. The canonical sequence need
not be generated for this purpose. Rather, it is sufficient
if the information is used with the aid of which this ca-
nonical sequence can be generated in principle. In an exem-
plary realization, this could be a rule system: in each
situation, all states arising are uniformly numbered
through according to the rules applied. The code for the
entire sentence position could be created by concatenation
of the codes thus arising for each step of the application
of rules. This concatenation in turn can be established in
accordance with all variations known from data compression:
by arithmetic, bit-wise, byte-wise, word-wise concatena-
tions - possibly along with elimination of redundancies.

It should be pointed out here that the term "sentence" in
the sense of the present invention is to be understood to
the effect that all grammatical constructions comprising
exactly one predicate and at least one additional compo-
nent, are to be understood as a sentence. Thus, both main
clauses and subordinate clauses are each considered to be a

sentence in the sense of the present invention, since a
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main clause, just like a subordinate clause, always has ex-
actly one single predicate and in addition thereto a fur-
ther component that could be e.g. the subject or the ob-
j ect

.

Thus, according to the invention, in contrast to the prior
art, not only sentences, i.e. grammatical constructions
having exactly one predicate and at least one additional
component, are mutually rearranged, but all grammatically
acceptable changes in sentence position within such a gram-
matical construction, such as e.g. a main clause or a par-
tial sentence, can be carried out at the level of the
smallest constituents that can be rearranged in grammati-
cally correct manner.

Such smallest constituents that can be rearranged in gram-
matically correct manner, i.e. components of the sentence,
may be article-noun complexes (e.g. the house), article-
adjective/adverb/participle-noun complexes (e.g. the beau-
tiful, remote, brown house), a predicate, a direct ob-
ject, an indirect object, an adverbial definition (e.g.
time, place, circumstances etc.), prepositional phrases
(e.g. "in front of the house") as well as pronominal
phrases (e.g. of my friend).

The breaking down or linguistic analysis of a sentence into
its components, on the basis of the sequence of which in-
formation is hidden in the text, can take place recursively
by first breaking down the entire sentence and then deter-
mining individual constituents for the individual main and
subordinate clauses.

By utilizing a common tree structure for the preferably
used parse tree of the constituents and of a Huffman tree,
there is no need to dynamically construct a further data
structure. This saves at the same time storage time and
computation time

.
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Depending on the application, the depth of breaking down,
i.e. how many components of a sentence are ascertained and
varied in their sequence, is dependent on the amount of in-
formation to be hidden in the text. Thus, it is not neces-
sary in every application of the concept according to the
invention to break down the sentence into all of its small-
est components that can be rearranged. Rather, a rearrange-
ment of the sequence of groups of smallest components
within a sentence presumably is sufficient as well.

If the means 18 for analyzing (Fig. 1) and the means 20 for
providing formulation alternatives (Fig. 1) are arranged
for processing paraphrases, multi-word synonyms can be
processed as well. A paraphrase is e.g. the known expres-
sion "to throw in the towel". A synonym therefor is the
term "to give up". In the sentence

"The pupil threw in the towel because of Latin",

it is thus already possible to hide at least 2 bits of in-
formation by means of the following formulation alterna-
tive :

"Because of Latin the pupil gave up".

A first bit is contained here in the synonym "to give up" -

"to throw in the towel". The second bit is contained in the
position of the sentence part "because of Latin" either in
front of or behind the predicate. This example demonstrates
that the term "synonym" with regard to the present inven-
tion does not only mean "one word for one other word", but
also comprises so-called multi-word systems in which a word
group by be substituted by one single word or vice versa.

Also adjective, adverbial, prepositional supplements and
direct/indirect objects may be mutually rearranged each.
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Thus, it is not cogently necessary to vary the sequence,

for example of the subject in relation to the predicate or

of the object in relation to the predicate, if information

can be hidden also vial direct /indirect objects or adjec-

tive, adverbial or prepositional supplements.

in a preferred embodiment of the invention, that is not

only based on variation of the sequence of the text compo-

nents, but makes use of synonyms as well, the means for de-

termining a plurality of formulation alternatives can ac-

cess the dictionary/grammar stage in order to ascertain for

a word synonyms with the same meaning. Each of this syno-

nyms also has unequivocal partial information assigned

thereto, which permits the synonym to be distinguished un-

equivocally from another synonym. In a preferred embodi-

ment, this partial information is in the form of symbols in

the sense of data compression, which directly in the dic-

tionary have or can have bit codes (Huffman coding) or

probability intervals (arithmetic coding) allocated

thereto

.

The means 18 for linguistically analyzing preferably is ar-

ranged to produce no text components for which the correct-

ness of the reformulation cannot be guaranteed. Moreover,

the means 20 for determining formulation alternatives is

arranged to offer only such formulation alternatives for

which it is ensured that, in analyzing the same, the same

sentence of formulation alternatives can be obtained again.

For example, considering the word "Mutter" (meaning in Eng-

lish either mother or threaded nut) in the text to be modi-

fied, this term could designate someone's own mother or a

threaded nut. If the context is not unequivocally e.g. me-

chanical engineering, the means for linguistically analyz-

ing in case of this embodiment would not at all provide the

text component "Mutter" and would refrain from hiding in-

formation to be hidden in a synonym to "Mutter". Analo-

gously therewith, the means 20 for determining the plural™
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ity of formulation alternatives would not offer "Mutter" as

a synonym for a text component, unless the context is un-
equivocal .

The flexibility of the concept according to the present in-

vention can be matched to the specific user requirements in

arbitrary fashion in that the means 20 for determining a

plurality of formulation alternatives comprises a specific
number of synonym groups. If the number of synonym groups
is increased, a larger amount of secret information can be

hidden in a given text. Due to the fact that the concept of

the present invention, contrary to the prior art, is appli-
cable to arbitrary texts, the means 20 for generating for-

mulation alternatives would have to be capable of making
available for any arbitrary word a corresponding number of

synonyms in order to obtain a maximum quantity of informa-
tion to be hidden in a limited amount of text. However, as

the number of possible words in a language may become very
large, it is unlikely that the means 20 for determining a

plurality of formulation alternatives can generate syno-
nyms, or has stored synonyms, for any word. If said means
comes across a word for which it has no synonyms, it will
simply leave this word unchanged. Of course, the means 20

cannot determine partial information then, either, as there
is no partial information available for this word. Thus,

this word will not be suited for use for "taking up" infor-

mation to be hidden. However, investigations have shown

that the number of actually used words in general is rela-
tively limited, so that in case of average texts, such as

used for example for transmitting business data, synonyms
for almost all words appearing in this context can be pro-
vided with limited expenditure. Exactly this is a strong
point of the present invention, such that, by further in-

corporation of synonym groups in the means for determining
formulation alternatives, the device according to the in-

vention can be "upgraded" in optional manner and thus can

be tailored in accordance with the particular field of ap-
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plication and the market requirements. Moreover, it is pos-
sible to licence complete dictionaries of synonyms, and
there is also a number of methods known for learning syno-
nyms automatically from a large collection of texts.

The means 22 for selecting a formulation alternative from
the plurality of formulation alternatives, such that the
partial information allocated to the selected formulation
corresponds to the information to be hidden, generally
speaking works like a decoder or decompression means.

The "vocabulary" for decompressing the information to be
hidden, i.e. the information to be hidden, usually has a
higher information density than the modified text. Further-
more, there is the fact that synonyms are arranged in
groups of as many words as possible with mutually alike or
similar meaning - synonym quantities so that the selec-
tion of a synonym represents an as high as possible infor-
mation content.

This selection of alternatives is performed by means 22 for
selecting and is made available by the means 20 for deter-
mining a plurality of formulation alternatives for the
text, with the vocabulary according to the present inven-
tion being determined in principle by the original text,
i.e. the text supplied to input 12, such that, contrary to
the prior art which uses just plain predefined grammar
structures, optional texts can be used for hiding informa-
tion. In a preferred modification, the vocabulary for re-
formulation is determined exactly on the basis of the quan-
tity of synonyms for the words in the original text. An es-
sential characteristic is the reflexivity of the synonym
relation: if x is synonymous with y, y is conversely also
synonymous with x.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the
means 22 operates as arithmetic decoder or decompression
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means, whereas the same operates as bit-based decoder or

decompression means in another preferred embodiment of the

present invention. In the latter case, the information to

be hidden is treated as binary data. If the information to

be hidden is in the form of text data, i.e. characters or

figures, these are preferably compressed by means of a

usual compression program, with such known compression
means in technology already outputting bit data.

In case of the arithmetic version, the alternatives avail-
able, which are provided by means 20, are referred to as

"context", whereas the same are treated as "dictionary" in

case of the bit-based version. These terms are usual in the

literature concerned. They both have in common that they
consists of pairs based on symbol probability pairs. In

case of bit-based coding, the probabilities p are repre-
sented by codes of the length of the negative logarithm of

two of p "-ld(p)" - each rounded.

To be able to process arbitrary information to be hidden,
such that this results in a valid formulation alternative,
the partial information allocated to the word position se-

quences and/or synonyms have to fulfil a specific condi-
tion. In a bit-based version, this condition is such that,

for the length 1 ± of the i
th alternative as one of n simul-

taneously possible alternatives, the following condition is

fulfilled at all times:

n

S
2" 1

! - 1.0

i=l

In a version using arithmetic coding/decoding, the overall
sum of the weights of all alternatives has to be known so

that the weights can be computed back to probabilities sum-

ming up to one.
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With respect to arithmetic coding/decoding as well as bit-
based coding, the most prominent representative of which is
Huffman coding, there is a large amount of literature. By
way of example, "Managing Gigabytes" by Witten, Moffat and
Bell, Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1994, should be
named here. Illustrative examples and information can also
be found in "The Data Compression Book", by Nelson and
Gailly, M & T Books.

However, for understanding the present invention, the basic
idea of arithmetic coding/decoding shall be dealt with.
Contrary to Huffman coding, arithmetic coding permits arbi-
trary matching to the entropy present in a text, whereas in
Huffman coding at least one bit per symbol has to be as-
signed.

Most of the data compression methods continuously match in-
ternal statistics during compression, in order to be able
to assess the data to be expected as exactly as possible.
To this end, each component has a range or weighting allo-
cated thereto, with the width thereof corresponding to the
probability. With general coding methods, the overall prob-
ability must be smaller than or equal to 1.0. However, for
the steganographic coding methods described here, it is co-
gently necessary that all probabilities/weighting ranges
together yield 1.0. Coding is then started. The strong
point of arithmetic coding especially consists in that a

symbol to be coded may also cover fractions of a fractional
digit - i.e. of a bit. The current coder condition is rep-
resented by the size of a current interval. In coding addi-
tional characters, this interval is increasingly re-
stricted, as in interval interleaving. Thus, generally
speaking, one single mantissa of a floating point number is

generated which represents a coded or compressed version of
the input data to be coded.
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In the decoder in turn, the opposite process is carried
out. The means 22 for selecting a formulation alternative
from the plurality of formulation alternatives begins with
an interval from 0 to 1, i.e. the largest possible initial
interval. As was already pointed out hereinbefore, the in-
formation to be hidden is regarded as one single mantissa
of a floating point number. From the bits of this mantissa,
as many bits are considered from the beginning each until
the number constituted by these bits unequivocally is
within one of the probability intervals defined by the par-
tial information determined by the means 20 for determining
a plurality of formulation alternatives. The alternative
selected thus has an associated, fixedly defined interval.
This interval, speaking in illustrative terms, will be
scaled again to the width of 1 - however, possibly after
several steps only. The additional bits of the data stream
of the information to be hidden thus may select again one
of the alternatives whose probabilities sum up to 1. In
practical application, the probability alternatives are
managed as integral values which are multiples of the prob-
abilities; the interval does not have to be scaled anew af-
ter each decoding step. Rather, the interval boundaries are
reduced in a kind of interval interleaving until the accu-
racy is no longer ensured and new scaling is necessary.

For the purpose of illustration, reference will be made in
the following to code trees in connection with Huffman cod-
ing. Actually, this would not be realized as a tree, but as
a table of prefix-free codes, as it is also known from ca-
nonical Huffman coding. This renders possible a higher
speed with less storage usage. Such a "code tree" is to be
understood as part of a dictionary for bit-based coding. A
dictionary contains in addition also the allocation of the
symbols to the codes of the "context" or "tree". It is more
precise to speak of contexts instead of dictionaries and of
tabular contexts instead of trees.
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In another embodiment of the present invention, bit-based
coding, in particular Huffman coding, is used instead of

arithmetic coding/decoding. As is known, a simple Huffman
code can be generated by means of a list of symbols/tokens
and associated frequencies or probabilities. If each branch
of the tree is concluded by a valid Huffman code word, ar-
bitrary information can be coded/decoded provided it can be
represented by means of the symbols stored in the code
tree. This condition has already been pointed out hereinbe-
fore in general form.

In the event of Huffman coding, which will still be eluci-
dated in more detail hereinbelow by way of an example, the
partial information allocated to the individual formulation
alternatives, i.e. the sequences of the text components
and/or the individual synonyms for the text components , is

in the form of Huffman code words. In a usual Huffman code,

the text to be coded is first statistically analyzed, with
the most frequent sign in a text usually being the space
sign or the letter "e". Characters occurring frequently
have as short as possible code words allocated thereto,
whereas characters occurring very rarely have rather longer
code words allocated thereto, however on condition that a

complete code tree is formed. As is known for Huffman
codes, as great as possible data compression is achieved
thereby.

The variety of all grammatically possible sequences of text

components thus has Huffman code words allocated thereto,

such that the Huffman code words result in a complete code
tree for the sequences of text components. The same applies
to the individual synonym sentences. Thus, the partial in-

formation, i.e. the Huffman code words allocated to a text
component and to the synonyms of this text component, in

their entirety must result in a valid code tree.
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As was already pointed out, the means 22 for selecting a

formulation alternative from the plurality of formulation
alternatives carries out Huffman decoding. It is fed with
the information to be hidden as input signal and advances,

in a code context provided by the means 20 for determining
a plurality of formulation alternatives, in accordance with

the bit sequence of the information to be hidden until a

valid code word has been found. Thereafter, the means 22

selects this formulation alternative, such as a specific
word position sequence for example. Then, the synonym code
context can be used for head, subject, complements, ad-

juncts of the sentence. However, it is to be noted that the

substitution of the synonyms in principle is dependent only
on the semantic category and the context information, and
not on the word function (subject, head, complement, etc.)

Thus, substitution by synonyms in the sequence of the words
in the rearranged sentence can be assumed. However, it is

often possible to more closely delimit morphological vari-
ables, e. g. the case. To this end, the information to be
hidden again will serve in bit-wise manner to progress suc-

cessively in the respective code contexts for the synonyms
until a valid code word has been found. This method is con-
tinued in a preferred embodiment of the present invention
until a sentence, or in a larger scope the entire text, has

been completed. In doing so, the information to be hidden
was understood as a succession of Huffman code words which
were converted to a modified text, i.e. decoded, by means
of various code contexts determined by means 20 and in the

end by the original text, with said modified text being is-

sued at the output.

In a preferred embodiment, the new word position in the

data stream is coded first, and this is followed by the

codes for substitution of the synonyms.

The means for determining the plurality of formulation al-

ternatives may be arranged to determine at all times only
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that one formulation alternative that is selected by the

means for selecting on the basis of the information to be
hidden. Expressed in exemplary manner by way of a code
tree, it is not necessary to follow all branches , but at a

node just that branch that finally leads to the code word.

Before indicating a detailed example for the mode of opera-
tion of the device 10 for hiding information, reference
should be made to Fig. 2 illustrating a schematic block
diagram of a device 50 for extracting information hidden in

a modified text. The modified text is supplied to device 50

via an input 52. The extracted information is output via an

output 54. Device 50 again comprises means 56 for linguis-
tically analyzing the modified text in order to produce the

text components of the modified text. On the basis of this

information, the codes for the word position are allocated.
The text components are fed into means 58 for providing
partial information in order to ascertain the partial in-

formation allocated to the text components and/or the order
of the text components. To this end, the means 58 has to be

able to ascertain the partial information determined by the
means 10 for hiding (Fig. 1) at least for the text compo-
nents determined by the analysis 56. The means 58, just
like means 20 of the device for hiding, thus preferably
contains the dictionary/grammar stage that can provide the

text component sequence and associated partial information
as well as synonyms and associated partial information. The

preferably bit-shaped partial information that can be re-

duced to probabilities and is allocated to the modified
text, is fed to means 60 for combining the partial informa-
tion in order to obtain the information hidden in the modi-
fied text. Depending on the implementation of the device
for hiding, the means 60 for combining the partial informa-
tion will be designed either as arithmetic coder or as

Huffman coder or as a coder of other type in accordance
with the coding technique of device 10 . The combined par-

tial information finally is fed to means 62 for outputting
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the hidden information so that the same can be output at

output 54. If the information to be hidden are compressed
text data, the output device preferably contains a decom-
pression device such that no bit data, but e.g. text data,

are output from device 50 for extracting.

In the following, the mode of operation of the device 10

for hiding information will be illustrated in an implemen-
tation using Huffman coding/decoding in the selection means
22 and the combination means 60 in device 50 for extract-
ing, respectively. The example sentence reads as follows:

"Das Auto fahrt schnell bei glatter StraJJe uber den Hugel."
("The car is running fast on slippery road over the hill.")

The means for linguistically analyzing 18 will break this
sentence down into the following partial phrases:

1: Das Auto (The car),

2: fahrt (is running),

3: schnell (fast)

,

4: bei glatter Strafte (on slippery road),

5: uber den Hugel (over the hill).

It is to be pointed out that the example sentence already
is in the so-called canonical sequence (i.e. subject, verb,

adverb, prepositional adjuncts, . ..). The figures in front

of the sentence components may be used for short represen-
tation of the word position alternatives. For example,
"42135" stands for the sentence:

"Bei glatter Strafie fahrt das Auto schnell uber den Hugel."
("On slippery road, the car is running fast over the
hill" .

)

This alternative word position is one of the word positions
determined by the means 20 for determining formulation al-
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ternatives that is different from the original word posi-
tion, but which is correct in grammar and provides substan-
tially the same meaning as the original text. Generally
speaking, the basic principle in generating the word posi-
tion alternatives is that the information necessary for
generating the correct word position alternatives is stored
in any word class, and in particular also in any verb
class. For example, the sequence of the constituents in the
subject, complement and adjunct attributes of the respec-
tive lexical entries can be defined in a dictionary/grammar
stage with respect to the respective classes. The means for
determining a plurality of formulation alternatives, which
preferably is in the form of an HPSG system as well, then
is capable of generating the following word position alter-
natives in rule-based manner (indicated in parentheses
thereafter are canonical Huffman code words for the indi-
vidual text components)

:

12345 (111), 12435 (110), 32145 (1001), 32154 (1000), 34215
(0111), 35214 (0110), 42135 (0101), 45213 (0100), 45231
(0011), 52134 (0010), 54213 (0001), 54231 (0000) (13 word
position alternatives)

.

The binary sequences behind the individual word position
alternatives represent the partial information allocated to
the particular word position alternative. It can be seen
that a code context with 13 code words is used here, with
three word position alternatives having a code word with a

length of 3 bits, whereas the remaining 10 word position
alternatives have a code word with a length of 4 bits.

Analogously therewith, the provision of a plurality of for-
mulation alternatives for the text is carried out by using
synonyms for the text components . In the following, there
are shown synonyms, and canonical Huffman code words in pa-
rentheses therebehind, for the individual text components.
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car (111), motorcar (110), motor vehicle (101), auto

(100) , limousine (Oil), private car (010), passenger
car (0011), automobile (0010), vehicle (00011), jalopy

(00010), rattletrap (00001), conveyance (00000) (12

synonyms

)

is running (11), rolling (10), moving (01), speeding

(001), traveling leisurely (0001), clashing (0000) (6

synonyms

)

fast (111), like lightning (110), quickly (101), rap-
idly (1001), as swift as an arrow (1000), as fast as a

comet (0111), as fast as lightning (0110), swiftly

(0101) , as fast as an arrow (0100), in a hurry (0011),

at breakneck speed (0010), apace (00011), hurriedly

(00010), hastily (00001), speedily (00000) (15 syno-

nyms )

on (1), at (0) (2 words with similar sense in this
context only)

slippery (11), skiddy (10), iced up (011), slippery as

ice (010), icy (0011), slippy (0010), greasy (0001),

slick (00001), slimy (00000) (9 synonyms)

road (11), roadway (10), main road (011), country road

(010), trunk road (0011), paved road (0010), road

passable for vehicles (0001), lane (0000) (8 synonyms)

hill (11), mountain (10), elevation (011), rise

(0101), mountain chain (0100), eminence (0011), ridge

(0010), gradient (00011), height (00010), hillock

(00001), hummock (00000) (11 synonyms).

It can be seen again that every synonym class forms a code
context of its own such that 7 synonym code contexts result
for the example sentence in which, for arbitrary other text
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components for arbitrary other example sentences, corre-
sponding code contexts can also be produced dynamically by
the means for determining a plurality of formulation alter-
natives or retrieved from a memory, respectively. In a pre-
ferred realization, such a memory is coupled with a dic-
tionary or thesaurus

.

It can be seen from this example that frequently expected
or used synonyms preferably are given shorter codes than
synonyms expected less frequently. Moreover; it can be seen
that, if one of the terms of this list of synonyms comes
up, exactly all of these terms of the list must be gener-
ated as synonyms so that a complete code tree is present.
In the Instant case, if the term "vehicle" comes up, thus
only the exact car synonyms would have to be generated, but
not such terms as e.g. "truck, motorcycle etc.". For such
effects, there may be provided a similarity threshold value
which serves to eliminate a change in meaning which would
arise if the term "car" were replaced by "truck".

The following bit sequence representing the information to
be hidden:

0010/0011/001/0101/0/10/0101

would code the sentence

"Uber die Anhohe rast der Pkw blitzschnell auf eisglatter
Fahrbahn.

"

(Over the rise, the passenger car is speeding as fast as
lightning on icy roadway.")

The original sequence without change in the position of the
text components would read as follows: "Der Pkw rast
blitzschnell auf eisglatter Fahrbahn uber die Anhohe" (The

passenger car is speeding as fast as lightning on icy road-
way over the rise"). This would correspond to the binary
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part without the prefix for the word position, which reads

as follows in bit representation:

0011/001/0101/0/10/0101

It is to be pointed out that the diagonals in the bit rep-

resentation for the information to be hidden are provided
for optical reasons only. There is no such coding in prac-
tical application. Articles and capital/small letters are

set by the means 20 for determining a plurality of formula-
tion alternatives in accordance with the particular re-

quirements. As regards the preposition "uber" (over), there
is no synonym here. Therefore, it is left unchanged.

It is to be pointed out that really any bit sequence, if it

is not too long, generates a valid sentence with similar
meaning. For example, if the 10th bit, i.e. the second "0"

in symbol 001 for "speeding" is eliminated, the term ob-

tained instead is "moving", i.e.: "Uber die Anhohe bewegt
sich der Pkw blitzschnell auf eisglatter Fahrbahn fort."
{Over the rise, the passenger car is moving as fast as

lightning on icy roadway)

.

If the 15th bit, i.e. the last "1" in symbol 0101 for "as

fast as lightning" were eliminated, the bit sequence re-

maining in the data stream for selection of the adjective
is 0100100101. Due to the fact that a symbol 010 does not

exist in this context as the codes are prefix-free, a bit

has to be added for selection of the adjective. In this

case, symbol 0100 is selected, standing for "as fast as an

arrow". Then, there is 100101 left in the data stream. The

first 1 selects "on" instead of "over" as in the example
with one 1 in addition. There is then 00101 remaining in

the data stream; in this case the symbol 0010 is selected
first, standing for "slippy". Finally, there is one single

1 left in the data stream to be hidden. This could be used
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either for selecting "road" (11) or "roadway" (10) . This
selection is completely free. Thus, the bit sequence

00 1 0/00 1 1/00 1/01 00 /1/0010/lx

generates the sentence "Ober die Anhohe rast der Pkw pfeil-
geschwind bei rutschiger Strafte" (over the rise, the pas-
senger car is speeding as fast as an arrow on slippy road)

,

with x having been set in arbitrary manner as 1. This bit
sequence differs from the original sequence just in that
the original 15th bit is missing here.

Differently from the embodiment described, simple Huffman
coding using trees could be utilized instead of canonical
Huffman coding as well. However, canonical coding permits
considerably more efficient decoding by looking up in ta-
bles on the basis of the first code word bit and by re-
striction to just a few efficient additive/subtractive op-
erations. Canonical Huffman coding is known in technology
as well.

It was pointed out hereinbefore that shorter code words may
have assigned thereto a more common sentence position or a

more common synonym alternative. It is presumed in this re-

gard that shorter code words occur more frequently in a

data stream of information to be hidden, which is why the
more common alternatives or synonyms are selected more fre-
quently.

In the following, reference will be made to Fig. 3, sche-
matically illustrating the method employed for determining
a plurality of formulation alternatives for the text. This
case illustrates in exemplary manner the generation of al-

ternatives for a phrase in accordance with the HPSG idea.

At first, in a step 300, the head of a sentence is

searched. This is as a rule a finite verb, the predicate. A

dictionary entry in the dictionary/grammar stage concerning
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this verb then says what kind of complements and which sub-
ject the verb does admit. Partly, there may also be ad-
juncts or idiomatic phrases indicated in the entry in the
dictionary. Both syntactic and semantic information may be
recorded in the dictionary or inferred by means of (lexi-
cal) rules. For example, there may be recorded for a word
(subject, complement or adjunct) whether this concerns a

living being, a human being, an animal, an object, an ab-
stract term, etc. Information on possible word position al-
ternatives possibly may already be retrievable here. In the
ideal case, the probabilities for all conceivable alterna-
tives can be derived from the lexical information, as indi-
cated in step 302. From these probabilities, there is pro-
duced the partial information allocated to every formula-
tion alternative, i.e. to every synonym and every word po-
sition alternative. It is thus possible to look for syno-
nyms to the head of the phrase, i.e. of the text, to look
for expressions with the same meaning or to set up word po-
sition alternatives. Fig. 4, which will be dealt with in
more detail further below, illustrates a detailed explana-
tion of step 302.

The lexical information of the head restrict the possibil-
ity for the remaining elements of the sentence. Within
these partial phrases or text components, there is again
searched a head, as indicated in step 303. This can be e.g.
a preposition within a prepositional phrase or a verb in a

subordinate clause. The process continues in recursive man-
ner. It is thus possible to generate word position alterna-
tives as soon as the analysis of the sentence has proceeded
far enough. If there was no head found in step 300, either
because there is none or because there are difficulties
arising in the linguistic analysis or parsing, it is still
possible after all to generate symbols and to replace fixed
expressions by expressions with similar meaning (step 304).
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In generating a plurality of formulation alternatives it

has to be born in mind in principle that all formulation
alternatives for the text are correct in grammar and have

substantially the same meaning in the same context in con-

sideration of the similarity threshold, such that the modi-
fied text is not conspicuous in a manner that secret infor-

mation can be suspected therein.

Fig. 4 illustrates the treatment of an individual alterna-
tive i. Every alternative first is returned to its class of

alternatives (step 400) . This may be, for example, the
class of the correct word position or order for this sen-
tence or the semantic class to which a word belongs. In a

step 402, recourse is taken either to an existing probabil-
ity distribution, i.e. to the already existing partial in-

formation, or a probability distribution, i.e. partial in-

formation, can be generated in accordance with specific
rules that are known to the device for extracting informa-
tion (Fig. 2) as well. There is no new generation necessary
if the similarity threshold value indicated by the user is

so low that it is not greater than the minimum distance be-
tween the respective current semantic concept group and the

adjacent semantic concept group. If the similarity thresh-
old value is higher, all semantic concept group whose dis-
tance to the core semantic is lower than this threshold
value should be combined in a semantic group. A preferred
method of computing semantic similarity in taxonomies was

presented in Jay J. Jiang and David M. Conrath (1997), "Se-

mantic similarity based on corpus statistics and lexical

taxonomy", in Proceedings of International Conference Re-

search on Computational Linguistics { ROCLING X), Taiwan.

Basically, the weights of all participating elements are

just summed to a total weight in order to conclude there-
from the probabilities and thus the partial information of

the individual alternatives. In doing so, the weights be-

longing to a remote semantic group should be scaled down
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correspondingly. A rapid, but inaccurate variant consists
in reserving, in accordance with a rough estimate, prob-
ability or code ranges for the alternatives that are part
of a semantic group.

If the means 22 for selecting (Fig. 1) makes use of arith-
metic coding/decoding, an interval for every semantic group
can be reserved without any loss in accuracy, which results
from the total sum of the weights present there, scaled
down in accordance with the remoteness of the concepts. In

case of a bit-based selection means 22, a code range, e.g.

all codes starting with "110", could be reserved for the
remote semantic group. A step 404 demonstrates the function
of the selection means 22, i.e. coding of the secret mes-
sage by selection of the alternative corresponding to the

message bits. Thereafter, the process continues with the
next alternative i+1.

If several secret messages, i.e. several items of informa-
tion to be hidden, are to be introduced into the text,
there is typically introduced a preamble into the stream
prior to the beginning of the first secret information;
this preamble codes the number of the secret data sources
existing as well as the bit positions of its beginning in

the data stream. Typically, each secret data source is

coded with a different key and provided with control infor-
mation. In decoding, the user then is asked for the

key/keys, and only that secret part is decoded that matches
the key. Whether the key matches, in turn, can be concluded
from the control information or from the decoded data it-

self. If the decoded text, i.e. the text at the output of

extraction device 50, is to be a text making sense and this
is not the case, the key was wrong.

In a more complex implementation of the present invention,
the user can take more specific influence on the generation
and selection of the alternatives, for example by indicat-
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ing which words should be avoided, e.g. to exclude espe-
cially obsolete synonyms, whether the modified text is to

be of minimum, medium or maximum sentence length, whether
the new text is to have a certain language complexity or a

specific language level, such as e.g. higher, simple, col-
loquial, historic etc., which syntax models and word posi-
tion models are preferred, whether the text is to be al-

tered as much as possible, whether attempts are to be made
of enhancing the readability of the text, which list of

words is to be substituted by other words on principle, and
how presumed errors are to be handled, for example by way
of automatic correction, interactive correction or whether
the errors should be ignored on principle. However, a pre-
requisite for this is at all times that, as repeatedly men-
tioned, the grammar can be rendered correctly, i.e. that in

particular inflected verb forms are matched. Such options
typically are coded into the information to be hidden at

the beginning of the data stream or in an external coding
level. It is advantageous to employ short compressed sym-

bols each for coding a typical sentence of configuration
data .

The end of the secret data stream, in the general event of

data compression, can be coded in several ways, on the one

hand by explicit storage of the bit length in the preamble
of the data to be compressed or by coding a variant with
the meaning "end of secret data stream". To render the lat-

ter variant possible, however, such a symbol would have to

be coded explicitly in every context. However, this causes
an increase in entropy and thus the length of the com-

pressed data. In the event of the coding operation for hid-

ing secret information, this second variant is not possible
anyway: a bit sequence in the secret data stream could se-

lect the end symbol prematurely and thus cause coding of

erroneous information

.
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In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the

means 20 for determining a formulation alternative (Fig. 1)

and the means 58 for providing partial information (Fig.

2), respectively, makes use of a word memory in the form

of a tree, e.g. a trie (a tree data structure for letters,

derived from "information retrieval"), or preferably a

graph, consisting (a) of full word forms, i.e. inflected

words, which then are correlated with other inflected

words, or (b) of morphologically syntactic analyses of the

words, e.g. according to inflection classes, and in par-

ticular splitting into word prefixes, radices and suffixes,

in which only the word radixes or word prefix/word radix

combinations explicitly have to be correlated as synonyms

and the respective inflected forms are analyzed in accor-

dance with the current demand with the particular word pre-

sent on the basis of inflection data, and are generated
correspondingly for a selected synonym.

Synonym references in this regard are organized (a) as

chain of synonymous meanings of a word which firstly make
reference to each other in ring-like or loop-like manner
and secondly are ordered implicitly by an order regulation,

such as the lexical sequence or arrangement in accordance

with the probability of occurrence or explicitly by charac-

terization of the rank of one or more elements , or (b) as

group of words considered to be synonymous or as references

to the synonyms with the property that reference is made

inversely to this group from the synonyms concerned as well

or that this group is stored as value of a synonym.

It is to be pointed out that an HPSG parser is particularly
well suited for use with the concept according to the in-

vention since it can also be used to tackle the problem of

ambiguity in case of rearrangement of components of the

sentence. This will be illustrated by way of the following

example sentence, which reads as follows:
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"Er sieht den Mann auf dem Berg mit dem Fernglas."
(He sees the man on the mountain with the binoculars.)

The sentence has basically four correct meanings, consist-
ing in that "he" or "the man" is "standing on the mountain"
or has "binoculars". In contrast thereto, the similar sen-
tence

"Er sieht den Stern auf dem Berg mit dem Fernglas".

(He sees the star on the mountain with the binoculars.)

has only one correct meaning. Due to the semantic charac-
teristics of "star", and in particular due to the size ra-
tios with respect to other objects, the HPSG parser can de-
termine, due to its inherent hierarchic tree structure,
that a star cannot stand on a mountain and cannot have bin-
oculars, either

.

Other methods for reducing ambiguities, which are also re-
ferred to as rendering disambiguous , are of statistic
and/or rule-based nature. Such methods can be utilized ei-
ther instead of an HPSG parser or in supplementation to an
HPSG parser. These methods are based on dictionaries with
contexts through which a large amount of potential ambigui-
ties is correctly resolved. Such dictionaries often are
prepared manually or semi-automatically. The devices and
methods of the present invention easily can resort to such
already existing dictionaries. Due to the words occurring
or due to the grammatical structures occurring, statistic
or rule-based laws then are preferably determined automati-
cally with the use of such dictionaries.

A distortion in meaning by varying just the sequence of the

text components thus is not as likely as in case of the use
of synonyms . According to the invention, however, care is

taken here too in the sense of the basic concept of steg-

anography that, in addition to the grammatical correctness,
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no or no too large changes in sense occur due to the hiding

of the information. Thus, there are basically employed for-

mulation alternatives of identical sense. If this is not

possible in a concrete case or if the number of the then

possible formulation alternatives is too little, attempts

will always be made to ensure a slight deviation, that is

within a certain scope, in the meaning contents of the for-

mulation alternatives. If this is not possible for a spe-

cific sentence, no information will be hidden in this sen-

tence, but rather this sentence is left out.
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Claims

A device [(10)] for hiding information in a text hav-
ing at least one sentence, comprising

means [(12)] for providing the text;

means [(18)] for linguistically analyzing the text to
produce text components, the text components being
components of the sentence and the sentence, in addi-
tion to at least one additional component, having ex-
actly one predicate as component;

means [(20)] for determining a plurality of formula-
tion alternatives for the text

by varying the order of the text components it-
self,

by ascertaining synonyms for the text components
and varying the order of the synonyms for the
text components, or

by ascertaining synonyms for at least one text
component and varying the order of a synonym for

the at least one text component and of another
text component of the sentence,

with every formulation alternative being grammatically
correct for the text and having essentially the same
meaning as the text, with every sequence and every
synonym ascertained having specific partial informa-
tion - allocated thereto;

means [(22)] for selecting a formulation alternative
from the plurality of formulation alternatives in such
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a manner that the partial information that is allo-

cated to the selected formulation alternative corre-

sponds at least to part of the information to be hid-

den; and

means [(24)] for outputting the formulation alterna-

tive that forms a modified text, with said information

to be hidden being hidden in said modified text.

2. A device [(10)] according to claim 1,

wherein the means [(18)] for linguistically analyzing
is a parser, in particular a highly lexicalized, uni-

fication-based parser and specifically an HPSG parser.

3. A device [(10)] according to claim 1 [or 2]

,

wherein the means [(20)] for determining a plurality
of formulation alternatives comprises a diction-

ary/grammar stage such that grammatically correct for-

mulation alternatives are provided.

4. A device according to claim 3,

wherein the dictionary/grammar stage has stored
therein synonyms for text components as well unequivo-
cal partial information for each synonym, such as syn-

tactic, semantic, contextual and statistic informa-

tion .

5. A device [(10)] according to [any of the preceding

claims] claim 1 ,

wherein each sequence of the text components and each

synonym ascertained has a weighting allocated thereto

as partial information, said weighting being deter-

mined such that all weightings for the sequence and

the synonyms together, respectively, yield a probabil-

ity of 1, and



wherein the means [(22)] for selecting is arranged to

select one formulation alternative each in accordance
with the rules of arithmetic decoding, controlled by
the secret data that are understood as coded data.

A device [(10)] according to [any of claims 1 to 4]

claim 1 ,

wherein the partial information is in the form of

Huffman code words, wherein the following equation
holds

:

n
-li

2 2 = 1.0

i = 1

in which li is the length in bit of the i
th Huffman

code word and n is the number of Huffman code words of
a context, wherein all synonyms for a text component,
inclusive of the text component, together constitute a

context of their own, wherein all different sequences
of text components, inclusive of the sequence of the

text components in the text, constitute a context of

their own, such that any arbitrary information to be

hidden constitutes a stream of valid Huffman code
words

.

A device [(10)] according to claim 5,

wherein the information to be hidden comprises a bit

sequence, wherein the means [(22)] for selecting is

arranged to take as many bits from the beginning of

the bit sequence until the number constituted by these
bits is unequivocally within a specific one of the

probability intervals determined by said weightings,
whereupon said means [(22)] for selecting selects that

formulation alternative that corresponds to the
weighting allocated to the specific probability inter-
val, whereupon said means [(22)] for selecting carries
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out additional interval interleaving in order to se-
lect the next formulation alternative.

A device [(10)] according to claim 6,

wherein the means [(22)] for selecting is arranged to
perform Huffman decoding, said means successively ac-
cessing various Huffman code contexts selected by the
text components from a number of formulation alterna-
tives provided by said means [(20)] for determining a

plurality of formulation alternatives, with the input
to Huffman decoding being the information to be hidden
and with the output from Huffman decoding being the
modified text.

A device according to [any of claims 3 to 8] claim 3 ,

wherein each text component comprises at least one
word, and wherein the synonyms for each word are
stored in the dictionary/grammar stage together with
the corresponding partial information, whereas the
partial information for each different sequence of
text components is predetermined in accordance with
modelling of real linguistic laws by declarative
rules, constraints or fixed implementations in soft-
ware .

A device [(10)] according to claim 9,

wherein the means [(22)] for selecting is arranged to

utilize a first section of the information to be hid-
den for the selection of the sequence of the text com-
ponents and the subsequent sections for the selection
of the synonyms, and wherein the sequence of the se-

lected synonyms is a sequence selected from one or

several linguistically possible sequences and is inde-
pendent of the sequence of the text components in the

text

.
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A device [(10)] according to [any of the preceding
claims] claim 1 , further comprising:

means for encrypting and/or compressing the informa-
tion to be hidden, whereby encrypted and/or compressed
information to be hidden is produced which is adapted
to be fed to said means [(22)] for selecting.

A device according to [any of the preceding claims]
claim 1 ,

wherein the means [(18)] for linguistically analyzing
is arranged to deliver no text components for which
the correctness of the reformulation cannot be guaran-
teed and/or wherein the means [(20)] for determining
formulation alternatives is arranged to offer only
such formulation alternatives for which it is ensured
that the analysis thereof can yield again the same
sentence of formulation alternatives.

A device according to [any of the preceding claims]
claim l r

wherein there is public text and secret data, the de-
vice [(10)] comprising a control means arranged to
supply the information of the secret data to said
means [(22)] for selecting, such that the same are
hidden in the public text by modification of the pub-
lic text.

A device according to claim 13,

wherein the statistics used for compression and/or en-
cryption are dependent on the public text so that con-
formities of data fragments in the public text and the
secret data are utilized for efficient compression.

A device [(10)] according to [any of the preceding
claims] claim 1 ,

wherein the means [(20)] for determining the formula-
tion alternatives is controllable via the partial in-
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formation in order to maintain a specific style, in

particular to prefer or exclude certain formulation

alternatives, such as e.g. certain words, specific

lengths of sentences, the kind of language complexity,

the language level, the kind of syntax and word posi-

tion models, the perspective of narration, the ethnic

focus with respect to the origin of the words the

modified text is supposed to have, which list of words

to be avoided should be used, how presumed errors in

the text are to be handled and whether new errors may

be built in.

16. A device according to [any of the preceding claims]

claim 1 ,

wherein a similarity threshold can be predetermined

such that the means [ (20) ] for determining formulation

alternatives determines similar formulation variants

for the text the semantic differences of which with

respect to the original alternative are below the

similarity threshold, whereas formulation alternatives

the semantic differences of which with respect to the

original alternative are above the similarity thresh-

old are rejected.

17. A device according to claim 15,

wherein the amount of text is limited, with the simi-

larity threshold being dimensioned such that just the

entire information to be hidden can be accommodated in

the limited amount of text.

18. A device [(10)] according to [any of the preceding

claims] claim 1 ,

wherein the means [ (20) ] for determining a plurality

of formulation alternatives is arranged to dynamically

determine the formulation alternatives and to dynami-

cally produce the partial information allocated to

each formulation alternative.
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A device [(10)] according to [any of the preceding
claims] claim 1 ,

wherein the means [(20)] for determining a plurality
of formulation alternatives is arranged to output only
that formulation alternative from the plurality of
formulation alternatives that is selected by the means
[(22)] for selecting on the basis of the information
to be hidden.

A device [(50)] for extracting information hidden in a

modified text, the modified text having at least one
sentence, comprising

:

means [(52)] for providing the modified text;

means [(56)] for linguistically analyzing the modified
text to produce text components of the modified text,
the text components being components of the sentence
and the sentence, in addition to at least one addi-
tional component, having exactly one predicate as com-
ponent;

means [(58)] for producing partial information allo-
cated to the sequence of the text components and, in
case the modified text has information hidden in lin-
guistic meanings of the text components, to the lin-
guistic meanings of the text components, said means
for producing partial information producing the same
partial information which, in hiding the information
to produce the modified text, was allocated to the se-
quence of text components and optionally to the lin-
guistic meanings of the text components;

means [(60)] for combining the partial information
that was produced for the modified text by said means
[(58)] for producing partial information, in order to
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obtain the information hidden in the modified text;

and

means [(62)] for outputting the hidden information.

A device [(50)] according to claim 20,

wherein the partial information is in the form of

weightings, with said means [(60)] for combining the

partial information carrying out arithmetic coding for

extracting the hidden information.

A device [(50)] according to claim 20,

wherein said partial information is in the form of

simple or canonical, in particular prefix-free, Huff-
man code words, wherein said means [(60)] for combin-
ing the partial information carries out Huffman cod-
ing, in which the code contexts used for Huffman cod-
ing are selected by said means [(58)] for producing
and correspond to the code contexts that were utilized
in hiding information.

A device [(50)] according to [any of claims 20 to 22]

claim 20 ,

wherein the partial information that was used in hid-
ing first relates to the sequence of the text compo-
nents and thereafter to the synonyms of the text com-

ponents in a predetermined sequence, and wherein said
means [(60)] for combining the partial information is

arranged to derive from the sequence of the text com-

ponents of the modified text firstly the partial in-

formation relating to the sequence and then, on the

basis of a predetermined sequence of the text compo-
nents, to successively derive the partial information
allocated to the individual text components.

A device [(50)] according to [any of claims 20 to 23]

claim 20 ,
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wherein said means [(58)] for producing partial infor-
mation further comprises:

means for determining a plurality of formulation al-
ternatives for the modified text by varying the se-
quence of the text components and/or by using synonyms
or paraphrases for the text components, each formula-
tion alternative being grammatically correct for the
text and having substantially the same meaning as the
text,, with each sequence and/or each synonym or each
paraphrase having specific partial information allo-
cated thereto,

wherein said means [(58)] for producing partial infor-
mation is arranged to access said means for determin-
ing a plurality of formulation alternatives, in order
to retrieve the partial information relating to the
sequence and/or the linguistic meaning of the text
components of the modified text.

A method for hiding information in a text having at
least one sentence, comprising the following steps:

providing the text;

linguistically analyzing the text to produce text com-
ponents, the text components being components of the
sentence and the sentence, in addition to at least one
additional component, having exactly one predicate as
component;

determining a plurality of formulation alternatives
for the text

by varying the order of the text components it-
self,
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by ascertaining synonyms for the text components
and varying the order of the synonyms for the
text components, or

by ascertaining synonyms for at least one text

component and varying the order of a synonym for
the at least one text component and of another
text component of the sentence,

with every formulation alternative being grammatically
correct for the text and having essentially the same
meaning as the text, with every sequence and every
synonym ascertained having specific partial informa-
tion allocated thereto;

selecting a formulation alternative from the plurality
of formulation alternatives in such a manner that the
partial information that is allocated to the selected
formulation alternative corresponds to the information
to be hidden; and

outputting the formulation alternatives that form a

modified text, with said information to be hidden be-
ing contained in said modified text.

26. A method for extracting information hidden in a modi-
fied text, the modified text having at least one sen-
tence, comprising the following steps:

providing the modified text;

linguistically analyzing the modified text to produce
text components of the modified text, the text compo-
nents being components of the sentence and the sen-
tence, in addition to at least one additional compo-
nent, having exactly one predicate as component;
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producing partial information allocated to the se-
quence of the text components and to the linguistic
meanings of the text components, with the same partial
information being produced which, in hiding the infor-
mation to produce the modified text, was allocated to
the sequence of text components and, in case the modi-
fied text has information hidden in linguistic mean-
ings of the text components, was allocated to the lin-
guistic meanings of the text components;

combining the partial information that was produced
for the modified text by said step of producing par-
tial information, in order to obtain the information
hidden in the modified text; and

outputting the hidden information.

27. A device according to claim 1 or 20,

wherein said means [(20)] for determining formulation
alternatives or said means [(58)] for producing par-
tial information is arranged to utilize a word memory
in the form of a tree or graph consisting of (a) full
word forms, i.e. inflected words which then are corre-
lated to other inflected words or (b) morphologic syn-
tactic breaking down of the words in accordance with
inflection classes, and in particular splitting into
word prefixes, radices and suffixes, in which only the
word radices or word prefix/word radix combinations
are explicitly correlated as synonyms and the respec-
tive inflected forms are analyzed in accordance with
the current demand in the respective word present on
the basis of inflection data, and are generated corre-
spondingly for a selected synonym.

28. A device according to

characterized in that

ganized either as (a)

claim 27,

references to synonyms are or-

chain of synonymous meanings of
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a word that firstly make reference to each other in
ring-like manner and secondly are ordered implicitly
by an order regulation, such as the lexical sequence
or arrangement in accordance with the probability of
occurrence, or explicitly by a characterization of the
rank of one or more elements, or (b) as group of words
considered to be synonymous or as references to the
synonyms with the property that reference is made in-
versely to this group as well from the synonyms con-
cerned or that this group is stored as value of a

synonym.
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yj/ereinigten Staaten, Paragraph 112 offenbart ist erkenne

ylch gemass Absatz 37. Bundesgeseczbuch, Paragraph 1.55(a)

Ijfieine Pflicht zur Offenbarung von informafjonen an, die zwi-

^io*ien dem Anmeidedatum der fruheren Anmeidung und dem
Xiationalen Oder PCT intemationaien Anmeidedatum dieser

rjknmeidung bexannt geworden sind.

1 hereby ciaim the benefit under Title 35. United States Code,

§120 of any United States application^ ) listed below and,

insofar as the subject matter of each of the daims of this

application is not disdosed in the prior United Slates appli-

cation in the manner provided by the first paragraon of Title

35, United States Code, §112, I acknowledge the duty to

disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code of

Federal" Regulations, § 1.56(a) which occurred between the

filing date of the prior application and the national or PCT
international filing date of this application:

(Appticaaon Serial No.)

(Anmeidesenennummer)

(Ring Oate)

(Anmeidedatum)
(Status)

(patentiert anhangig,
aufgegeben)

(Status)

(patented, pending,
abandoned)

(Application Senai No.)

(Anmekleseriertnummer)

(Fifing Oate)

(Anmeidedatum)
(Status)

(patenttert anhangig,
aufgegeben)

(Status)

(patented, pending,

abandoned)

Ich erklare hiermit, dass alle von mir in der voriiegenden

Erklarung gemachten Angaben nach meinem besten Wissen

und Gewissen der voilen Wahrheit entsprechea und dass

ich diese eidesstattliche Erkiarung in Kenntnis dessen ab-

gebe, dass wissentiich und vorsatziich fatsche Angaben ge-

mass Paragraph 1001. Absatz 18 der Ziviiprozessordnung

der Veretnigten Staaten von Amerika mit Gekistrafe beiegt

und/oder Gefangnis bestraft werden koennen. und dass de-

rarrjg wissentiich und vorsatziich faische Angaben die Gui-

tigkeit der voriiegenden Patentanmeidung Oder eines darauf

erteiiten Patentes gefahrden konnen.

I hereby declare that ail statements made herein of my awn
knowledge are true and that all statements made on infor-

mation and belief are believed to be true; and further that

these statements were made with the knowledge that willful

false statements and the fike so made are punishable by fine

or imprisonment, or bottv under Section 1001 of Title 18 of

the United States Code and that such willful false statements

may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent

issued thereon.

?orm PTO-F3-24Q (8-33)
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German Language Declaration

VERTRETUNGSVOLLMACHT: AJs benannter Erfinder

beauftrage ich hiermil den nachstehend benann(en Paten-

tanwaii (oder die nachstehend benannten Paientanwalte) und/

Oder Palent-Agenien rnit der Verfofgung der vorfiegenden

Patentanmeldung sowte mit der AbwickJung after damtf ver-

bundenen Gesehafte vordem Patent-und Warenzeichenamt:
(Name und Registrationsnummer anfuhren)

POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, I hereby
appoint (he following attorney(s) and/or agent(s} lo prosecute
this application and transact ail business in the Patent and
Trademark Office connected therewith, (fist name and reg-
istration number)

Michael A. GLENN, Reg. Ncy 30,17 6

Donald M. HENDRICKS, Reg. No,;^^^^
Kirk D. WONG, Reg. No. 43,284

Christopher PEIL, Reg. No. 45,005

Teiefongesprache bitte nchten an:

(Hame und Tefefonnummer)
Oirect Telephone Calls lo: (name and (efepnone number)

Posfapschrift: Send Correspondence to:

GLENN PATENT GROUP

3475 Edison Way, Suite L,

Menlo Park, CA 94025

U.S. A,
Vofler Name des einzigen oder ursprungfichcn Erfinders: v ,

l. . V
Fu« name of sole or first inventor

Thorns POTTER
Uo^SHpsctvift des Erfioders Datum

uttr W. 43, 20Q4
Wogirkitz Residence \ V *

Twistetal-BerndorfAGermanv
Slaa&angehdngfcett "Citizenship ~ ^

German
Postaoschrift Post Office Address

Strother Strasse 13

D-34477 Twistetal-Berndorf
, Germany

Votter Name des zwetten MiiorOnders (tarts xutreftend) Putt name of second joint inventor, it any

Urtterscnrift des Erftoders Datum iyicond Inventor's_siaofftare Oate

Wohnsitx Residence

Staatsangehdrigkeit Citizenship

Postarischrift Post Office Address

(Bitte entsprechende Informadonen and Uatecschriften im
Faite von dritten und weiteren MHeriindem angeben).

(Supply similar information and signature for third and sub-
sequent joint inventors.)
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